Every Mullard valve throughout the whole wide range is tested to be the best in its class. We would not risk losing one friend to satisfy an experiment.

Our research laboratories are always at work calculating—experimenting—perfecting. We realise that valve design is fluid and performance progressive, and we intend to be first in any future developments as we have always been first in the past.

It is this backing of test and experiment that enables us to say ‘Try Mullard valves in your set—they improve any radio receiver!’

*Mullard*

*THE MASTER VALVE*
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The Sure Path to Perfect Reception

EVER READY
POPULAR
PORTABLE ONE

SPECIAL UNITS FOR PORTABLE SETS
PORTABLE 1. 63 volts 8.6 Size 6” x 5” x 3”
PORTABLE 2. 99 volts 13.6 Size 9” x 5” x 3”
PORTABLE 3. 108 volts 15 Size 10” x 5” x 3”

EVER READY
BRITAIN’S BEST BATTERIES
SAFE!

1. The double length Cossor filament famed for its colossal emission. Note the stellite bridge holding it rigidly in position.

2. Around the two stout grid supports it wound the first grid, electrically welded at twenty-five points.

Cossor makes greatest advance in valve design since the introduction of the Dull Emitter - -

The wonderful new Inter-locked Construction employed in the Cossor Screened Grid Valve eliminates all the inherent weaknesses in valve design. Under this system (illustrated here) each element is firmly braced top and bottom. Every joint is scientifically welded. This girder-like construction ensures absolute rigidity. It positively prevents the slightest individual movement of the elements. Even the hardest blow cannot disturb their perfect alignment.

As a result the Cossor Screened Grid Valve retains life-long uniformity of its characteristics. Its Inter-locked Construction (exclusive to Cossor) makes it the strongest and most robust Screened Grid Valve ever produced. Use Cossor in your Screened Grid Receiver — there is no substitute for the Cossor patented system of Inter-locked Construction.

INTER-LOCKED!

Only Cossor Screened Grid Valves have inter-locked Electrodes

Made in 3 types for use with 2, 4 and 6-volt Accumulator

Max Anode Volts 130, Impedance 200,000, Amplification Factor 200, Grid Bias 1-S volts at max. anode Volts. Price (either type) 22/6

Cossor Screened Grid

BRITAIN'S STRONGEST AND MOST DEPENDABLE SCREENED GRID VALVE
**Five First-Class Receivers**

The four receivers which we describe in this month's issue are all products of the Modern Wireless Research and Construction Department. For example, there is the "Forte" Five, which may be regarded as the star set in this issue. This receiver incorporates two L.F. and two H.F. stages, and can be built entirely from standard and easily obtainable parts.

The circuit employs a combination of S.G. and neutrodyne H.F. stages, and by this method it was found on test that the receiver achieved great sensitivity, together with very satisfactory selectivity and stability. The Research Department, after putting the receiver through a series of exhaustive tests, report that in their opinion it is one of the best receivers which have been designed in the department.

The "Kendall" Three is an H.F., Det. and L.F. set, embodying a new reaction arrangement developed by the Chief of the Modern Wireless Research Department, Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. It is a wave-change receiver, and with its volume control and increased sensitivity it may safely be said to represent a distinct advance in H.F., Det., and L.F. design.

The "Magentic" Two is a powerful twin-valver for loud-speaker work. Readers will find it cheap and easy to build, and quite simple to operate.

We also include in this issue a Modern Crystal Set—set, which we find from our correspondence that quite a number of our readers, close to a broadcasting station, still favour the pure reception obtainable with a crystal and telephones. The particular set we describe is one which includes a new type of crystal detector giving the selectivity modern con-

**The Surprise Items**

It is interesting to note that a few days ago we celebrated the anniversary of its first feature. The Surprise Item was the B.B.C. programmes as a whole.

To be precise, the feature was started on July 13th—but, despite the superstitious number, it must be admitted that the feature has proved one of the most popular ever initiated by the B.B.C.

Undoubtedly the Surprise Item has proved a valuable outlet for novel ideas in B.B.C. entertainment; for example, readers will remember that it was the means of Seamark's introduction to the radio public in August, 1928, when he presented a sketch about Zeebrugge; while in the same month microphones were installed inside and outside the main signal-box at King's Cross station.

Another Surprise Feature which caused a lot of interest was the red-hot criticism of a play which had been performed the same night, and in September last year Jack Hobbs, Sutcliffe, Hammond, Duckworth and Leyland broadcast an au revoir to listeners before the England Cricket Team's departure for Australia.

Other items of the Surprise Feature consisted of the broadcasting of theatre queue entertainers, a surprise visit to the studios at Elstree, a tour of theatres, terminating with the curtain, cloak-room and traffic noises of the London Hippodrome.

In short, the Surprise Feature has been a very happy inspiration for the B.B.C., and we heartily congratulate them on the success they have achieved in this direction.

**Sixteen Million Listeners**

One of the peculiar things about the study of broadcasting politics is that, although grumbles continue—and, in fact, increase—and although critics who should know better still advocate the adoption of an American policy of broadcasting (despite the fact that Canada has now decided to model its National Broadcasting system on the B.B.C.), the growth of wireless enthusiasm in this country is undoubtedly steady and progressive.

This may easily be gathered from the fact that the number of receiving licences in force at the end of May was 2,760,872—an increase of 20,000 over the figure 2,747,909.
Has it ever occurred to you that while much has been written about the town-dweller's aerial—how to avoid all the many difficulties which beset him in his crowded conditions, and so forth—the country dweller, who from his very location is particularly indebted to wireless, is largely ignored? The conditions in country districts are often quite different from those which obtain in town, and the country-dweller's problems are certainly worthy of separate attention.

No "Local" Station

First of all there is, for him, rarely such a thing as the oft-quoted "local" station. In some towns an indoor aerial, or even no aerial at all, may be sufficient to pick up quite strong signals with an average set, for the simple reason that the station broadcasting is only a mile or two away. I have even known a case, within a mile of a broadcast station,
People's Aerials

It is always of interest to know how the "other man" fares, especially as regards his broadcast programmes. Radio reception in the country is picturesquely discussed in this special article.

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

where it was found unnecessary to have even a wireless receiving set, for a pair of headphones connected to the ironwork in the building gave very clear reproduction of speech and music! Such occurrences are, however, rare and in the nature of freaks.

There are very large areas in this country where the nearest station is situated at least 100 miles away, and thus, unless multivalue and perhaps expensive receivers are installed, more than ordinary care must be taken to see that the aerial system is efficient in order to obtain the maximum strength from the passing waves.

(Above) No longer "out of the world." London flat or country cottage—both have the news simultaneously.

(Right) The village inn, for which a West End hotel may provide the orchestra.

(Below) A sign of progress in the wilds of Devon.

The hillside listener on the left places one mast in his grounds and the other higher up the hill, as shown in the photo above.
This is particularly the case with the crystal-set user, who in many country areas must depend upon 5 X X or 5 G B. It must be remembered that the crystal receiver has no amplifying power whatsoever, so that it is more than ever important with a crystal set to have a first-class aerial. In this connection I have seen in country districts many needlessly elaborate aerials, quite complicated and costly to erect, and actually from my own experience no more efficient than a single wire. If you use a crystal receiver, aim as far as possible for height and, as much as you can in your particular circumstances, keep the aerial well clear of all buildings. To get the height, do not be afraid to utilise any structure which will support the wire, but avoid running the aerial itself into the foliage of trees.

**Avoid Foliage**

If there is a high tree nearby, attach a rope to its highest portion and make the length of this rope such that its end, when pulled towards the house or wherever the receiver is installed, is well clear of any foliage.

An insulator (or, better still, a chain of three or four) should now be attached to the end of this rope and the outer end of the aerial wire joined to the insulator. Utilise as far as possible the full 100ft. allowable, and make the earth connection as efficient as you can. A few notes on earth connections will be given later in this article.

The trouble when using trees, particularly high trees, as an aerial support is that they tend to sway in the wind and cause the aerial at one moment to be very loose and the next too taut. If the form and disposition of the tree allows, it is not a bad plan to connect a pulley block at the top of the tree so as to run the rope over the pulley and down near the ground on the other side, where a heavy weight, such as a large stone, can be attached to it. The weight of this stone will normally keep the aerial quite taut, and as the tree sways in the wind the rope will run backwards and forwards over the pulley, adjusting itself as needed.

**Reducing Interference**

I have seen many country aerials badly screened by trees or adjacent buildings. If you can, try the aerial temporarily in different directions from the lead-in insulator. A few comparative tests in this way will reveal that one position is probably much better than the others, perhaps giving twice the strength of signals.

I am also a great believer, when valve sets are used, in a long, low aerial, preferably erected so that its free end is in the direction exactly opposite to the broadcasting station from which you most often receive.

If an aerial can be supported on a few poles, each say 10 or 15 ft. high, using the full 100ft. and carrying it into, perhaps, an adjoining field, it not only gives remarkably good reception, but is less liable to atmospheric disturbances. Also, being structurally much stronger, it is less likely to be damaged in high winds. Such an aerial is particularly good when a house is built on a hill.

**Increasing Effective Height**

If the house is situated in a spot where the ground rises abruptly a short distance off (at the foot of a hill, for example), then the support for the free end of the aerial can be a pole as far up the hillside as is convenient, but always remember that what you are aiming to do is to get the free end of the aerial as high as possible above the point where the instruments are situated. You may thus get an aerial with very considerable effective height, although the actual mast on the hillside stands but a few feet above the
soil. Such an arrangement is very good when the hillside faces the broadcasting station most often received, but much depends upon the nature of the soil, particularly in mining districts where there may be metallic ores not far below the surface.

The Earth Connection

The earth connection, which often presents such difficulties to the town dweller, is easily made efficient in country areas. Sometimes there is a disused well available, in which case a copper-plate connection to a wire and dropped into it will give you the finest earth connection you could possibly wish for.

A nearby duckpond, brook, or river gives an excellent earth connection and is much preferable to a buried plate in comparatively dry soil. In some cases, however, the situation of the living-room in which the wireless set is used is such that an earth connection of the kind mentioned is impossible or inconvenient, and in one case brought to my notice and illustrated in this article the earth connection is apparently taken out of the front window to some buried metal beneath the pavement. One hesitates to think what would happen in a busy town if one attempted such an arrangement.

There are very many advantages in an earth connection consisting of a metal plate thrown into a neighbouring pond or stream, for not only does it make excellent electrical contact with a large area of the soil through the water, but it can be hauled up from time to time and examined, whereas the buried earth-plate or box may be corroded away completely without one knowing.

Several cases of this have come to my notice recently, many being due to the corrosion taking place at the point where the wire is soldered to the plate. A certain amount of acid flux is often left around the joint, and this, in conjunction with the chemical effects of the soil, causes the connections to be completely severed, although the plate may still be in fairly good condition.

Badly Designed Down-Leads

The chief criticism I would make after having examined a number of country aerials is that, while the aerial itself is generally quite efficient, making good use of the available facilities, much is often lost by the aerial being brought down either in contact with, or very much too close to, the house itself or to a guttering or drain-pipe. It is always best, if conditions permit, to fasten a piece of wood to the eaves so that it will project two or three feet away from the wall. The aerial can then be taken to this, so that in its downward path it is kept well away from the walls.

Such an arrangement is perhaps not so neat as an arrangement of insulated wire tacked to the wall, but in this regard it should be pointed out that the insulation, while preventing a dead short, does very little to prevent leakage of high-frequency currents, which pass into the adjacent conductors through the dielectric formed by the insulation.
Notes of Interest on Short-Wave Receivers and Reception.

By W. L. S.

By pure chance I recently rigged up an H.F. amplifier for short-wave work, using one of the old double-ended type of screened-grid valves, and it seemed to me that it was giving extraordinarily good results compared with my standard amplifier, with which I had been quite pleased.

I have suspected for some time that individual S.G. valves vary considerably in their performance as amplifiers on the ultra-short waves, and probably there is no more than this to account for the fact that this particular specimen of the double-ended type proved exceptionally good.

Wave-Change Wave-Meter

It is strange, incidentally, how valves can vary, particularly in this branch of radio, although on paper their characteristics may be absolutely identical; and, in fact, no ordinary test or measurements will reveal any differences whatever.

My most useful possession in the radio line just at present is one of very recent construction, and takes the form of a wave-change wave-meter, for use on either broadcast or ultra-short waves by the turn of a switch.

An "ultra-audion" circuit is used (this facilitating the wave-change considerably), and, but for the fact that the whole thing with its valve and batteries is housed in a copper box, it resembles an ordinary ultra-audion receiver. On the short waves the range is approximately 15-45 metres, and on the broadcast band the whole useful range is covered.

By plugging in a pair of 'phones it may also be used as a "monitor" for the transmitter, either on the working wave-length or on harmonics in the broadcast band.

There is a very interesting account in a recent issue of "QST" of some experiments recently carried out in the treatment of small animals by means of ultra-high-frequency radiations. The most interesting part of the article is that describing the various circuits used for obtaining waves of the order of 6 metres, 1-7 metres, and practically every intermediate wave-length. These high frequencies have, of course, been undergoing investigation by the medical profession for some considerable time, but nothing really definite has yet been found out concerning them.

I should be interested to know whether any of my readers have ever really mastered an "all-A.C." short-wave receiver (meaning, of course, A.C. on filaments as well). I have had several moderately successful attempts myself, but I have not as yet been really pleased with any of them, the chief fault being the way in which the A.C. hum came in when one ran into a "dead spot" over which the set would not oscillate.

An "all-A.C." short-waver would be a really useful set to have about the house, but the problem of obtaining a really perfect background is none too easy to solve.

Special Detector Best

Incidentally, some snags arise when one uses a pentode in conjunction with an eliminator. I am doing so myself at present with no trouble whatever; but a friend of mine has had to provide a special terminal for the pentode priming-grid, with separate smoothing from all the rest of the supply, and even now he has rather a "mushy" background.

I am still strongly in favour of a special short-waver consisting of a detector only, and a really efficient detector at that, carefully screened and laid out, and the output arranged in such a manner that it can easily be strung up to any amplifier available. It is a good idea to use parallel-feed to the detector through an L.F. choke, so that an amplifier with practically any type of L.F. transformer may be used.
Any one at the seaside who has watched with care water waves approaching the beach may have noticed that if he fixes his eye on a specially big wave at a little distance, it does not always retain its bigness as it approaches but tends to get flattened out, while some other wave, originally smaller, swells up into a bigger one. In other words, a wave does not always retain its individual features.

We can hardly label a wave so as to identify it. If we did put a label on a wave—even a mental label—the label would be left behind. It might come in, but it would come in slower.

Comparatively Simple Laws

So if we fix our attention on any specific group of waves, or upon a wave with some individual peculiarity, and watch for the travelling of that peculiarity, we must not expect it to adhere to any one wave and to travel with it. The marked or group peculiarity will travel at a different rate from the waves themselves. This is not so in every kind of wave, but it is so in water waves, and it is so in ripples, in fact, it is so whenever the wave velocity depends in any way on the wave-length, that is, whenever waves of all wave-lengths do not travel at the same rate.

In all such cases therefore we have two velocities to consider, a wave velocity and a group velocity, and these are connected by certain laws. If it were true that these laws never apply to wireless waves or ether waves of any kind, the subject would not be appropriate to this journal, but as a matter of fact those laws do apply under certain circumstances, and so a better understanding of them is desirable.

Fortunately we are not called upon to attend to this complication often, because the laws of light waves and sound waves are comparatively simple, simpler in fact than any other kind of waves. In sound waves there is no difficulty at all, individual waves and group waves travel at the same rate in air; but that is not always true of ether waves.

It is, however, practically true in ordinary cases, otherwise we should find it difficult to determine the velocity of light. For let us think what we do when we make such a determination.

The first determination was made astronomically, about the year 1700, by the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites. On timing the interval between successive eclipses of the satellites by Jupiter’s shadow, Römer found that the time interval stretched when the earth in its orbit happened to be moving away from Jupiter, and on the other hand was contracted when, on the other side of its orbit, the earth was approaching the region of the eclipse.

Measurement of the apparent acceleration and retardation of the satellites gave Römer the necessary data for the determination on the hypothesis that it was only an appearance due to the motion of the earth and the velocity of light. The result, however, was not accepted by astronomers, because it was a new idea that light took any time at all to travel, and the velocity came out excessively great.

Further Experiments

The next determination was made half a century later, when Bradley, the astronomer at Oxford, in trying to measure the distance of stars, observed that each star described a small circle or ellipse about its mean position once a year in every case; thus proving that the apparent motion was not real, but was an appearance caused by the earth’s travel round the sun at a speed
At What Rate Does Radiated Energy Travel?

1/10,000th part of the velocity of light. The practical agreement of this with Römer’s estimate overcame the scientific scruples, and both results were now accepted.

Then in the middle of the 19th century the French physicist Fizeau made an ambitious attempt to measure this velocity by experiment on the earth’s surface, his method being the same in principle as that which had been adopted by the Florentine Academicians long ago in the time of Galileo, by introducing movable shutters into a beam of light, and timing the delay in observing these artificial eclipses when the light was reflected back by a mirror stationed on a hill some 16 miles off, and returned to the sending station.

Not Speed of the Waves

Many other modifications of this method have been devised since, but they all amount in principle to this, that some peculiarity or special feature is superposed or inflicted on the beam, and the arrival of that peculiarity after its journey is timed, of course, by some ingenious mechanical device, so that the speed really determined is not the speed of the waves themselves, but the speed with which this peculiarity travels; the peculiarity, both in Fizeau’s case and in Römer’s case, being a variation of intensity, a sudden change from dark to light or from light to dark, a change, that is to say, in the amplitude of the wave.

It was rather like what one does when one watches the oncoming of an extra big sea wave, the extra bigness acting as the label for identifying the wave; only, as we have seen already, it need not be the same identical wave which retains that particular feature of bigness. What Fizeau observed therefore was the group velocity.

In the case of water waves the group velocity is decidedly less than the wave velocity. In the case of light waves we now know that the two speeds are practically, if not accurately, the same. This equality follows at once from the fact that all waves, whatever their size, travel at the same rate in free space and even in the ordinary atmosphere.

Still in a thorough investigation it does not do to assume the equality of the two velocities without proof, because there may be circumstances in which they differ: and we shall find that in the upper regions of the atmosphere the conditions are such that this difference exists. It is almost sufficient to be appreciable, and quite sufficient to produce notable effects. I may say at once that this difference it is that enables waves to curve round the earth and reach the Antipodes! But that we will consider later.

Light a form of Energy

Meanwhile we may express group velocity rather differently. Light or radiation generally is a form of energy, travelling energy; and that energy is what we receive and detect at a receiving station. The question is at what rate does radiation-energy travel.

Recent investigations seem to have made it certain that the energy travels with the group rather than with the wave, and that just as Fizeau observed the group velocity so should we if we attempted to measure the interval of time between the emission of a signal and its reception at the Antipodes, or, indeed, at any nearer station. Hence we might call the group velocity the energy velocity.

Now the theory of Relativity makes it pretty clear, at any rate it definitely assumes—the hypothesis being fairly confirmed by the consistency of its results—that energy cannot possibly travel faster than light. It may travel at the same rate, or it may travel slower, it cannot travel quicker.

Only when the speed of waves depends in any degree on the wave-length does the difference arise. If all waves travel accurately at the same speed, so that there is no dispersion, then radiation energy travels at one constant speed, which we call the velocity of light.
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That old controversy about the rival merits of swinging coil and Reinartz reaction seems nowadays to have settled itself to the satisfaction of everyone, except the die-hards of either party, pretty much as follows: The swinging coil method is definitely more difficult to handle, since it calls for considerable delicacy in adjustment and also upsets the tuning perceptibly. Consequently, it must be confessed that it requires considerably more practice to handle such a set than one of the Reinartz variety.

Granted moderately expert handling, however, there can be little doubt that decidedly greater sensitivity to weak signals is obtainable with it; Reinartz reaction, on the other hand, is much easier to handle in almost every case, since with its aid it is a very simple matter to obtain particularly smooth and gradual control, and it has much less effect in upsetting the tuning. Against these advantages we must balance the noticable disadvantage that it does not seem in the majority of cases to give quite such good signals on distant stations.

Why Is It?

Much depends upon the handling of any given circuit, and we can probably sum up the matter by saying that in expert hands, or, at least, in reasonably practised ones, the swinging coil circuit is more sensitive, but it is quite likely that the average non-technical user of a wireless set will get at least as much with the aid of the Reinartz arrangement simply because it is easier to make the correct adjustments. Now, it is natural that one should inquire just why it is that the Reinartz arrangement should appear to give this lower sensitivity, and the inquiry is one which must have passed through the minds of most experimenters of any experience.

Existing sets with capacity-controlled reaction can be modified very easily to incorporate the new sensitivity-increasing device. All that is needed is a compression-type adjustable condenser connected between points 1 and 2 (L.T. — and detector anode).
one is from the anode through the H.F. choke, and so via the telephones or the intervalve coupling device (or any bypass condensers provided) to filament. Naturally, the H.F. choke pretty well settles the matter here, since it makes it a very high impedance path. The other path is through the filament. Naturally, the H.F. choke pretty well settles the matter here, remembering that we shall often be working with quite a small setting of the reaction condenser capacity, which again means a high impedance path.

**Methods of Measurement**

Space will not permit us to go into the matter in much detail from this point of view, but it has been obvious to the "M.W." Research Department for some time that the point was one calling for attention, for if the Reinartz could be improved in this respect it would naturally become a still more valuable circuit.

Accordingly, some simple tests were undertaken recently, and some extremely interesting results were obtained, which, although they do not represent by any means a complete exploration of the matter, will at least have an important influence on future "M.W." designs. For the purpose of our tests we set up a simple measuring circuit, consisting of a detector valve auto-coupled to an aerial and earth, with an H.F. choke in the anode circuit and a milliammeter to indicate by its change of reading on tuning-in the local station at what strength that signal was being obtained. In addition, arrangements were made to determine the effect of inserting a bypass condenser of various sizes from plate to filament, with a view to determining just what gain in signal strength there might be with this bypass in position, and what capacity was necessary to obtain the best effect.

**Linked up with Damping**

The circuit used is illustrated in Fig. 1, and you will see that it is of a very simple nature. The tuning coil has two alternative tappings for the aerial, giving two different degrees of coupling, and the first step was to determine the effect of adding a '0001-mfd. fixed condenser (C) as a bypass with the aerial tapping connected to the point A (the larger tapping point).

Results at first were somewhat disappointing, since the figure of signal strength obtained without the bypass was 14 (a purely arbitrary scale used for comparative purposes) and with the bypass the figure was 18. This seemed to indicate quite a small change, very much less than we had expected.

Thinking the matter over, it was remembered that the effect was probably related to damping in the grid circuit, and accordingly we transferred the aerial lead to the lower tapping point. In this way the grid circuit was relieved of much of the damping of the aerial and thus was set free to show up more clearly the particular effect which we were investigating. The results obtained now were decidedly striking, since the figure without the bypass was only 4 on our scale, whereas with the addition of the bypass it was 16.5. Evidently, then, there was something in this matter of bypassing, and it became obvious that where other damping effects in the tuned circuit were low, it would probably prove of very considerable importance.

**Practical Modifications**

The figures obtained, by the way, are likely to give rather an exaggerated idea of the importance of the bypass, since it must be remembered that in a practical circuit there would always be a certain amount of bypassing to filament, and we next made tests to see whether the small capacity normally present in this position was sufficient to have a beneficial effect. Readings were accordingly taken with a range of quite small capacities graduated in small steps up to a maximum of '001 mfd., and interesting figures were obtained.

We need not trouble the reader with the whole of them here, but up to a value of about '0005 mfd. there was a steady and rapid rise in signal strength, and a more gradual rise from this point up to '001 mfd., in the particular circuit under investigation. From these tests it is evident that in normal circuits very considerable benefit would be obtained by providing a considerably greater amount of bypassing from plate to filament than is given by the usual Reinartz reaction circuit, with its comparatively small condenser setting.

**Deductions Confirmed**

Further tests were made in which the bypass circuit contained various forms of actual reaction arrangements, these being arranged at some little distance from the tuned circuit, so that true reaction effects should not take place, but, rather, pure bypassing ones, and the results obtained with these more practical arrangements fully confirmed the preliminary deductions made after the first simple tests.
An important aspect of the question concerns the comparatively strong stations on which very little reaction is used, such as the local and 5 G.B. and 5 X X, since here to obtain good quality one generally sets the reaction condenser right back to zero, in which condition it is evident that a considerable sacrifice of signal strength is being made as a result of the almost complete absence of bypassing from plate to filament. The minimum of the average reaction condenser is definitely too small to serve this purpose at all effectively.

**Future Policy**

Having determined the benefits likely to be obtained from the use of extra bypassing from plate to filament in a Reinartz circuit, we made some more tests in actual receiving circuits, and find these benefits quite definitely present, with a marked improvement in sensitivity. We still do not feel that the Reinartz, even in this improved form, is quite up to the level of a swinging-coil set in really expert hands, but it is definitely a considerable step in the right direction. We are accordingly planning to provide extra bypassing in such of our future designs as seem suitable, and the reader will no doubt be interested to see some preliminary suggestions as to how this may be done.

Taking first the simplest case of a single-valve receiver, or one in which the detector is followed by a stage of resistance-capacity coupling, it will be seen that all we have to do is to provide a suitable small bypassing capacity from plate to filament, as indicated in Fig. 2. The effect of this will naturally be to require a larger setting of the reaction condenser to obtain actual effects, this again assisting in producing bypassing effects.

**Practical Adjustments**

In practice, we have found that by using one of the compression type semi-adjustable condensers, having a maximum capacity of 0.001 mfd., it is quite easy to find a suitable setting, the procedure being simply to find the point on the tuning range where the circuit requires the maximum reaction capacity, and then to introduce the bypassing capacity until it is only just possible to obtain sufficient reaction here with the reaction condenser full in. The improvement in sensitivity at other portions of the scale where the reaction condenser would otherwise be working at quite a small setting is then quite perceptible.

The matter is not quite so simple where the detector is followed by a stage of transformer coupling, since the use of a bypassing condenser here is, in effect, to shunt capacity across the primary of the transformer, and this may be regarded as objectionable from the point of view of the designer of the transformer.

This is particularly the case with those types of transformers in which a condenser is provided across the primary winding actually inside the transformer, since the addition of extra capacity is rather an unfair thing to do, in view of the fact that the manufacturers have carefully chosen the right capacity for their production.

In such cases an alternative connection for the bypassing condenser would be simply across in parallel with the H.F. choke, as is suggested in Fig. 3. Here it has the desired effect in providing bypassing from plate to filament (through the condenser across the transformer primary), and yet it does not have the previous objectionable effect just noted.

Other methods of introducing bypassing will be developed for use in different set designs in the future, and we think the reader will be interested in the distinctly improved results which he will obtain with their aid.

**Throttle-Controlled Circuits**

A rather difficult case, by the way, is likely to be found in the case of the so-called throttle-control circuit. Extra bypassing provides a distinct improvement here, just as in the case of the Reinartz, but it is no longer possible to connect the extra condenser across the choke, as in Fig. 3, to avoid shunting the primary of the low-frequency transformer.

Evidently some other expedient must be developed for this circuit, and various methods are now being investigated. One arrangement which seems promising in preliminary tests is to shunt the bypass condenser...
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say? Perhaps a natural remark on discovering that this design includes one screened-grid H.F. stage and one ordinary neutralised one, but please suspend judgment until you have heard arguments which we think will convince you that "hybrid" would be a better description. We hope you will agree after hearing our case that by crossing two strains in this particular fashion we have produced something which has a goodly measure of the merits of both parents and is to a considerable degree free from the vices of either.

The Problem

If you consider what it was that we set out to produce and the alternative ways of achieving our object you will begin to see the point. What we wanted to do, then, was to turn out a good, sound design of the rather "super" class; that is to say, a fairly large set which could be depended upon to bring in pretty well anything that was going, and the first point to be settled was whether one or two high-frequency stages should be used. Well, one ordinary neutralised stage is obviously not enough, and one turns for a moment to the idea of a single screened-grid stage.

Now, to obtain sufficient magnification from a single screened-grid H.F. stage for a set of the calibre we had in mind is not by any means easy and means using very special and somewhat expensive coils. Even then it is by no means certain that a set of this type gives sufficient selectivity for ideal working under modern conditions, particularly those which may be expected to obtain in the London area when the regional scheme starts.

The fact that very special coils would require to be used to enable a

A super-sensitive set especially designed to give full loud-speaker strength on a large number of stations, at the same time to provide really good selectivity.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
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single screened-grid stage to give the standard of results at which we were aiming, was alone a finally deciding factor, since, as the reader is probably aware, it is the object of the "M.W." Research Department to avoid the introduction of new coils or other components whenever possible. We always endeavour to achieve our results within the limits of existing materials whenever we can, for the obvious reason that to do otherwise is to involve the constructor in considerable expense and is often to

land him with components which will be of no further use in future sets. Since, then, we cannot obtain the results necessary in this particular design with a single screened-grid stage, it becomes obvious that two stages of high-frequency of some kind must be used.

A Choice of Methods

Now, two good neutralised stages will give something like the amount of magnification needed, but these have certain drawbacks with which the reader is already familiar. In their customary form they are apt to be a little critical as to valves, layout, spacing of wiring, and so on, and, moreover, the neutralising operation for two stages requires a certain amount of skill to carry out successfully. Two screened-grid stages, on the other hand, give perhaps more magnification than is needed if the stages are worked at anything like maximum efficiency, and, moreover, with the very high amount of magnification they give a super-excellent standard of selectivity is required, and this is by no means easy to obtain.

An open and carefully worked-out layout makes the wiring very simple.


In such receivers it is customary to cut down the magnification of each stage somewhat, commonly by the use of H.F. transformer coupling with a reduced number of turns on the primaries, and this, of course, gives the desired degree of selectivity if certain precautions are taken. However, this means special coils once again.

Now consider the advantages obtained by using one ordinary neutralised H.F. stage and one screened-grid stage. In the first place the circuit will be extremely
easy to neutralise because there is only one stage requiring it, and the simplest of methods will enable one to obtain an accurate setting for the neutralising condenser quite quickly. Then, the magnification is not excessive and there is no need to cut it down; moreover, the receiver is extremely stable. Again, the use of a neutralised stage of the ordinary split-primary type means that we shall be obtaining a high degree of selectivity right at the beginning of the set, that is to say, where it is most needed.

**Standard Parts Throughout**

If we place our screened-grid valve following this, it will add the necessary amplification without running us into difficulties with broad tuning. These facts alone obviously entitle this combination to quite serious consideration for any receiver of the rather super class, but in addition there is the very weighty one that it is quite an easy matter to arrange it in an efficient manner with perfectly standard coils and components throughout and with only a moderate amount of simple screening of the partition variety.

Now you will understand why it was that we decided upon this combination of a split-primary neutralised H.F. stage followed by a screened-grid stage for the "Forte" Five. Certainly the results in the case of this receiver have proved well up to, and indeed considerably beyond, our expectations, and it certainly deserves a place very high indeed in the class in which we have endeavoured to place it. Lists of stations received are more or less meaningless these days, and we do not believe that they convey a really true idea of the capabilities of any set, depending as they do so much upon local conditions, aerial system, time of year, the skill of the operator and his possession or otherwise of a good wave-meter, and hence it is not our custom to give them for receivers built for Modern Wireless in the ordinary course of events.

We will content ourselves with saying in this case that after long and exhaustive tests we are convinced that this receiver complies very fully indeed with our first requirements of an outfit which can be depended upon to bring in anything that is going (so long as it is above the general level of noise) and to give a good account of itself under even the most adverse conditions. Moreover, it is very selective, its preliminary adjustments are very easy to make, and although it has three dials it is by no means difficult to operate.

This last follows from the fact that its sensitivity is decidedly high, and consequently there is a slight cracking of atmospherics and so on which produces a general sound of liveliness whenever the three circuits are in tune. This is quite sufficient to enable you to keep them roughly in step whilst searching.

**A Good Point**

Best of all, it requires only parts of the most standard nature, many of which the experimenter will already have on hand, and all of which he can depend upon to be useful in future sets when (if ever!) he grows tired of this one.

So much for generalities. Now let us take a look over the circuit and layout of the receiver and examine its main features. First of all we have the neutralised H.F. stage, and here you will see a very simple scheme of auto-coupled aerial and tuned secondary for the grid circuit of the valve.

This is actually made up with a standard "X" coil, with two alternative aerial terminals, one of which brings in a fixed condenser of 5000 mfd. for extra selectivity when needed. (Only likely to be necessary in extremely adverse circumstances.)

**The Neutralised Stage**

The coupling between the neutralised H.F. stage and the screen-grid valve which follows is arranged by means of a standard six-pin H.F. transformer of the split-primary type. In the H.T. lead to the split-primary transformer—that is to say, in the H.T. lead for the first valve—you will see the first of the many special features of the set, namely, a 25,000-ohm resistance in series and a 1-mfd. fixed condenser shunted down to the earthed circuit, the two forming an
anti-battery-coupling filter and also serving to drop the H.T. voltage to a suitable figure for the first valve. This device enables the first valve, and also the screened-grid valve, to be worked from a common H.T. positive tapping with the usual standard voltage of 120, or preferably 130. The neutralised valve thus receives a suitable slightly lower voltage, and is relieved of the risk of battery coupling with the screened-grid stage.

**Finely Adjustable Coupling**

Passing on to the screened-grid stage, you will note that this again is transformer-coupled to the detector, a special but already existing type of H.F. transformer being used here. This is the Lewcos "Super" type, which has interchangeable primaries which fit upon a simple pin and socket arrangement on the side of the coil.

By adjusting the size of this primary quite a range of different degrees of selectivity and amplification can be obtained, which will be found to be a very valuable feature when adjusting a super-powerful type of set to any particular set of conditions. A further anti-battery coupling device will be found here, consisting of a high-frequency choke (marked H.F.C.1) and another 1-mfd. bypass condenser down to earth.

This device is quite effective in preventing battery coupling, and at the same time does not drop the H.T. voltage on the valve appreciably. As a further simplification of the receiver, the screening electrode of the valve is connected to H.T. positive via another fixed resistance, of 100,000 ohms this time, also bypassed down to the earth circuit with another 1-mfd. condenser, C10. This enables the screening electrode to be worked from the same H.T. positive tap, thus simplifying the battery connections, and also helps to cut down battery-coupling effects. The value of this resistance, by the way, is not at all critical, since modern S.G. valves are no longer so critical as to screening electrode voltage.

**Special Detector By-Passing**

Reaction from the detector is arranged upon the secondary of this special H.F. transformer, being of the usual capacity-controlled kind. The detector is of the grid leak and condenser type, and is fitted with the special sensitivity-improving device introduced last month in connection with standard Reinartz circuits. This is simply an adjustable bypassing condenser connected straight down from the anode to the filament of the detector, providing a free escape for H.F. impulses.

It is actually a compression type variable condenser with a maximum capacity of 0.0003 mfd. mounted on the baseboard, and it is set to a suitable value when the receiver is first put on test. The idea is to start with this condenser set to minimum and gradually increase it until you find you can only just obtain reaction effects at all parts of the tuning range by means of the reaction condenser on the panel. The bypassing condenser can then be left alone during all future operations and will serve the purpose of increasing the sensitivity of the detector without further adjustment.

**De-Coupling the Detector**

Another anti-battery-coupling filter is included in the detector stage, consisting of the resistance R4, of 25,000 ohms or thereabouts (any value from 20,000 to 50,000 will serve quite well), and a bypass condenser C19 of 2 mfd. These various
anti-coupling devices make the receiver a particularly stable one, and it can be confidently expected to give no trouble even when used with quite elderly batteries or upon a mains unit in which the "separation" of the output taps is by no means thorough. This particular factor of safety is still further increased by the fact that a properly connected output filter circuit is provided for the loud speaker, so that battery coupling effects from the power stage are very much reduced.

**Improved Reaction**

The L.F. side is of a rather standard nature with one exception. This is in the value of the anode resistance in the R.C. stage coupling the detector to the first L.F. valve. Instead of the more or less conventional value of 250,000 ohms, we have used here only 100,000 ohms, which may be considered rather low at first sight. As a matter of fact, we have found that this value gives decidedly more satisfactory results with modern types of H.F. valves when used as detectors, since these are no longer of such high impedance as they used to be.

For such valves a 100,000-ohm anode resistance provides an ample anode load, and this lower value enables considerably smoother reaction to be obtained, with much less tendency to overlap in the adjustment.

Arranged in the grid circuit of the detector valve there is a simple type detector is provided by the usual high-resistance potentiometer-type volume control, a resistance of 1 meg-ohm being suitable here, although 2 megohms can be used if desired. The first low-frequency valve is coupled to the second by means of a low-frequency transformer, and, as we have noted, there is a properly connected output filter circuit for the loud speaker.

The jack for the pick-up, by the way, does not turn out the filaments of the first two valves when the gramophone attachment is being used, for the simple reason that to use so complicated a jack adds greatly to the amount of wiring and also introduces considerable possibility of trouble with dirty contacts and so on.

As a matter of fact, the additional L.T. consumption of the first two valves is very low, if they are of the 1- or 15-amp. types. If you like, of course, you can turn out one of them by means of the rheostat \( R_1 \), which is the control for the filament of the screened-grid valve. This is really inserted for use as a supplementary volume control, but having an off position it can be used to turn out this particular valve. The only wasted filament current remaining is that of the neutralised H.F. valve, which will almost always be of the 1-amp. class.

**Volume Control Methods**

A few words of explanation about the volume-control rheostat \( R_1 \) may perhaps be useful here. The point is this: The full magnification of this set is seldom needed, and it is found most convenient to run it slightly below its full power by cutting down the filament of the screened-grid valve a little. We then obtain a quieter background and have a little reserve of power to cope with fading when it occurs.

A fine control of volume can also be obtained here, this latter point (Continued on page 199.)
The "Traveller's" Two

Sir,—I feel I must write and thank you for your excellent little portable, the "Traveller's" Two, by J. English.

Having fixed up for a holiday on the Norfolk Broads this month, I decided to build the above set.

As you know, Barnsley lies some 20 miles from Leeds and Sheffield, also about 50 miles from Manchester. These I tuned in, including 5 GB, on the frame aerial alone without turning the set for direction.

I then fixed the set on my outside aerial, and, of course, tuned in all the above at wonderful strength for two valves.

I also heard a number of Continental stations, but did not stop to identify them.

Then found to my surprise that I had not coupled up my earth wire. On doing this it made very little difference to signal strength, but Continental stations poured in. On the long waves 5 X X came in well and also two others.

On reading your interesting article on using a set out-of-doors in the same number, I feel that I have got an all purpose set that will be splendid for experimental use.

"Pound's Worth of Pleasure"

I am now looking forward to my holiday with greater enjoyment, and I hope to be able to write you a full report of reception in that district from a boat, using various aerials and water earths, etc.

The valves I am using are Osram. Condensers, Burton '0003, Formo '0003. These took some fitting into the limited space. An home-made choke and home-made loading coil for long waves, Telsen "Ace" transformer, and home-made oak cabinet.

I have constructed many sets from your valuable paper, and for house use I run your "P.W." "Tom Tit Three," which blows your head off, if desired, at good quality.

Trusting to have further "port-

able" articles from your very efficient staff in the near future. Every success to your wonderful shillingsworth. I hope to get many pounds' worth of pleasure out of the "Traveller's" Two this summer.

Yours faithfully,

K. L. Graham.

Barnsley.

Open-Air Radio

Sir,—I have only been reading with great interest the article in a recent issue of Modern Wireless by Mr. Percy Harris on "Open-Air Radio," and noting that he mentions the Dorking district, and asked for readers' experiences, I have ventured to give a few of my results in the hope that they may be of interest.

In every case I have made use of a small receiver so as to keep down the weight as far as possible; in fact, most of my experiments were conducted with a two-valve set with frame aerial, batteries and headphones all included, and weighing less than 7 lb., being very similar to the "All-In" Two described in "M.W." last spring.

Ranmore Common, which, by the way, is over 20 miles from 2 LO, seems to be a good spot for reception, and even with a tiny crystal set I used to get good results from 2 LO and 5 X X with a 30-ft. aerial slung over a tree and a 12-in. earth pin. With a similar aerial and earth and a one-valve Filadyne (ex "P.W."), signals were loud enough for several pairs of phones. Any sort of aerial seemed to work the Filadyne with success, and I have often used a wire mattress when nothing better has been available.

The "Hog's Back," between Guildford and Farnham, although high and exposed, does not seem to be a good place for reception, and I have been unable to obtain any better results there than in the midst of Guildford at the foot of the hill.

The two-valve frame-aerial set has also provided some interesting results. I have had strong signals from Bournmouth while riding in a motor coach some 10 miles from that station, and I have also tuned-in 5 OB on the frame when within a few hundred yards of Bournemouth's aerial.

Again thanking you, and trusting that some of the above details may be of interest to you.

I am,

Yours very truly,

D. G. Hope.

THE LATEST "PORTABLE."

The newest armoured car, specially designed for the rough roads of India, contains a complete transmitting and receiving system which can be used while the car is going at full speed.
Making Your Own Cabinets

Making Your Own Cabinets

Cabinet making need not be the intricate and difficult task it appears to be, and you will be surprised at the comparative ease with which quite an elaborate cabinet can be made if you follow the directions given in this article.

By H. BRAMFORD.

Every really enthusiastic constructor likes making his own cabinet, but many are deterred from so doing owing to the fact that there are little difficulties to be encountered which they do not feel confident of handling.

is taken in the work it can be elaborated to an extent which places the constructor in the possession of something which would be too costly for many to buy ready made. Therefore, woodwork is worth while, especially as we can make not only cabinets, but portable set cases, or carriers, loud-speaker cabinets, battery cabinets, and all sorts of things.

“Done with Ease”

The object of these notes is to show the reader how everything can be done with ease, and a professional finish obtained throughout by a beginner without the necessity for any particular degree of skill.

First a word about wood. We are all acquainted with mahogany, which is easy to work and handsome in appearance. In colour it is rich red, and it takes polish well.

The next wood most commonly used is oak. Here we have light oak and figured oak. Oak is hard, and very durable, and very easy to polish. Its grain is much more marked than mahogany. Figured oak is selected for its special beauty of grain, and very excellent appearance.

A handsome cabinet made by the author. The construction is not such a difficult task as it appears.

To the average amateur constructor this presents a limit of choice, but there are nevertheless numbers
of other varieties of interest, and these are as follow:

Sycamore.—This wood is noted for its fine silky figuring, and is a beautiful white in colour. It is valuable for use in contrast to other woods of dark grain. It is not difficult to work.

Perhaps one of the greatest aids to cabinet construction is grooved moulding. The type of material I am referring to is illustrated in the diagram, Fig. 1. It will be noticed that this moulding has two sides ready grooved in the manner shown. The moulding is obtainable in this shape already prepared in three sizes—No. 36 with ⅜-in. grooves, No. 37 with ½-in. grooves, and No. 38 with ¾-in. grooves.

Easy to Use

This moulding is obtainable from Hobbies, Ltd., at the low cost of 2d. to 3d. per foot. Supposing our requirements take the form of a simple box cabinet, it will be seen from Fig. 2 how easy this is to put together using this moulding, which practically eliminates all constructional work and joinery. No pinning or screwing is necessary, glueing being quite sufficient, the work being clamped tightly while the glue sets.

White Chestnut.—This is quite white, has practically no figuring, but is useful for delicate work, as it is very strong and durable.

Satin Walnut is somewhat better known, and is soft brown in colour. It is richly grained, and easy to work, and takes polish splendidly. It is rather soft.

Padouk.—African padouk is the most beautiful coloured wood obtainable. It is a rich bright red, and is suitable where a special colour scheme is desired. It is no more costly than other woods.

Grooved Moulding

Spanish Chestnut.—This wood is similar in colour and texture to oak, and is softer and easier to work. It is a good substitute, and adapts itself to a brilliant finish.

Satinwood.—This is a beautiful rich orange-yellow wood, suitable for the finest class of work.

Beech.—A light reddish-brown wood, hard in texture.

If an angle clamp is used the work should be clamped and set square at one and the same time. With the perfectly cut grooves already made for you, the squaring-up process is naturally much easier.

It is just as easy to construct a pedestal cabinet on the same lines, using the grooved moulding as before, as illustrated in Fig. 2, for the boxed portion, the tapered leg part being carefully dowelled to the corner pieces as indicated (Fig. 3). This is quite simple to do, as dowelling is, perhaps, the most easy woodworking joint to make. If moulding is used having ¼-in. grooves, ¾-in.-thick wood must be used for the boxed part of the construction.

Dowel Rods

The use of dowel rods is quite a straightforward matter. Supposing we are contemplating dowelling a taper leg to a section of moulding. The ends of each piece should first be finished quite square. Then the true centre of each is marked with a pencil, and a small starting punch-hole made. If we are dowelling into each piece to be joined to a depth of 1½ in., we shall need to cut off a piece of dowel rod just under 3 in. long.

The diameter of the rod should be proportionate to the sectional area of the leg, so that if a ⅜-in. dowel is used, the leg should be at least 1 in. square, or nearly three times the diameter of the dowel.

Now a ⅜-in. drill is used and set to drill to a depth of 1½ in. The leg is drilled first, and the moulding next. The dowel piece is glued and inserted into the leg, and then the moulding is gently tapped on, and the work clamped to set. Any projections should be sandpapered down afterwards. The best dowels to use for strong work are pine. The method described, which applies to all dowelling work, is shown in Fig. 4.

Strip Wood and Fillets

Strip wood is particularly handy for a number of purposes, such as for providing support behind panels, and arranging as runners for baseboards, motor boards, etc. This material is obtainable in all sizes, or assorted, quite cheaply from most woodworking dealers. It is not worth while to cut special strips of wood when these can be obtained so cheaply. An example of the use of strip wood is shown in Fig. 5. When using strip wood it is only necessary to glue it, and if it is not convenient to clamp it, the work may be lightly planed. Fine pin nails should be used, as anything heavier will only split the wood.
Professional Finish Easily Obtained

Another item of considerable value is the triangular fillet. Its use is obvious as the ideal thing for strengthening all corner joints, as shown in Fig. 6. These fillets present a difficulty if they are to be made, but they can be obtained ready planed on the sides, and only have to be cut to the required lengths. By purchasing them in this way one may be sure that they are perfectly square, and they will, therefore, also assist in generally squaring up the work in which they figure as well as adding to the strength of the construction. Any size section may be obtained.

The Finishing Touches

For the finishing touches, mouldings, beadings, and turnings may with advantage be brought into use. The mouldings and beadings may simply be glued to the framework, and if not pinned a clamp should always be used for setting. Some examples of very appropriate moulding and beading are shown in Figs. 7 and 9. These may be used for moulding and beading are examples of very appropriate

Fillers

A completed cabinet of simple style.

This is done after the wood has been finally papered, it is then allowed to set and finished again with sandpaper. Wood filling not only fills the grain, but brings it out, thus enhancing the beauty of the work. With closely grained woods, however, this process may be eliminated.

I have already made reference to natural finish, but many readers may not be clear as to what was meant by this. To obtain a natural finish, the wood is not stained, but left in its natural colours, and the effect is often very pleasing. If the wood is light it is treated with oil, and linseed oil is employed for darkening oak, beech, or mahogany.

Transfer bandings are also useful for borderings, and give the appearance of finished inlay work.

As most of our woodwork is assembled with the aid of glue, thus eliminating nails or screws or difficult jointing, a knowledge of how to use glue to the best advantage is important. The old-fashioned gluepot is now out of favour, as it is too messy and troublesome.

There is a large choice of liquid glues on the market, all of which are quite serviceable and reliable. Amongst the best known are Secotine, Croid, and Hobbies' liquid glue, sold in tins or containers ready for use. The chief thing to remember when using glue is to use a little only, and to let it thoroughly set before trying it.

Before attempting to polish any work, the wood must be papered perfectly smooth, and even then it is not ready for finishing. A wood filler must be used, especially where the grain is deep cut, as in oak. Several makes of this substance, which take the form of a paste, are obtainable.

The filler is applied to a rag, and rubbed into the wood in a backward and forward motion across the grain. A completed cabinet of simple style.

savoir time and labour is the use of colour polish, which polishes and colours, or stains, in one operation, and is easy to use. The result, however, is not as good as staining first and polishing afterwards.

White or dark polish may be used for polishing, and the preparation is sold ready for immediate use. A cotton or silk pad is prepared which is wrapped around some cotton wool, and a few drops of polish (not more) are sprinkled on the wool. The pad is then held in the right hand and compressed, while it is moved quickly and lightly over the wood in a circular motion as shown in Fig. 11.

Providing one does not use too much polish, and the movement is quick and light, no difficulty will be experienced in obtaining with ease a polish equal to the professional French-polished finish.

The Small Fittings

The small fittings obtainable for the woodworker are many, and these little items add much to the finish of the work. First there are hinges as shown in Fig. 12. The piano hinge for lids, the ornamental hinge, and the strut hinge for doors are most useful types. Also for doors are the metal catch and ring, or the erinoid catch and knob, and the drop-knob cabinet handle (Fig. 13).

Another interesting gadget is the ball and catch, for securing doors, etc., in position as shown in Fig. 14, and, finally, lid catches for box cabinets as shown in this diagram. With these accessories the work of cabinet making should be simple, and the choice of design, etc., easy to follow out and to undertake.

Wood Polishing

Wood treated in this manner is best left simply oiled, or finally wax polished, but not highly polished. Wax polishing gives a very refined effect. One preparation may be made by mixing refined beeswax in turpentine. Wax polish is applied in the same manner as any polishing would be undertaken, and the more "elbow grease" applied the better result, and the work can always be renovated by further polishing.

Another method of finishing that
In the last issue of Modern Wireless we described a simple single-valve set employing the magnetic reaction, that is to say, reaction obtained by means of a movable coil arranged so that it can be moved nearer to or farther away from a tuned grid coil. We pointed out in that article that it is frequently possible for the listener to obtain greater volume and more satisfactory results with this method than with the more popular Reinartz scheme.

**Magnetic Reaction**

As is well known, the Reinartz scheme has distinct advantages in multi-valve sets, particularly where reaction is obtained by means of a small condenser feeding through into a coil coupled to the detector tuned circuit. The Reinartz scheme is compact and gives remarkably smooth control of reaction; moreover it is very useful on the short waves, where very smooth reaction control is often the greatest aid to success.

Given a suitable two-coil holder, however, the magnetic reaction scheme has much to recommend it. That it does give louder signals is an accepted fact, and as has been previously stated the reason is connected with the by-passing of the H.F. currents back to the filament of the valve. With magnetic reaction a large by-pass condenser can be used without detriment, whereas with the Reinartz method on the smaller settings of the reaction condenser the capacity is very often too small to give adequate by-passing. Hence we have to pay for our smooth control by a slight loss in volume.

Now the reader will ask why should it not be possible to obtain this smooth control with the magnetic method. Well, the chief reason is that the average two-coil holder does not permit of such a delicacy in adjustment. There are, however, certain two-coil holders on the market that have a vernier or geared adjustment with which it is possible to obtain a very fine control. Now, if in addition a suitable-sized coil is employed, together with carefully adjusted H.T., there is no reason why the magnetic scheme should not give perfectly smooth control.

The "Magnetic" Two is a very simple and straightforward design, and consists in the main of a grid-leak detector, followed by a single stage of low-frequency amplification with transformer coupling. The set is cheap, the initial outlay being small.

**Selectivity**

One of the disadvantages of the swinging-coil scheme has always been the amount of space which had to be allowed for the reaction coil to swing through an arc of roughly 70°. In a set such as a detector and one L.F., space is not the primary consideration, and in addition layout is not particularly critical. Hence there is nothing to prevent the swinging-coil method from being used with satisfaction. Then, again, the large number of stations operating on the medium wave-band makes it necessary for the set to have a reasonable degree of selectivity. One might at first think that it would not be possible to obtain adequate selectivity with an ordinary two-coil holder, since one of the coils must obviously be for reaction. In the set in question this little problem was overcome quite easily by
A remarkably powerful loud-speaker set which is cheap and easy to build and extremely simple to operate.

Designed and described by the "M.W." Research Dept.

now suppose we say a few words about the layout and construction of the set generally. The first point you will no doubt observe is that the panel layout is very simple and there are only three components mounted on it, these being the tuning condenser dial, the L.T. on-off switch, and the knob for the reaction control. Mark out the panel on the back in accordance with the dimensions given in the diagram, and drill the three holes for these components. When you drill a hole for the spindle of the reaction coil make it somewhat on the large side in order to ensure adequate clearance all round the spindle, so that it does not foul the hole and become difficult to rotate.

Constructional Details

A 3/16-in. drill will probably serve for all three holes. Screw the panel firmly to the baseboard by means of three wood screws along the bottom edge, and then mount the tuning condenser and L.T. on-off switch. Leave the reaction spindle until later. Now mount the baseboard components as shown in the wiring diagram, and place the two-coil holder carefully in position, passing the spindle through the panel and then screwing on the knob. You will see from the photographs that the aerial coil holder is mounted on a small piece of wood in order to bring the horizontal axis of the aerial coil and secondary coil into line. If this is not done the coupling between the two coils will be weakened. Now for the wiring-up.

It is best to use some form of insulation-covered wire, since then
if two leads happen to touch no damage will be done. Systoflex covering is very convenient, and was used in the original design. This covering is simply slipped over the bare wire after it has been cut to length. It is best to make well-soldered joints wherever possible, although, of course, in very many cases the terminals can be used with advantage. You will note that there are two flexible leads from the moving-coil holder, one of these goes to the plate of the detector valve, whilst the other goes to I.P. on the transformer and to one side of the .0003-mfd. fixed condenser.

There are two other flexible leads, one is joined to I.S. on the transformer and is for grid bias negative, whilst the other goes to the L.T. — terminal on the valve holder and is for grid bias positive.

When you have completed the wiring you will naturally want to try the set out. In the aerial, or primary, coil socket place a No. 25
Excellent Results from Distant Stations

or 35 coil, and in the secondary socket, that is, the fixed socket of the two-coil holder, insert a No. 60. In the moving-coil socket place a No. 50. In the valve holder on the right of the baseboard, looking at the back of panel, place a valve of the “H.F.” type, and in the other valve holder an L.F. or small power valve. Connect up your H.T. or L.T. batteries, the fixed socket of the two-coil holder, and in the secondary socket, that is, the fixed socket of the two-coil holder, insert a No. 60. In the moving-coil socket place a No. 50. In the valve holder on the right of the baseboard, looking at the back of panel, place a valve of the “H.F.” type, and in the other valve holder an L.F. or small power valve. Connect up your H.T. or L.T. batteries, required will be about 60 volts for the detector valve, and about 100 or 120 for the L.F. valve. When you hear signals from your nearest station bring the reaction coil nearer to the secondary coil, and note whether the signal strength increases. If it does not, reverse the two flexible leads which go to the terminals of the reaction coil holder and try again.

Adjusting Reaction

You will note that as you bring the moving coil nearer to the fixed coil signals will increase until they become distorted, and then finally the set will burst into oscillation with a “plop” or a squeal. When the set squeals or, in fact, oscillates at all, you will be causing interference with neighbouring receivers, and the idea is always to operate the set so that it is just below the point where signals begin to distort. This is the most sensitive position. If the reaction is very fierce and the set oscillates directly you move the coil, try a size smaller coil in the reaction coil, rotate the tuning condenser and listen for your local station. The H.T.

(Continued on page 198.)

Simple to operate, easy to build, but capable of providing surprising "punch" and from an excellent number of stations.}

Not an intricate circuit! But it is capable of providing wonderful results.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

1 Insulating panel, size 12 in. x 7 in. x 2 or 1 in. (Beeol, Raymond, Trelleborg, Ripauti, Resiston, etc.).
1 Cabinet to suit, with baseboard 7 in. deep (Arcafral, Raymond, Camero, Bond, Pickeh, Lock, Gilbert, etc.).
1 0,005 variable condenser (Lotus, Lissen, J.B., Utility, Igranic, Dubilier, Formo, Raymond, Burton, Ceo­phone, Ormonil, CoXvern, Bowyer-Lowe, Pye, etc.).
1 Slow-motion dial, if condenser not of slow-motion type (Lotus, Formo, Igranic, Lissen, Utility, J.B., Brownie, Rothermel, etc.).
1 Baseboard-mounting two-coil holder (Raymond, Lotus, etc.).
1 Baseboard-mounting coil socket (Lotus, Wearite, etc.).
2 Valve holders, sprung type (W.B., Benjarnin, Igranic, Pye, B.T.H., Formo, Wearite, Lotus, Marconi­phone, Bowyer-Lowe, Magnum, Ashley, etc.).
1 0,003 fixed condenser (Dubilier, Mullard, Clarke, T.C.C., Colton, Igranic, Magnum, Lissen, etc.).
0,003 fixed condenser (Dubilier, etc.).
1 0,005 fixed condenser (Dubilier, etc.).
1 On-off switch (Igranic, Lissen, Benjamin, Bulgin, Lotus, Wearite, Magnum, Peto-Scott, Ready Radio, Burton, Raymond, etc.).
1 Low-ratio L.F. transformer (Igranic, Cossor, Phillips, Lissen, Mullard, Ferrari, R.L., Brown, Marconi­phone, etc.).
1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Lissen, Pye, Ediswan, Dubilier, Igranic, Mullard, Cosmos, etc.).
1 Terminal strip, 10 in. x 2 in. x 1 or 3/8 in.
10 Terminals (Eelex, Burton, Igranic, Belling & Lee, etc.).
Quantity tinned copper wire, Systoflex, etc.
There are a great many large manufacturers of broadcast receiving apparatus in the United States, and the fact that a single one of these turns out in a day more sets than any except the largest British factories produce in a year is clear evidence that in this respect it is a highly developed country, and to one interested in the production of wireless sets a place worth seeing.

Quite Different

A recent visit there has confirmed this view, and as American practice is entirely different from our own, and does not receive very much attention in British papers, the following is an attempt to describe some of the outstanding features of American design and radio conditions generally.

Radio receivers themselves are given such a lot of attention that it is easy to forget that they are not ends in themselves, but are intended to make the broadcast programmes available. Before comparing American receiver design with ours it will make it easier to account for the differences if a little space is devoted to the broadcasting system itself.

Commercial Competition

Most European countries have adopted a system more or less resembling our own, in which the listener pays directly for the programmes by his licence fee. The programmes are then organised by some independent body, sometimes the State, and can be considered as a whole. The American has a horror of anything approaching a Government monopoly and worships commercial competition.

Subject to fairly broad regulations, almost anybody can broadcast in the United States, and there are hundreds of stations, entirely lacking in uniformity of technique, power or purpose. Some are small affairs putting out only a few watts, others are much...
Some interesting impressions gathered during a recent visit to the United States by the Chief Engineer of a leading British wireless concern.

Larger even than the high-power Daventry station.

Most large cities possess several. Some are municipal, some commercial, some philanthropic, some religious. As one might expect of America, the commercial ones predominate. As with many other enterprises, a too complete liberty led to something approaching chaos, and a few years ago a nearer approach to our unified system was set up by the formation of the National Broadcasting Company, which now operates through two networks of stations stretching from Atlantic to Pacific.

Alternative Programmes

Generally one has the choice of two programmes, of N.B.C. standard, by listening to the nearest station on each network. There is also the Columbia Broadcasting Company, which works in a similar manner through a chain of high-power stations, linked up by land-lines.

There is no licence fee or tax of any kind on receiving sets, so at first sight it might appear that listeners do not contribute to the programmes they hear. Many of them probably imagine that they do not. But as broadcasting in America is run on a commercial basis, and as commerce is not a form of philanthropy expecting no reward for its labours, it is clear that somebody pays.

The Listener Pays

The broadcasting company is paid by concerns whose goods it advertises by means of the programmes. As a result of hearing the programmes the listener is fired with a desire to purchase these goods, and a proportion of the money he pays for them finances the programmes. As no firm would advertise merely to increase his sales to the point of paying for the advertising, it is clear that the listener actually pays more for his programmes than they cost; the advertisers pocketing the difference.

Admittedly the enhanced sales lead to reduced prices, and it is a nice little problem which listeners must decide for themselves whether the...
things they buy cost more because they are advertised, or less.

Apart from this question of who pays for the programmes, the advertising system shows itself in the nature of the programmes themselves. The world is gradually getting used to the admixture with its entertainment of an increasing proportion of advertising.

**The B.B.C. “Ads.”**

In varying degrees of subtlety the commercial element appears everywhere. Even our dignified B.B.C. cannot be persuaded to refrain from advertising without being obliged to hear most of it.

It consists of a cleverly worked out short play or sketch which appears quite genuine until near the end, when the climaxed is unexpectedly supplied by an application of the advertising medium. The great detective, for instance, unerringly unmask the criminal by observing on him a snudge of Peach Skin Face Powder (“there is a druggist in every block who supplies it for 75 cents”) which the murdered heroine, being a woman of discrimination, used.

**The Technical Side**

While in ways like these American broadcasting has progressed beyond ours, the control room and studio technique on the other hand appear to be less highly developed than that of the B.B.C. The whole affair seems slightly more amateurish in execution compared to the atmosphere of organised perfection at Savoy Hill. The elaborate “studio-mixing” effects which are used here in broadcasting plays are not employed at the N.B.C., so I was told, nor is there the control of echo and the fading and blending of sounds to the extent we have. The actual transmitting stations, of which quite a number of the very powerful ones were inspected, are very finely equipped.

Control of frequency is by quartz crystal, a method which has not been adopted so extensively in Europe. The little quartz plate, much about the size of a postage stamp, is caused to vibrate at radio frequency, and its feeble oscillations are amplified until they control a row of great water-cooled valves.

It was interesting to see stations which had been heard across the water: W G Y and W E A F on the normal broadcast waves, and 2 X A F, 2 X A G, and 2 X O on the short waves. There are no long-wave stations.

**Extensive Shielding**

New York and skyscrapers have a place in the same compartment in most minds. Tall buildings are characteristic of American cities everywhere, and they consist essentially of a steel framework, with the walls merely applied to keep out the weather and to keep in the heat which is essential to the incubation of American citizens.

These frameworks form excellent electrical screens, and the field strength of the wireless waves is reduced enormously inside. Consequently outdoor

**Novel American Methods**

The fact that broadcasting is advertising in America does not always
Pentodes Entirely Unknown in the U.S.A.!

Aerials are more essential than in this country. It has already been explained that for every station we have, the American has more than a score, so that the mild call for selectivity which is raised here amounts to a shout over there.

In fact, an American set is about 90 per cent selectivity. While British receivers have fewer and fewer valves, so that three is now the recognised standard rather than four, American sets start at six and go up. That is partly because in order to gain the all-important selectivity it is necessary to have a large number of tuned circuits and consequently a large number of valves.

Inefficient Stages

It is possible to obtain great selectivity without this, but only at the expense of range and also of high notes due to side-band cut-off. The difference in mentality which leads many British motorists to favour small highly-efficient sports cars, requiring considerable skill to drive, whereas American cars are almost exclusively of the large-capacity moderate-efficiency type, accounts for some extent for the differences in radio design.

British sets have few valves worked at high efficiency, and less emphasis is placed on simplicity of control than on maximum performance obtained by pressing them to the limit. American sets use many valves of low efficiency, enabling reaction to be dispensed with and tuning circuits to be ganged. A large number of relatively flat-tuned circuits can be ganged more easily than a few sharp highly efficient ones, and provide the right characteristics for selectivity and good quality, 800.

Typical Circuit Design

The heavy tax which cuts down the capacity of British engines finds its counterpart in the Marconi royalty, which restricts the number of valves and stimulates the demand for higher valve efficiency. There are many standard American valves with a slope of much less than 1 milliamp per volt, while we sniff at less than about 2.

There are two main methods adopted in high-selectivity receivers—the superheterodyne and the "straight" amplifier, with or without neutralisation. The superheterodyne is a specialty of one American firm, so apart from this the standard type of apparatus consists of three H.F. valves, detector, one L.F. and two power valves connected in push-pull.

There is only one tuning control, with three or four condensers on one spindle; four if the aerial circuit is tuned and three if it is aperiodic. I mean really aperiodic, not the system with a few turns between aerial and earth which is sometimes erroneously described as aperiodic.

Two Years Behind

American practice is about two years behind as regards screened valves, and it will be next season before they are taken seriously—looked at from the sales view-point, at any rate. The necessity for them has not been so urgent, for reasons which will by now be clear.

One screened valve does not give enough selectivity for America, and three of them cannot be handled very comfortably. Pentodes are entirely unknown. The usual American enthusiasm for novelty stops short of valves, in which they are surprisingly conservative; they stick to a few standard designs, mainly with a much higher filament consumption than we think necessary.

No Two-Volters

Two-volt valves are not obtainable. The standard voltage for battery valves is 5, for indirectly-heated valves 2-5, and for directly-heated mains valves 1-5, corresponding to the filament centre-taps and anode returns, and the three different filament voltages. Stability is obtained by comparatively low efficiency and a high step-up ratio of the H.F. couplings. Some manufacturers go for greater amplification by neutralising the H.F. stages.

BRITAIN'S RADIO LEAD

The main transmitting panel of the Ballan Beam station, Australia. Our great Imperial network of economical Beam stations gives Britain the lead over all other countries in world-wide communications.

The scale takes the form of a drum usually calibrated in metres and kilocycles and illuminated from behind. There is no reaction control, and no need for a wave-change switch as there is only one wave-band. The vast majority of sets are arranged for working directly off the mains, as most listeners have an electric supply.

Americans tolerate a good deal more hum than we would, and generally only one valve has a separately heated cathode. The circuit diagram illustrates a typical American design. This particular example has not a push-pull output, so has only six valves, excluding the full-wave rectifier.

The three tuning condensers are gang-connected, while the aperiodic aerial circuit serves also as a volume control. Points to notice are the grid resistors to equalise amplification over the tuning scale, the resistors connected between the filament centre-taps and anode returns, and the three different filament voltages. Stability is obtained by comparatively low efficiency and a high step-up ratio of the H.F. couplings. Some manufacturers go for greater amplification by neutralising the H.F. stages.

Two Years Behind

American practice is about two years behind as regards screened valves, and it will be next season before they are taken seriously—looked at from the sales view-point, at any rate. The necessity for them has not been so urgent, for reasons which will by now be clear.

One screened valve does not give enough selectivity for America, and three of them cannot be handled very comfortably. Pentodes are entirely unknown. The usual American enthusiasm for novelty stops short of valves, in which they are surprisingly conservative; they stick to a few standard designs, mainly with a much higher filament consumption than we think necessary.

No Two-Volters

Two-volt valves are not obtainable. The standard voltage for battery valves is 5, for indirectly-heated valves 2-5, and for directly-heated mains valves 1-5, corresponding to the filament centre-taps and anode returns, and the three different filament voltages. Stability is obtained by comparatively low efficiency and a high step-up ratio of the H.F. couplings. Some manufacturers go for greater amplification by neutralising the H.F. stages.

Two Years Behind

American practice is about two years behind as regards screened valves, and it will be next season before they are taken seriously—looked at from the sales view-point, at any rate. The necessity for them has not been so urgent, for reasons which will by now be clear.

One screened valve does not give enough selectivity for America, and three of them cannot be handled very comfortably. Pentodes are entirely unknown. The usual American enthusiasm for novelty stops short of valves, in which they are surprisingly conservative; they stick to a few standard designs, mainly with a much higher filament consumption than we think necessary.

No Two-Volters

Two-volt valves are not obtainable. The standard voltage for battery valves is 5, for indirectly-heated valves 2-5, and for directly-heated mains valves 1-5, corresponding to
our 6, 4, or 2, 4 and 0-8 respectively.

It is estimated that portables form about 70 per cent of the output of British sets. My estimate for America is 0-001 per cent. Knowing this, I took with me a Burn dept Screened Portable. The first chance to try it was on the train going to Southampton.

Receiving 5XX

Reception from Daventry was strong enough to make it unnecessary to pull the communication cord in order to listen. On the ship, or rather in the ship, the screening was so perfect that the ship's transmitter itself was barely audible. Needless to say, no other station was even audible; and as the weather was such as to throw the 52,000-ton vessel about and smash parts of it, the less electrically screened portions were not accessible to passengers.

In New York most of the observations with the set were made in the very centre of a huge building which has no parallel in this country, and the situation was therefore a rather severe test for a frame-aerial receiver.

Certainly one could not pick up stations many hundreds of miles distant, as at home, but some fifteen alternative programmes were obtainable at more strength than the best people like to use in a hotel. No American set with four or even six valves could equal this performance on a small frame.

American radio is as firmly bound by the dictates of fashion as is feminine attire. The type of reproduction at present in vogue is one which over-emphasises the low notes and removes the high notes more or less completely.

This is obtained by a moving-coil speaker fitted with a filter to cut out

sets, or whether the low prices are due to the absence of the home constructor, by enabling manufacturers to turn out larger quantities.

However that may be, the fact remains that, although the cost of living is higher there, an American set is priced far lower than is possible here. For example, a six-valve mains set, less valves, costs about £16 retail.

Accurate Measurements

One is impressed with the production methods in American radio factories, and particularly with the extent to which laboratory measurements have been applied to factory work. Instead of expressing the performance of a receiver in vague arbitrary terms such as "good loudspeaker strength," "knife-edge selectivity," "perfect tone," etc., all the characteristics are actually measured and stated in scientific units. In this we have much to learn.

So when you begin to hear that a certain receiver gives an output of 2500 milliwatts with a field strength of 15 microvolts per metre, or that an amplifier has a gain of 569 decibels, do not call it a lot of nonsense, but take the trouble to get used to it, because it is bound to come.

Electricians used to refer to the strength of an electrical source as equal to so many Grove cells, and doubtless thought of volts and watts as a lot of humbug devised by bearded professors to confuse them. Do not let us be slow to substitute measurements for guesswork.

USEFUL TECHNICALITIES

Varying the value of the grid leak will occasionally help to give really smooth control of reaction.

When an L.F. transformer is suspected as being faulty, connecting a pair of telephones in series with its primary will enable you to check the winding of the instrument.

The most satisfactory method of testing the condition of the H.T. battery is by means of a high-resistance voltmeter.

All measuring instruments, voltimeters, ammeters, etc., should invariably be used carefully, as they generally embody parts which can easily be ruined by wrong connections.
It has been discovered that the electron has a dual personality, and in this article some of its wonderful activities are described

By G. DALY.

In olden times the Ancients thought that if they sailed their ships far enough to the westward they would come to the end of the world; and there was much speculation about what the end of the world would be like, whether you merely toppled over the edge of a kind of waterfall or came instead to a new sphere full of strange men and beasts.

Very much the same idea holds to-day in connection with the world of atoms and electrons. What lies beyond the electron? If we penetrate beyond the electron shall we topple into space, or, like Columbus, shall we find a new world? What is the foundation-stone of the Universe?

Slowly but surely physicists are penetrating into the mysteries of the electron and the realm which lies beyond. Already startling discoveries have been made and new theories advanced by such scientists as Professor Eddington of Cambridge, Sir J. J. Thompson, Professor G. P. Thompson and others.

**Remarkable New Phenomena**

Professor Eddington has shown that many of our ideas of the atom and electron handed down by pre-war science are very wide of the mark indeed. He has upset the mathematics of the electron and advanced a new formula for calculating the charge of electricity in the electron.

He suggested that our idea of electrons being merely minute charges or corpuscles of electricity—an idea almost universally held until recently—was probably inaccurate. Instead, he hinted, electrons might be closely associated with ether waves. In fact, matter—which we have always regarded as being of a corpuscular nature, like the corpuscular idea of the atom—might be instead closely connected with ether waves, at its foundation.

And so it has been found, for this theory has since been confirmed and remarkable phenomena which is of the utmost importance to electricity has come to light.

**Entirely New Radiation Revealed**

Sir J. J. Thompson was largely responsible for the present-day electrical theory of matter and much of our knowledge of the electron. So that it seems quite in the order of things that his son, Professor G. P. Thompson, who occupies the chair held by Clerk Maxwell at Aberdeen, should have confirmed the wave theory of the electron.

Professor G. P. Thompson has penetrated into the region which has been referred to as beyond the electron. He has sailed his ship a little farther to the westward of the Ancients into the unknown and found this new phenomenon—that the electron is accompanied by a train of waves.

These electronic waves appear to be an entirely new type of radiation—quite strange to mankind and full of latent possibilities. They have a frequency of about a million times that of visible light and seem to control the path of the electron. They do not follow the electron like the tail follows a comet, but precede it. Needless to say, these waves have considerably upset all previous ideas of the structure of the electron.

Up to a short time ago the electron was looked upon as a single independent charge of electricity moving around its central nucleus in the comparatively roomy atom.
was regarded as a single particle or corpuscle of electricity, and it was upon this corpuscular theory that the complicated mathematics of the electron had been based; these mathematics now require a certain amount of revision.

With the discovery of the electronic wave train this corpuscular theory has become untenable, and the corpuscular theory of the electron has given way to a wave theory. or, to be more exact, the electron is partly corpuscular and partly ether wave.

What is a Current?

This is not the first time in history that a corpuscular theory has given way to a wave theory. It will be remembered that Sir Isaac Newton postulated the theory that light consisted of small corpuscles or particles shot off by the illuminant.

Later, owing to the fact that certain light phenomena, such as interference, could not be explained by a corpuscular theory, but was quite explicable by a wave theory—the latter finally replaced the corpuscular theory of light.

Yet the corpuscular nature of the electron has not entirely been dismissed—far from it, for the electron is still a corpuscle, and in the electron we have come across something which is both a corpuscle and an ether wave—a discovery unique in the history of science.

This is a much more puzzling affair than would appear at first sight. For example, a current of electricity is a movement of electrons along a wire, but if electrons are accompanied by ether waves, what happens then? Ether waves have a constant speed of 186,000 miles per second, and if electrons are partly made up of ether waves, it follows that all electric currents will flow along a wire at the same speed—i.e., 186,000 miles per second.

Part of the transmitting machinery at the Monte Grande station, Argentina.

The waves of the electron leap on ahead of the energy, but the waves are nevertheless wholly responsible for this energy and decide its path. As a matter of fact, it has been found that the actual current which lights a lamp does not flow along the wire, but comes into the wire sideways from the electronic ether waves surrounding the wire; the wire is merely a guide.

Any electric current is really a kind of wired wireless reversed, for in wired wireless the wire guides the wireless waves, whereas with an ordinary electric current the ether waves surrounding the wire control the energy in the wire. So it will be seen that our idea of an electric current being merely a flow of electron corpuscles along a wire has to be considerably modified, if not altered altogether.

Foundations of the Universe

This duality theory of the electron also affects light and wireless theories of wave propagation, but in the case of light the phenomenon of duality has never been observed because the energy and the wave of the electron both travel at the same speed—i.e., 186,000 m.p.s.

In the case of the lower frequency wireless waves, however, the energy probably lags behind the wave a little, and when the matter comes to be more fully investigated we may learn that this is what is causing some of the vagaries of our wireless transmissions about the surface of the earth.

With this discovery of the duality of the electron we have by no means arrived at the beginning of things—the origin of matter is still a mystery. The discovery does, however, bring us nearer to the foundations of the Universe, nearer to the mysterious something from which all matter—including our own world, the stars, and the great cosmic cloud which fills the gaps between the stars—was born ages ago, long before the dawn of time.
Those A.C. Mains Valves

With up-to-date apparatus it is of great advantage to employ the electric lighting mains to provide all the energy for your wireless receiver. Mains-operated valves are extremely efficient and are economical in the extreme. Some of the valves available for mains-operated receivers are discussed in this interesting article.

By KEITH D. ROGERS.

During the last two years the design of valves suitable for operation from the A.C. electric-light supply has advanced extremely rapidly, and we now have a large assortment of valves from which we may draw when we want to build an "A.C." receiver. The chief trouble, of course, with A.C. is that we are liable to get a hum in our loud speaker unless we are careful in the building of the set.

It is impossible to use the majority of "ordinary" valves for operation with raw A.C. on the filament owing to the fact that the length of filament will cause such heat variation due to the current variations that the valve would be noisy in operation. In other words, we would get a hum. The long filaments cause considerable voltage drop, and every time the A.C. current drops to zero and then begins to rise again we get a definite fall in temperature, then an increase in temperature and then a fall again, so that the electron stream would be very unstable all the time.

We must have constant electron emission from the filament if we are to have proper reception and amplification. Accordingly, we have to turn our attention to one or other of the two types of special A.C. valves which are on the market. Although perhaps not the best known type, we will mention first the Point 8 type of valve. This is a valve with a very short filament taking 8 amp. at only 8 volt, with the exception of the detector, which takes 1·6 amp., so that we get little voltage drop across the filament and little change in temperature as the A.C. fluctuates in value. These are made by the Marconi and Osram Companies in the usual types: screened grid, H.F., detector, L.F., power, and so on.

No Super-Power Valve

Unfortunately, however, we have as yet no super-power valve in this series, the lowest impedance being the P.S valve, which has an amplification factor of 6 and an impedance of 6,000 ohms. These valves are useful for small sets, but where very great volume is required it is necessary to use something which will give a rather more "beefy" output, such as the L.S.5A, with its different filament voltage or turn our attention to the indirectly-heated cathode variety.

These are valves which, instead of having the ordinary filament as we know it, have a special type of coated tube as cathode, the coating on which is carefully prepared so that a large electron emission is obtained at a comparatively low temperature.

Now in order to heat this cathode a heating element which carries the A.C. current is placed inside it, quite close to it, but not in connection with it, and through this element is passed raw A.C. of a value of about 1 amp. at 4 volts. This heating element gives off quite a considerable heat, which by radiation heats up the cathode, which in turn emits the electrons...
Economical and Efficient

indirectly-heated cathode type extremely efficient; in fact, the mutual conductance of these valves can be very much higher than that possible with a valve of ordinary filament, and especially in the super-power class is the high magnification factor with low impedance valuable.

For instance, in the Cosmos range the power valve has an impedance of about 2,500 ohms, while the amplification factor is 10, giving a mutual conductance of 4, which is a very high efficiency figure indeed.

We have a tremendous amount of choice in these A.C. valves, and constructors who live where the power valve has an impedance of 10 ohms, while the conductance of 4, which is a very high efficiency figure indeed.

An Important Point

There is, however, one point which must not be forgotten when wiring up the actual heater element leads in the set which have to carry the L.T. current from the transformer, and that is that these leads should be made of either twisted flex or be lead-covered with the cover earthed, in order to stop A.C. hum being introduced into the adjacent wires of the receiver and thus causing an annoying background.

It is sometimes possible, in the case of certain super-power valves of the ordinary type, to run them quite successfully with raw A.C. on the filaments if care is taken that the correct voltage is applied. Such valves as the L.S.5A., which has a comparatively fat filament, can be used in this manner, and there have been cases in which the P.625 and the P.625 have been used with raw A.C. on the filaments with good results.

It must not be forgotten that a special L.T. transformer of the stepped-down variety is required.

This is a typical example of the new Coscor mains valves—the "M" series. These are available in S.G., H.F., R.C., L.F., power, and super-power types, and are made with the new 5-pin bases.

In the case of the special 8 valve, the transformer has to be of such a ratio that it will deliver 2 amps. or so at 8 volt. On the other hand, in the case of the indirectly-heated cathode type we want several amperes at 4 volts, so as to supply the 1-amp. heating elements at 4 volts.

Personally I would not hesitate a moment in recommending constructors who have a certain amount of experience in the construction of valve sets, and especially in loud-speaker sets, to go in for A.C. mains receivers, and if they do so to go in for the indirectly-heated filament type, which will give them, in my opinion, more satisfaction than will the 8 variety.

Changing Over to Mains

These latter, however, are quite useful for the man who wants to convert his ordinary set to raw A.C. without rewiring the same, and he can do this by just changing the filament leads into twisted flex leads, and buying a transformer suitable for stepping down the mains voltage to that required by the valve.

But he must not expect exceptional results. The characteristics of these valves are very much the same as those of the ordinary valves, and the amplification factors are not as great as those of valves of the indirectly-heated cathode types.
LAZY WAVES

Beam Radio has advanced so rapidly that we are apt to forget that a special wireless technique and new theories had to be developed before the present degree of excellence could be attained. The way “beam waves” behave is interestingly described in this article.

From a Correspondent.

There is always something interesting in the “Marconi Review,” and, in a recent issue, Mr. T. L. Eckersley, the brother of Captain Eckersley, has an extremely interesting article on Beam Wireless Waves. Mr. Eckersley proves pretty well conclusively that short waves, similar to those used by the beam system, are quite lackadaisical compared, for instance, with the waves used by the B.B.C.

Furthermore, beam wireless waves do, to a certain extent, wander off the path and, besides lingering on their journey, behave in other ways which provide interesting scientific problems.

Peculiar Direction Effects

In some recent experiments Mr. Eckersley conducted he set up a special direction finder at Chelmsford. The idea was to check the bearings of the various transmissions from Marconi beam stations. As a result, these short-wave transmissions were found to behave in more than one peculiar way. For example, transmissions from the Grimsby beam station, which devotes most of its time to sending to Australia on a wave-length of 26 metres, is in a direction slightly west by north from the Marconi research station at Chelmsford. Curiously enough, however, the direction finder showed it to be bearing west-north-west during the morning and east-south-east in the afternoon!

Waves “Waste Time”

More or less similar discrepancies were discovered to exist when this particular experiment was applied to other Marconi beam stations at Bodmin and Dorchester, and it was further found out that these beam waves took a longer time to reach their distance than theoretical calculations indicated. In fact, it appeared that .08 of a second was wasted by these waves en route. In other words, they dawdled on the way to an extent which, although in our artificial system of time may be regarded as negligible, had, nevertheless, important significance.

Interesting Explanation

Mr. Eckersley offers a very interesting explanation in the “Marconi Review,” and, as one might expect, his explanation brings in the problem of the Heaviside layer, which, as my readers know, exists above the earth’s upper atmosphere.

According to the article, it has been discovered that the apparent position of the transmitting beam station, as indicated by the direction-finding apparatus, is the position where the transmitting waves strike the Heaviside layer and are scattered; while the waves reaching the receiving station actually come from a point on the Heaviside layer sometimes thousands of miles away from the original source.

Now, this sort of thing is what complicates the theory of short-wave transmission and reception, and Mr. Eckersley is to be congratulated on being the first investigator to point out this scattering effect. It is generally thought to be the cause of various echo phenomena, an example of which was recently pointed out in Modern Wireless in connection with the Oslo station.

There was a general idea once that when a beam wave strikes the Heaviside layer it is reflected chiefly in one specific direction, though, of course, in a very minor degree in all directions, for the most perfect beam apparatus in the world has not yet enabled engineers to direct a wireless beam of energy without some slight diffusion of this energy.

As a result, waves arrive at the receiver from more than one direction; and as some of the short waves regard distance as almost non-existent, some of them probably travel round the world in opposite directions, with the result that the same signal reaches its destination by various routes and, consequently, at different times.

Very Confusing

For example, if a dot in the Morse code is transmitted to one of the beam stations, the scattering effect results in the signal arriving by various routes. This can prove very annoying in the case of a Morse dot, because the difference in time would result in the dot being lengthened as a signal, and perhaps to inexperienced ears sounding something like a dash. More particularly this becomes extremely aggravating in high-speed reception work, as blurring results and, consequently, confusion in signal reception.

One of the British beam stations—situated near Bodmin, Cornwall
Where the Small

Mr. Percy Pitt conducting the Wireless Orchestra at Savoy Hill.

There are, undoubtedly, many thousands of radio listeners who have a decided preference for wireless music which is performed by small orchestral combinations such as the quintet.

For some reason, which may or may not be clear to them, they find that such a musical combination gives them a peculiar sort of pleasure which is sometimes absent when they are listening to a full orchestra. They will claim, many of them, that the reproduction of the music performed by a quintet is superior to that of many other forms of radio music—and in this they are indubitably right.

Here and there exists a wireless enthusiast who will proudly invite you in to listen to a Promenade Concert played by the Queen's Hall Orchestra, and to marvel with him at the perfect reception.

When Loud Speakers “Blare”

Or he may suggest that the music which is being played by a military band is exactly the same as if you were in the room with the actual performers. Now, whatever type of loud speaker he may use, however elaborate his set, in your heart of hearts you feel that it is not so.

The illusion of reality may be almost perfect when some few of the instruments are playing together or when there is a solo. But in the big ensemble passages it does not require a super-sensitive ear or even an advanced critical faculty to notice that here and there it—blares.

Mr. Gershom Parkington, leader of the famous Quintet.

This defect is absent to a marked degree in the case of a quintet, where the reception, given a good set and good speaker, is as nearly perfect as it is possible to attain with mechanical means. Generally speaking, the music comes across to the listener with a quite remarkable degree of fidelity, and is to a large extent the secret of the quintet’s popularity.

But this is not the only reason. The fare provided is responsible also. A small orchestral combination restricts itself as a rule to short pieces, and this, I think, is one of the fundamentals of radio success. This is due to the...
Orchestra Scores

By GERSHOM PARKINGTON

"...When a quintet or other small orchestral combination is broadcasting the imperfections (in reception) are at a minimum. It gets across better than almost any other form of musical radio entertainment..."

The nature of the medium in which the radio artiste works.

Listeners to a wireless programme suffer from more external distractions than is the case with almost any other form of entertainment. They are subjected to more strain, and all the time their attention is being drawn elsewhere by what other people in the room may be doing.

At any moment they may be tempted to join in the conversation, make up a hand at bridge, or water the garden! This does not take into account the enthusiasts for chamber music, symphonies and so forth, who are willing to give their undivided attention, but who are at the same time in a decided minority.

The consequence is that the average listener, and with some justification, demands music or something else that can be listened to for a few moments, dropped for a time, and resumed intelligently and without loss.

My Programmes

This cannot be done with long orchestral pieces; such as symphonies lasting over half an hour. Once stop listening and the thread is lost. But it can be done with a quintet's short, interesting, musical items.

It is liked both by lowbrows and highbrows. In choosing my own programmes, I try to make them the perfect meeting-ground for both these types who so often argue in the press.

The realm of music is large enough to find material which will appeal to each, and if sometimes it is difficult to know just where the borderline is, so much the better.

Many readers must have noticed that my own Quintet is frequently to be heard in association with radio drama. This, the provision of incidental music, is work which is particularly suitable for the small orchestral combination. In this connection I often wonder how many listeners realise the work and trouble involved in choosing just the right music for the right play?

So much has to be considered. You must suggest the atmosphere and the mood of the play; it is not a simple In lighter mood. The Gershom Parkington Quintet, so often heard from the B.B.C. stations, in an unusual setting while on holiday in the West Country
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case of literal musical interpretation. Besides expressing the atmosphere of the play, the music chosen must also serve to link up the acts, and must not contain anything that is foreign to what has gone before or what is yet to come.

Worth-While Music

Incidental music to a radio play actually means more than incidental music to a stage play, which sometimes receives scant attention from the audience, who instead of listening read their programmes or discuss what the people in the stalls are wearing. It is very different with the radio play. Here the amount of attention paid by the unseen audience is much greater, because the distractions are less!

For this reason it must be worth listening to, of some worth musically, and if it is the musical interlude between the acts, the first part must be in keeping with the end of the act which preceded it, and the last part in keeping with the beginning of the next.

All this has to be considered when choosing incidental music for the radio play, and this music is important for yet another reason. It can do much to suggest the atmosphere of a play, where—as is always the case with wireless—setting, period, costume and character have to be left to the imagination of the listener to fill in as best he may.

Again I ask: I wonder if those who have listened to the Quintet playing between the acts of a radio play have ever considered its work as anything more than a casual musical interlude?

A Further Point

And here is a further important point which arises out of what has gone before. The field of music from which a choice may be made is wide enough. But whatever is chosen must not only be suitable for the purpose in mind, it must also be not too familiar to the great body of listeners.

Music, as many listeners have recently pointed out, frequently recalls something to the mind of him who is listening to it, particularly if it is familiar, and if what is chosen is too familiar it may call up an association which is quite foreign to the spirit of the play broadcast, on which the music should be a neutral, if sympathetic, commentary.

If the music, through its familiarity, calls up an incongruous association in the mind of the listener, its value is considerably lessened. To have the desired effect it must be neutral—unknown.

Odds and Ends

If you are using a screened-grid set and have a variable high-resistance on hand, try connecting this in the H.T. lead to the screening grid as very often a fine variation of H.T. voltage to this point gives extremely satisfactory results.

***

Owing to its fairly high anode consumption, a pentode cannot be used successfully with small batteries but should be run from the mains or from batteries of the large-capacity type.

***

If a small disc, such as a cigarette-tin lid, is threaded on to the aerial just before it reaches the lead-in tube, the rain running down the lead-in wire will be diverted at this point and, therefore, the insulation across the lead-in tube will be improved.
The ECCENTRIC EARTH

By P. R. BIRD.

A few facts about the very important part played in reception by the earth connection.

The month of August is the time of the year when a great many listeners will receive their annual reminder that all is not well with their eccentric friend—the earth. From the autumn, right through the winter, during the spring, and in early summer, the earth connection appears to most listeners to be the one part of their wireless that never needs to be bothered about. But towards the end of summer many listeners are troubled with erratic reception to remind them that the earth plays an important part in a successful wireless receiving installation.

Crazy Tuning Effects

What sometimes happens at this time of the year is that tuning-dial readings are apt to move suddenly, and without apparent cause. Generally, the change is only one of ten degrees or so, and the listener finds that for a night or two the local station's programme, instead of coming in at, say, 70 on the dial, is strongest when the reading is about 80. If this is all that happens he generally concludes that the station has altered its wave-length a little; or else he does not trouble to account for it in any way, merely turning the dial round to the new position and listening in, without bothering about the reason for the change.

In other sets the aerial tuning alterations are often quite extensive. In some cases the change of reading is not a mere ten degrees or so, but may be 30 or 40 degrees. And, what is more, these two widely different readings may alternate during one programme, so that the listener has to be continually jumping up and altering the dials in order to counteract this crazy tuning effect.

Double Dial Readings

Very often one station can be picked up at times in one place and sometimes in another place on the dial, this effect being accompanied by weak signals; in other cases (fortunately not very common) a programme will be found to be coming in at two different places "on the dial."

In the great majority of cases, when erratic effects of this kind arise, it will be found that they are due to an imperfect earth connection. Sometimes the wire itself is at fault, or one of the joints, but most of the cases which arise during dry summer weather are caused by the fact that the soil around the buried earth has become too dry.

The Water Cure

Nowadays, fortunately, it is becoming usual to employ a weak coupling between the aerial circuit and the first tuned circuit, so that earth eccentricities are less noticeable.
than formerly. But if an old-fashioned set is still in use, or if for some other reason the crazy tuning effects are observed, the listener will generally find that a few buckets of water over the earth will effect a complete cure.

Mother Earth herself is supposed to have no electrical charge, either positive or negative. Electrically, of course, it is a conductor. It is widely used in telegraph and telephone work as such; and earth connections at each end of the circuit act as an earth return wire, through which the currents appear to travel just as effectively as along the carefully insulated metallic conductors carried by the telegraph poles.

At all transmitting stations great care is taken to ensure an efficient earth. This view was taken at Konigsberg.

More than one bright boy has found to his cost that if the earth wire of a telegraph station is broken it may interrupt communication over several hundreds or even thousands of miles, and all because the essential lead to earth is broken. (Such a Post Office earth, by the way, is an object lesson to listeners, consisting, as it does, of a large sheet of metal solidly connected to a thick wire and deeply buried in moist soil.)

Apart from the erratic effects which are experienced owing to an earth connection being electrically imperfect, there are other ways in which the "earth" appears to act eccentrically. Such effects are often very puzzling. A good example is the case of the listener who employs a D.C. mains unit for his H.T. supply.

**Shocks from a D.C. H.T. Unit**

If the negative main is earthed, the earth terminal itself and all connected to it will be absolutely safe for the listener to handle, for he, too, is at earth potential. Filaments, accumulator connections, the earth and aerial leads and, in fact, all the ordinary connections on the set will be free from the possibility of shock; and the only place where a shock would be felt would be in touching the H.T. positive wiring, or anything connected to the plates of the valves.

This is just what the non-technical listener would expect to find, but it only happens in cases where the D.C. negative main is earthed. Sometimes for reasons of its own the electrical supply company earths the positive main to certain houses in the street, and where this is done the conditions from the point of view of the owner of a mains unit are completely reversed.

Now it is the H.T. positive wiring which is safe to handle, and he may with impunity touch the plates of the valve or the H.T. positive terminal on the mains unit without experiencing any shock. But all the H.T. negative wiring is now "alive."

The aerial and earth wires, the earth terminal, the filaments, the L.T. battery leads, are all liable to tingle when touched, because now they are relatively as far negative to the listener as formerly the H.T. positive wiring was positive to him. Obviously apparatus of this kind should be used carefully, installed by an experienced electrician, and purchased from a reputable firm which understands the possibilities of these potential differences, and lays down designs on "safety first" principles.

**Colossal Earth Plates**

The advantages and, indeed, the importance of earthing an outdoor aerial when it is not in use have often been referred to, but it is not always realised that before an aerial is earthed it should be disconnected from the receiver. It is true that in some cases no harm is occasioned if this is not done, but in all cases where the mains are being used for H.T. supply it is advisable, as otherwise there is a distinct possibility of trouble occurring as the result of earthing the mains through the earthing switch. If this is done the least that will happen is that the main fuse will go west, possibly to the accompaniment of some unexpected fireworks.

No article on the eccentricities of the earth connection would be complete without a reference to the huge earthing systems provided at big wireless stations. Some of the B.B.C. earths—that at Daventry, for instance—are huge affairs, consisting of complicated networks of stout wire, leading to large earth plates, usually buried in a system of rings or semi-circles, and covering acres in extent. There is, in fact, as much diversity in earths as in aerials, and there is a certain humour in the way that the listener will depend upon a small earth plate for his earth connection, whilst the wireless operator on a transatlantic liner is only just satisfied when using the whole submerged hull of the vessel for his earth plate. (The earth wire is bolted to the framework of the ship and so makes contact with the surrounding water, port and starboard, from stem to stern.)

**The Other Extremes**

Even this colossal earth plate is small by comparison with some of the world's high-power telegraph stations, where the earth systems comprise miles of carefully planned wiring.

At the other extreme, there is the aeroplane which, flying amongst the clouds, has no earth at all. And the buried aerial, which, functioning quite well, disposes once and for all of the idea that the surface of the earth is a no-man's-land for radio currents.

That this is not so is proved by the ease with which a radio message can be sent from a submarine when the vessel is lying on the bottom of the ocean. And this fact indicates that, although it is generally regarded as something of a nuisance, there may yet be a great many surprises for radio men in the earth.
BUILDING THAT SET
Some hints of practical value to the set constructor.
By G. WENTWORTH.

They will give results, but you are almost certain to lose in quality if not in amplification.

Although modern manufacturing methods are greatly improved compared with those of a couple of years ago, one still gets an occasional "dud" in the form of a valve holder which will not make proper contact, or a grid leak or anode resistance which is a little bit off colour, or a switch which makes contact only every now and then.

It is best, therefore, carefully to examine all components such as those mentioned, and if any doubt arises to check them with a pair of phones and a flashlamp battery, or with a battery and a lamp, according to the type of component you are testing.

Variable condensers also have a happy knack of going a little bit astray, causing noisy tuning and all sorts of little troubles, and volume controls also are prone to little faults of bad contacts on occasions.

It must not be taken from this that these faults are very liable to occur. They may only occur in 1 per cent, or perhaps one in every thousand components, depending, of course, upon the make and the age of the component; but that one per thousand may happen to come along to you, and if you are to guard against such an aggravating occurrence, it is best to examine every component before you put it into a set, especially if it has just come out of another set.

Especially is this the case in anything which has to take a sliding or pressure contact, such as a valve holder, coil holder, or switch.

Careful Design Pays
Then having made sure your components are "above board," if you are planning a set on your own without any blue print or lay out diagram, do not attempt to save time by rushing the thing together.

Careful thought in the arrangement and position, and also the orientation of valve holders, transformers, and the like, will make all the difference when wiring the set up and in results when the set is placed on an aerial.

In the case of a set which is described and designed by another person, and for which you have a wiring diagram, it is most important to follow the designer's instructions as closely as possible, for in no other way can you expect to duplicate the results obtained in the original receiver.

"Anything" Will Not Do
It is not always advisable to use a particular component that you may have on hand simply because you think it "will do" in place of the one recommended by the designer of the set you intend to construct. In such cases as that of coils, or of transformers, or L.F. chokes, these should be carefully considered before any substituting components are employed.

Do not forget that a modern L.F. transformer is a vastly different thing from the transformer which was on the market two years ago, and if you have some of the old stock knocking about do not flunk that because they are labelled "L.F. Transformers," and have what you think is the correct ratio of turns, that they will do in a modern set.

Examining a variable condenser before inclusion in a set.

Though apparently jumbled together the components in this set are in reality carefully placed to avoid long grid and plate leads, and unwanted coupling effects.
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Near the H.F. choke you will see the compression-type adjustable by-pass condenser, which produces a definite improvement in the sensitivity of the detector.

CONTROL PURPOSES. To start with, the maximum capacity of such a condenser is comparatively small—but what about the values used when the set is working? These are smaller still since the maximum capacity is very rarely needed; in fact, one might almost say, never needed. Oscillation occurs before the moving vanes are completely meshed with the fixed vanes.

HIGH IMPEDANCE

Probably, on the lower end of the condenser dial, only a very small proportion of the reaction condenser is required to produce the necessary signal build-up, and but a trifle more to produce oscillation. This being so, it is easy to see that the only path for the H.F. currents from the anode of the detector valve—via the reaction control and back through the reaction coil to the filament—may be one of a comparatively high impedance. It should be remembered that there is an H.F. choke in series with the anode of the detector valve, hence there is no alternative path.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-0002 fixed condenser (Dubilier, T.C.C., Lissen, Igranic, Mullard, Clarke, Goltone, Magnum, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10003 fixed condenser (Dubilier, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-meg. grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen, Igranic, Pye, Ediswan, Mullard, Cosmos)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-leak holder (Lissen, Dubilier, Cosmos, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 H.F. choke holder (Magnum, Ready Radio, Bulgin, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Fuse holder (Magnum, Ready Radio, Bulgin, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 H.F. choke (Varley, Lewesos, Lissen, R.I., Cosmos, Dubilier, Igranic, Raymond, Precision, Magnum, Bowyer-Lowe, Gilmax, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000-ohm anode resistance and holder (Cosmos, Varley, Igranic, Lissen, Mullard, Dubilier, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0-1-mfd fixed condenser (Dubilier, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Low-ratio L.F. transformer (Lissen, Cossor, Ferranti, Mullard, Marconi, phone, Phillips, Brown, Igranic, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulating panel, size 18 in. x 7 in. x 3/4 in. (Ripault, Becol, Resistion, &quot;Kay-Ray,&quot; Tellesborg, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet to suit and board 10 in. deep (Artcraft, Pickett, Raymond, Camco, Lock, Bond, Gilbert, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Terminals (Belling &amp; Lee, Igranic, Burton, Elex, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity tinned copper wire, Systoflex, wander plugs, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LAST MONTH we published a single-valve receiver called the "Hercules," in which magnetic reaction, obtained by means of a swinging coil, was used. There is, of course, nothing very remarkable about this since the scheme is a very well-known one and has been used for many years, but it is interesting since it has some bearing upon the design of this particular receiver. As was stated in the article referred to, magnetic reaction is generally admitted to give, when properly handled, slightly greater volume than Reinaerts reaction. Now the reason for this is no doubt due to the fact that a large fixed condenser is in all these sets either connected from the H.T. side of the reaction coil to L.T.—or alternatively from the coil to H.T.—which is virtually L.T.—Hence the H.F. currents have a path of very low impedance back to the filament.

SMALL CAPACITY

Suppose we consider the average Reinaerts reaction receiver in which a small condenser of, say, 0.001 mfd. or 0.0015 mfd. is used for reaction...
Some very interesting work on the problem of improving the sensitiveness of the Reinartz circuit has recently been done in the "M.W." Research Dept., under the direction of Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., and the firstfruits of the results obtained are embodied in this powerful receiver. With its wave-change switching, volume control and increased sensitivity, it represents a distinct advance in "D.C. and L.F." designs.

Designed and described by THE "M.W." RESEARCH DEPT.

One can test this theory for oneself by taking a simple anode rectifier, that is, a bottom-bend rectifier, and trying it without reaction, and with no by-pass condenser, on the local station. Upon the strength being carefully noted, a 0.0006-mfd. fixed condenser should be connected between the anode and the negative side of the filament, and it will be observed that there is an immediate increase in volume. If signals are cut down so as to be just audible, and the fixed condenser is replaced by a condenser of the neutralising type, it will be quickly seen that the variation in capacity has a bearing upon the signal strength.

**Increased Volume**

The same thing applies to the condenser when it is used for reaction purposes, and after experiment, with swinging-coil reaction receivers the "M.W." Research and Construction Department endeavoured to evolve a receiver with condenser reaction control having adequate by-passing for the H.F. currents. It was considered that by so doing an increase in signal strength would be obtained over the ordinary straightforward Reinartz arrangement. The question to be considered was: How could a condenser be placed between the anode and L.T.—for by-passing purposes without permitting so much of the H.F. energy to take the alternative path that no reaction would be obtained? And, at first thought, it would seem that two variable condensers are necessary. The first to bypass the H.F. currents, or, rather, a proportion of them, to the filament,
and the other to be used for reaction purposes. This, however, is a needlessly expensive and complicated scheme, since the end can be achieved with the aid of a semi-variable condenser of the Formodensor type.

Accordingly, a Formodensor was connected between the anode of the detector valve and the negative filament or earth, and a reaction condenser following the usual circuit arrangement between the Reinartz reaction coil and earth. The reaction condenser was made larger than the value normally used.

The arrangement was found to work very well—so well, in fact, that a marked increase in volume was obtained—and it was decided to publish a design incorporating this scheme, the receiver described being the first of this type.

The Circuit

The circuit of this three-valver is perhaps one of the most popular, since it enables one to obtain good long-distance reception together with full loud-speaker strength from the local station, 5 GB, 5 XX, etc. When the regional scheme comes into force it will be found that full loud speaking can be obtained from at least three British stations. On test, at 15 miles from 2 LO, the selectivity on the long waves was found to be such that Radio-Paris and 5 XX could be separated with the greatest possible ease. The circuit is a detector followed by two low-frequency stages, the first being resistance-coupled and the second transformer-coupled. Plug-in coils are used throughout, and this is an advantage, particularly when the constructor already has a stock which he does not wish to scrap. It is a mistake to think that plug-in coils are obsolete. In practice they are very efficient provided a properly designed circuit is employed. The reason they have fallen in popularity is probably because of the various new circuits which have been evolved and of the necessity for wave-changing devices of compact type.

In this circuit, however, provision has been made for wave-changing with the aid of the usual type of wave-change switch, and it is possible instantaneously to change over to
Adding Punch to the Reinartz

5 X X from the medium wave-band.

In order that volume may be cut down to a whisper or increased to a maximum, a high-resistance potentiometer is connected in the grid circuit of the first L.F. valve. Thus the loud-speaker volume may be controlled to a nicety. Selectivity is becoming a very important factor in the design of sets, especially in view of the possibility of "spreading" when the Regional scheme comes into force, and in consequence readers within the range of these new stations are faced with a greater difficulty in avoiding interference. In this particular set there are two aerial terminals. One of them permits the use of a small fixed condenser of '0002 mfd. in series with the aerial coil, and the other terminal enables this small condenser to be cut out of circuit.

Selectivity

With this condenser in circuit the selectivity is greatly increased, and should any trouble from interference occur, the aerial lead should be shifted so as to include this condenser in the aerial circuit. Then there is another factor which controls selectivity, and that is the size of the aerial coil. For the medium broadcast wave-length you can use a No. 25, 35, or 40 aerial coil. Now the 40 may give the loudest signals, but it certainly will not give the best selectivity. Where selectivity is required the No. 25 should always be used, although no doubt the volume will suffer slightly. In an extreme case it may pay to wind a coil of 15 or 10 turns in order to gain more selectivity. This would, of course, only be necessary if the interference was very bad.

If you look at the photographs of the set you will see that there are five plug-in coils. Three of them are placed together on the left of the baseboard looking at the front of panel. These are the aerial, secondary and reaction coils for the medium broadcast wave-band of 200 to 550 metres. To the right of these are two other coils approximately at right-angles to those for the medium band. These are for long waves. The coil nearest the reaction condenser is the primary coil, and next to it is the secondary coil. Suitable coil sizes will be given later in the article.

The Wave-Change Switch

The wave-change switch is of a type in which the spring contacts or tongues make connection with the centre spindle when the plunger is pulled out for reception on the medium wave-band. Thus on the medium waves the spring contacts are all shorted. On the long waves with the switch pushed in the springs are all insulated from each other, since they then make contact with the insulated portion of the switch plunger. These details are given since many readers have written in to the "M.W." Query Department complaining that the wave-change portion of their particular set will not function. Upon investigation it has been found that the switch used is of an incorrect type.

The L.F. Stages

It may be helpful to say a few words about the values employed on the low-frequency side. You will note that the anode resistance has a value of 100,000 ohms, a somewhat lower value than is normally employed. The reason for this is as follows. The extra amplification gained by the use of a high value of anode resistance and a valve of the medium impedance "H.F." type in the detector socket is comparatively small as compared with the value chosen for this set. In fact, the step-up in amplification is scarcely noticeable with such a valve. Now from the point of view of smooth reaction control it is necessary to use a valve of medium impedance, hence there is no point in using an anode resistance of higher value. On the other hand, the low value assists in reducing reaction overlap and on the whole gives a much better control. The L.F.
transformer chosen should have a ratio of between 2.5 and 3.5 to 1. If a high-ratio instrument is chosen, quality will suffer and the result will be a loss of bass notes. In general, a good average ratio is about 3 to 1.

**The Fuse**

The volume control incidentally must be of the high-resistance type, that is to say, it should have a value of 1 to 2 megohms.

Then there is the question of the H.F. choke. This must be of good quality and possess a very large number of turns. Otherwise it will be impossible to obtain reaction on the long wave-lengths, and in addition the reaction control may possibly be un-

satisfactory on the medium wave-lengths. You will be quite safe if you purchase one of the makes mentioned in the list of components.

Commence the construction by marking off the panel in accordance with the dimensions given on the panel drilling diagram.

**Marking Out**

Mark out the drilling centres with the aid of a centre-punch and a hammer, and then drill the holes for the various components. Do not forget to mark out the holes for the two angle brackets which support the panel and baseboard. There are also five holes along the bottom edge of the panel which secure it to the baseboard. Having drilled the necessary holes, mount the components, having previously screwed the panel to the baseboard and placed the two angle brackets in position.

When you have made all secure, you will be ready to commence the baseboard layout. This is perfectly straightforward, provided the photographs and wiring diagrams are carefully followed. It is as well to position the coil holders with the coils inserted. In this way the correct distances between them can be accurately ascertained. When the coil holders are in position and the coils are inserted, the space between each coil should be something of the order of \( \frac{2}{3} \) or \( \frac{1}{3} \) of an inch. It should certainly be very small because the coils should almost be touching.

Two alternative aerial terminals are provided, so that a higher degree of selectivity can be obtained when required by bringing a series condenser into circuit.

When you have completed the wiring, you will be ready to try-out the receiver on actual signals.

**Preliminary Tests**

In the three coil sockets for the medium wave-band you will need the following coils. In the aerial socket a No. 25 or 35, according to the degree of selectivity required. You should try both sizes. In the centre coil holder for the secondary coil insert a No. 60. In the reaction coil socket use a No. 40 or 50. It is as well to experiment with various coil sizes here.

In the two long-wave coil holders place a No. 200 coil in the right-hand socket and a No. 100 in the left-hand socket. In the detector valve holder place a valve of the “H.F.” type, that is to say, one with an impedance of 12,000 to 20,000 ohms and an amplification factor of 15 to 20. A similar valve will work very satisfactorily in the first L.F. stage, and in the last valve socket you will need a small power valve or, if signals are very loud indeed, a super-power valve.

Apply about 120 volts H.T. to the last valve, adjusting the grid bias in accordance with the maker’s instructions.

**The Grid Bias**

If you use a small power valve, a 9-volt grid-bias battery tapped at every 1½ volts will be quite adequate, but if you prefer to use a super-valve, then you will need an 18-volt grid battery.

Place the wave-change switch in the position for receiving stations on the medium wave-band, and switch on the valve filaments, endeavouring to tune-in the local station with the reaction condenser at its minimum setting. When you hear signals from your local station, increase the value of the reaction condenser, and note the position of the vanes at which oscillation commences. You will probably find that you only need a small value to produce oscillation. If so, screw down the adjusting knob on the Formodensor and note the effect. You will now find that in order to produce oscillation you will have to use more of the reaction condenser, that is to say, the vanes will have to be more fully in mesh.

**Final Adjustments**

The object is to find such an adjustment on the Formodensor that you can just produce oscillation with the reaction condenser when you are at the top of your tuning range. Suppose, for instance, that the highest wave-length you wish to receive on the medium wave-band is about 500 metres. Well, then, endeavour to locate a station near this wave-length, and screw down the Formodensor until you can just produce oscillation when the reaction condenser vanes are completely in mesh with the fixed vanes.

Now switch over to the long waves, and note whether you can obtain sufficient reaction on 5 X X and Radio-Paris with your particular setting on the Formodensor. You will probably find that reaction on the long waves is quite O.K., because in our tests with the original set we found that with the medium-wave setting reaction control was perfectly satisfactory on the long waves.
More and more are the mains being used for supplying both high- and low-tension current to the wireless receiver. The eliminator, in fact, has come to stay, and once one has experienced the care-free operation of a set off the mains one never wishes to go back to batteries if it can possibly be helped.

The use of the mains for the supply of high-tension is now comparatively common, but there is a point with regard to the choice or design of an eliminator that has not, to the best of my knowledge, received any attention worth mentioning.

Nine eliminators out of ten are not suited to the job they have been bought for! A sweeping statement, I know, but it is a fact that must be faced.

Source of the Trouble

That this point is an important one has been borne out practically by three actual cases, within the last few weeks, with which I have come in contact personally. How many others there must be it is impossible to tell.

The importance of this point, further, is growing daily, owing to the increasing use of large valves in the last stage or stages of the receiver. It is getting quite usual for a set to employ a couple of P.625A's, or similar valves, in parallel or push-pull, in the last stage, under conditions that require that a total H.T. current of 30-40 milliamps or more shall be taken.

Now if you had such a set, and you probably have, and you wanted to buy an eliminator, you would probably think that a unit of this description which would supply 30 to 40 milliamps would be satisfactory. But in nine cases out of ten it would not enable you to get the results you expected from your set.

To show why this is so it will simplify matters if we have a look at the characteristic curve of a valve such as the P.625A. This is reproduced in Fig. 1. Let us suppose that we are using it with 120 volts on the plate, then the correct grid bias to bring us on to the centre of the straight-line portion of the curve is —11 volts.

At this figure a steady current of 32 milliamps is flowing, and this would be approximately doubled if two valves were being used in parallel or push-pull; not quite doubled on account of the increased voltage drop occurring in any resistance common to the two plate circuits, which will result when a greater current is being drawn from the supply.

Many More Milliamps

This, however, is the static condition, the grid potential being a steady one. Suppose, however, that we apply an alternating potential to the grid, having a value just equal to double the bias voltage, i.e. the steady bias voltage is 11 volts, so that the applied alternating potentials will have a voltage of 22 volts, peak voltage. You will see that at the instant when the peak applied voltage is in opposition to the bias voltage the effective grid volts will be zero, so that instead of the plate current being 32 milliamps it will rise to 58 milliamps.

If therefore you were to use the set habitually so that the maximum grid voltage permissible was always being applied to the grid or grids of the

An A.C. mains unit (valve removed) which is capable of providing 60 milliamps at about 300-400 volts.
output stage, you would need an eliminator that was capable of producing nearly twice the amount of current taken by the output stage under static conditions.

There is, however, another angle to the question which slightly modifies the above conclusion, and that is the presence not only of the output winding, i.e. loud speaker, output transformer or choke, but also the smoothing choke in the eliminator.

The fact that all these components possess a D.C. resistance quite apart from their inductance will modify the valve characteristic. Let us assume that this resistance totals 500 ohms, then the characteristic curve for the valve with a steady resistance of 500 ohms in the plate circuit is somewhat as in Fig. 2 at B, the curve A being the static one. It will be seen that the curve B is not so steep as A, in effect the mutual conductance has been reduced.

**What Really Happens**

It is clear, of course, what actually happens, the increased current taken by the valve at lower negative potentials on the grid results in a greater voltage drop across the resistance; this therefore reduces the plate voltage on the anode itself and thus reduces the anode current.

If we increase this resistance to 1,000 ohms we get the curve shown in Fig. 2 at C. And so with increasing values of resistance the curve gets flatter and flatter, till if we make the value of the resistance infinite it would be a horizontal straight line. Of course, every time we increase the value of the resistance we reduce the effective plate voltage and the plate current is therefore less. At the same time, owing to the flattening of the curve, a larger value of grid bias can be used than is normally indicated by the plate voltage, a fact that is well known to experimenters.

Now, when working the set under actual practical conditions with a loud speaker or equivalent inductive load in the plate circuit of the output stage, the inductance of this component will vary with the frequency, although not very greatly. Its impedance, however, varies very greatly with the frequency, according to the well-known expression:

\[ Z = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\omega^2 L^2} + R^2}, \]

where \( \omega = 2\pi f, L = \text{inductance in henries}, \) and \( R = \text{d.c. resistance of the winding}. \)

Now, when considering the working or dynamic characteristic of the valve and its output circuit, we must consider the impedance of the output load, and not its D.C. resistance. If now we plot a characteristic curve for the valve at different frequencies with a given inductance in the output circuit, we shall get a number of different characteristics the envelope of which is an ellipse.

**How the Curves Var.**

From the expression given above you will see that at the very low frequencies the impedance will be very little greater than the D.C. resistance of the inductance, so that the dynamic curve will almost exactly correspond with the static curve when a small resistance is included in series in the plate circuit. At high frequencies, however, the impedance of the coil will be very high, so that it will be considerably in excess of the D.C. resistance, and will, indeed, be the predominating factor. In this case the dynamic curve will be quite different from the static one.

If, therefore, you are using a receiver with a moving-coil loud speaker, which is one of the few loud speakers capable of reproducing the bass notes with any degree of fidelity, your source of H.T. supply must be capable of giving the current required by the valve at the maximum grid input swing at the lowest frequency it has to deal with. This value will, in practice, be somewhat less than that which would be given by the ordinary static curve. Assuming the value of the output inductance to be 1 henry (about the average value for a moving-coil loud speaker) at 50 cycles, then its impedance will be approximately 320 ohms at 50 cycles. This will give a slightly flatter curve than that shown in Fig. 2 at B, and the maximum plate current demand at maximum input swing will therefore be approximately 42 milliams.

**Some Practical Examples**

And this is the value that your eliminator should be capable of delivering, and not the 32 milliams indicated by static conditions.

What happens if it cannot do so?

Let me tell you something about the three cases referred to previously.

Case No. 1. Home-made receiver;

H.F., anode-bend det., R.C. L.F., followed by transformer coupling to 3 L.S.5A valves in parallel, each taking 40 milliams. Eliminator, specially designed to give 400 volts at 120 milliams. Actual voltage at 120 milliams is 435 volts.

Regulation given by large capacity condensers connected across on both sides of the smoothing choke amounting to a total of 10 mfd., 5 each side. Loud speaker, home-made moving coil. Symptoms, output stage would not handle full rated grid swing without chattering of M.C. speaker, and...
Many Eliminators are Under-Powered

You will have noticed that I have referred to the "regulation" of the various eliminators. This is one of the properties exhibited by the smoothing circuit. If this is of the type shown in Fig. 3 at (a), very poor regulation will be obtained on small loads, i.e. any increase in current consumption will result in a serious drop in plate voltage, but when

![Diagram](image)

approaching the full output it is much better than with a circuit such as Fig. 3b. Greatly improved regulation is obtained, and the larger the capacity, however, on small loads for the (b) circuit of the condensers C₁ and C₂, the greater the improvement. At the same time, increasing the capacity of C₁ results in a drop in the output-voltage of the eliminator.

**Eliminator Design**

Typical regulation curves are shown in Fig. 4, which shows the variation of eliminator voltage with the current consumption, and shows how important it is that if a big set is being used off an eliminator that sufficient regulation be provided, or else alternatively that the eliminator be capable of supplying an excess current of about 1 1/3 of that taken under static conditions. Curve No 1 is the regulation curve for Fig. 3a, and curve No 2 for Fig. 3b.

There is also another aspect of this regulation question. To return to our Fig. 2 curves, when the maximum negative swing is applied to the grid (the plate circuit having a "load" in series with it) the plate current drops so that the voltage drop across the resistance (or impedance) in the anode circuit is less. This results in a rise in the effective anode voltage, thus tending to pass a bigger current, and so counteract the effect of the signal.

With a badly-regulated eliminator, further, a drop in the current consumption will result in a very appreciable rise in voltage; just as an increase in consumption will result in a big drop in voltage. Thus the actual output voltage of the eliminator will be varying according to the signal.

For the voltage to remain as constant as possible, therefore, the output condenser C₁ in the eliminator (see Fig. 3a) should be as large as possible, probably 16 mfd. will do in practice, and the usual 2 or 4 mfd. is far too small.

A familiar form of D.C. H.T. unit for use with a loud-speaker receiver. Very careful smoothing is required with some D.C. units.
The crystal set may be a humble sort of receiver, but nevertheless it is an exceedingly useful one for all sorts of purposes where there is a good, strong local transmission available, and we recently set to work to see whether we could produce something a little more suited to modern requirements than the usual schemes. After a little experimenting we came upon the decidedly interesting arrangement tapped inductance, the original scheme set several rather valuable features.

A Promising Circuit

The idea began with someone trying out a circuit using a centre-tapped plug-in coil, the original scheme being to connect the centre-tap to earth, place a variable condenser across the whole coil, and couple the aerial through half the winding. The detector and 'phone circuit was then connected across the other half of the coil, but it was found that the coupling effects thereby obtained were not by any means the most favourable.

The difficulty was that for the ordinary broadcast range a No. 60 coil was desirable, and half of this proved to give rather too much coupling for the average size of aerial, while to connect the crystal circuit across as much as half the coil did not give the maximum selectivity or signal strength.

It was evidently a case for a specially wound coil, and since the circuit seemed distinctly promising in its original form, we went ahead and wound up the necessary specially tapped inductance. After a few trials some suitable tappings were located, the original scheme of a centre-tap connected to earth being retained.

By tapping the aerial in at various points along one half of the coil, it was found quite easy to obtain suitable auto-coupling effects, while by making a few taps on the other half of the coil a suitable crystal tapping could soon be found.

A Flexible Design

Some rather interesting features were noted in the course of these experiments, from which it was deduced that one fixed arrangement would not be likely to suit all kinds of aerials, so provision was made for the crystal and 'phone circuit to be tapped across a portion of either half of the coil.

In some cases, for example, we found it best to tap the crystal across a portion of the same half of the coil as that into which the aerial was tapped, while in others it may be found best to connect it across a portion of the opposite half.

The best arrangement to use will naturally depend upon such factors as aerial size and resistance, the crystal resistance, and so on, and accordingly we have made provision for various combinations to be obtainable in the final design.

Detector Damping Adjustment

One side of the crystal and 'phone circuit is connected to earth, and consequently you will see that by placing the tapping at a suitable position this circuit can be tapped across portions of either half of the coil. If desired, of course, the crystal tap can be placed across as much as one half of the coil, but this is usually too much, and better strength and selectivity is obtained by using a smaller portion.

You will observe that numbers are indicated at each of the tapping points, and these are the turn numbers up to that particular point counting downwards from the top of the coil. This was done for easy reference and to avoid mistakes in winding the...
Crystal Set

coil, and you should note that to obtain the number of turns in use between any given tapping and the centre point, which, of course, is earthed, you must do a little piece of arithmetic.

For example, if you place the aerial tapping clip, $T_1$, on the tapping point marked 10, you will observe that this includes 20 turns in the aerial circuit between tapping clip and earth, since it is the 30th turn which is earthed. Similarly if you place the crystal tapping clip $T_2$ on the 45-turn tapping point you will see that you are placing the crystal circuit across only 15 turns of the coil. You will see how this works

out in practice when we come to the adjustments of the set for maximum results at a later point.

The set in its final form with the special coil wound to suit it gave particularly pleasing results on test, the strength being well up to standard, and the selectivity considerably above the normal level. The flexibility of the arrangement to suit different conditions is particularly good, and the selectivity is high enough to give listeners in the London area a good chance of getting satisfactory results from 5 G B.

This statement, by the way, requires some qualification, since those who live very close to the local station must realise that something rather phenomenal in crystal sets is needed to cut out the local in favour of 5 G B, and a wave-trap is really called for. Similarly there are considerable areas in London where 5 G B is not received at all, and at 5 G B, but strength being well up to standard, the selectivity considerably above the normal level. The flexibility of the arrangement to suit different conditions is particularly good, and the selectivity is high enough to give listeners in the London area a good chance of getting satisfactory results from 5 G B.

This statement, by the way, requires some qualification, since those who live very close to the local station must realise that something rather phenomenal in crystal sets is needed to cut out the local in favour of 5 G B, and a wave-trap is really called for. Similarly there are considerable areas in London where 5 G B is not received at all, and at a strength which is not really satisfactory on any crystal receiver.

Very Easy to Make

This circuit, too, should be particularly valuable when the two regional stations start in the London area, since its selectivity is definitely good for any crystal arrangement, and should give listeners who are not too far out on the northern side a good chance of separating the two stations properly. The set is a very easy one to build, in spite of the fact that it includes a home wound coil, and the beginner need not be afraid to tackle it for that reason. The coil is a particularly easy one to make, even if you have never wound one before, since it is merely 60 turns of wire wound in a single close layer on a piece of tube.

The construction of the coil is the main point in building the set, and we will start with this part of the work. You want, first of all, a piece of good insulating tube 3 in. in diameter and 3½ in. long. Suitable materials are Tiptoi, Paxolin, Radion, etc.). The first thing to do is to make some provision for attaching this tube to the baseboard of the set, and a very easy way of doing this is the one employed in the original receiver. What we did was to cut a little wooden strut which fitted crosswise in the lower end of the tube, being just a nice fit therein.

Coil Mounting

This little cross-piece is held in place in the end of the tube by drilling some small holes in the latter, and passing some round-headed brass screws through the tube and into the ends of the strut. Having fitted the cross-piece, bore a hole in its centre, and then you can fix the tube down to

The coil is the "key" item in the design of this remarkable little crystal set. It is a coil that you can easily make.

The flexibility of the arrangement to suit different conditions is particularly good, and the selectivity is high enough to give listeners in the London area a good chance of getting satisfactory results from 5 G B.

This statement, by the way, requires some qualification, since those who live very close to the local station must realise that something rather phenomenal in crystal sets is needed to cut out the local in favour of 5 G B, and a wave-trap is really called for. Similarly there are considerable areas in London where 5 G B is not received at all, and at a strength which is not really satisfactory on any crystal receiver.

Very Easy to Make

This circuit, too, should be particularly valuable when the two regional stations start in the London area, since its selectivity is definitely good for any crystal arrangement, and should give listeners who are not too far out on the northern side a good chance of separating the two stations properly. The set is a very easy one to build, in spite of the fact that it includes a home wound coil, and the beginner need not be afraid to tackle it for that reason. The coil is a particularly easy one to make, even if you have never wound one before, since it is merely 60 turns of wire wound in a single close layer on a piece of tube.

The construction of the coil is the main point in building the set, and we will start with this part of the work. You want, first of all, a piece of good insulating tube 3 in. in diameter and 3½ in. long. Suitable materials are Tiptoi, Paxolin, Radion, etc.). The first thing to do is to make some provision for attaching this tube to the baseboard of the set, and a very easy way of doing this is the one employed in the original receiver. What we did was to cut a little wooden strut which fitted crosswise in the lower end of the tube, being just a nice fit therein.

Coil Mounting

This little cross-piece is held in place in the end of the tube by drilling some small holes in the latter, and passing some round-headed brass screws through the tube and into the ends of the strut. Having fitted the cross-piece, bore a hole in its centre, and then you can fix the tube down to

1 Panel 6 in. x 7 in. x ½ in. or 1 in. (Ripault, Trelleborg, Beco, Precision, Kay-Ray, etc.).
2 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 in. deep (Gama, Gilbert, Lock, Picket, Raymon, Artcraft, Bond, etc.).
3 0.005-mfd. variable condenser (Lis­ sen, Igranic, J.B., Lotus, Formo, * Cylodon, Geophone, Raymon, Bur­ ton, Unlock, Dubilier, Pye, etc.).
4 Panel-mounting crystal detector, * eat-whisker type or semi-permanent * as preferred (G.E.C., R.I., Brownie, etc.).
5 4 Terminals.
6 2 Tapping clips.
7 Materials for coil (see text).
8 Wire, screws, etc.
wire so that it shall not slip when you start winding. An easy way of doing this is to drill two quite small holes in the tube about half an inch apart, each being the same distance from the edge.

**Securing the End**

Pass the wire into the tube from outside through one of these, and then bring the end back out through the other, leaving the end projecting about half an inch, and you will find this will hold the wire firmly when you pull it tight. Now proceed to wind, putting on the wire in a single close layer, pushing the turns up tight with the thumbnail as you proceed, until you have put on 60 turns. As you go you should make tapping points at 5, 10, 15, 30, 45, and 50 turns, and an easy way of doing this is to twist up a small loop in the wire as you arrive at each point. When the coil is finished you just scrape the wire bare at each loop, thus securing a point at which one of the tapping clips can be attached. On arriving at the finish secure the end in just the same way as you did at the start of the winding.

**Finishing Off**

Quite an easy job, as you will see, and that is really the greater part of the constructional work involved in this very simple little set. It remains to screw the coil in place on the baseboard, and then to fix the panel to the baseboard by means of the usual three or four screws along the lower edge, first drilling holes in the panel in the positions indicated on the diagram for the terminals, crystal detector, and tuning condenser. Mount up these parts, and then you are ready for wiring.

It may be helpful, since we are suggesting this set as a suitable one for the beginner, to give the actual (Continued on page 198.)
Sir John Reith's Future

A personal friend of Sir John Reith was telling me the other day that, paradoxically enough, if it had not been for the troubles in Savoy Hill early in the summer Sir John would probably have accepted one or other of the big offers which were being pressed on him at the time.

It is believed that the Director-General of the B.B.C. had almost made up his mind to seek new worlds to conquer, and was just about to hand over the B.B.C. to the care of Vice-Admiral C. D. Carpendale, C.B., the Controller. Then came the Election Night scene, with consequent troubles and accusations, all of which convinced Sir John that he had better "stick it" a while longer, awaiting calmer seas to hand over the tiller even at considerable personal loss and irritation.

It is fairly definite, however, that Sir John cannot be persuaded to continue at Savoy Hill beyond another year at the most. Although his mind is made up about his successor, it is believed that the Governors are not quite of the same view in this matter.

For one thing, Sir John Reith's name was in the Royal Charter. He is in every way the originator of the broadcasting organisation in this country. His dominating personality, his forceful methods, and his terrific energy, combined with great prestige, made him centre in himself the whole B.B.C. in a way which no successor is likely to emulate.

The Governors, indeed, would hardly be human if they desired to see a continuation of this state of affairs. Therefore I am sure that the Governors will play a much more active and resolute part as soon as the present Director-General resigns.

As to the succession, they will probably favour a new man from outside; but if they do make the appointment from the present staff, then it is certain to be a great surprise to most people.

Mystery of the Music Director

The B.B.C. has not broadcast any dramatic effort more "intriguing" or mysterious than the episode of the succession of Dr. Adrian Boult to Mr. Percy Pitt as music director at Savoy Hill. The appointment itself has been announced in Birmingham by the municipal authorities there, who are now seeking someone to replace Dr. Boult as their musical director.

Moreover, when Dr. Boult was in the United States recently he discussed his plans for the B.B.C. quite freely. Therefore the appointment is regarded as a fait accompli by at least two of the four parties concerned. Savoy Hill declines to say anything; but as they will not deny, they obviously confirm by implication.

Meanwhile, Mr. Pitt also lies low. But I have been told by a friend of his that there may be some very interesting developments. It would seem that the B.B.C. has informed Mr. Pitt that as he reaches the age of sixty next January he automatically retires.

Now this is the first time that Mr. Pitt had heard of an age-limit at the B.B.C. In other words, it was not part of his agreement with the B.B.C. If the present music director challenges the action of the B.B.C. there will be a first-class sensation, and there is little doubt...
that public sympathy will be mostly on the side of Mr. Pitt.

The B.B.C. and Publicity

The B.B.C. has never suffered from lack of publicity, although the unnecessary reticence practised recently has not been helpful. It is still the fact, however, that the affairs of the broadcasting service remain as much a matter of keen public interest now as they were seven years ago.

And this is just as it should be. The B.B.C. is of intimate concern to twenty millions of people; the newspaper press is quick to respond to the feelings of its readers, and this is why so much is written of the B.B.C. and its doings, both important and trivial. Taking the publicity of the B.B.C. on the whole, it is remarkably fair and favourable, although frequently misinformed.

The reason for this defect is that the B.B.C. spokesmen are very much more reserved than they used to be, when mistakes of the kind to which I refer were much rarer. It is now rumoured that there is a movement in high quarters at Savoy Hill to reduce the publicity activities to the proportions of the corresponding work at the War Office or Post Office. This would be a blunder of the first magnitude, and might well lead directly to the end of the B.B.C. in 1935.

Publicity and all that it involves are an essential means of defence for an institution such as the B.B.C. To weaken or eliminate the means of publicity is to invite defeat and court contempt. The right course now would be to develop, not restrict, publicity.

For instance, why are the Governors kept in dumb seclusion? In their own interests the B.B.C. should use the Governors, particularly Mrs. Philip Snowden, as public exponents and interpreters and, on appropriate occasions, defenders of policy.

The Sitwell Affair

The B.B.C. had announced that on May 31st there was to be a topical talk on the Epstein statue of “Night,” by Mr. Francis Hackett, the eminent Irish author of “Henry VIII.” Then suddenly, on the day before the broadcast was to take place, Savoy Hill said that Mr. Hackett’s engagement was cancelled and that he would be replaced by Mr. Osbert Sitwell.

No explanation was given for the change. Mr. Sitwell’s broadcast was typically challenging and iconoclastic. He condemned public taste and all accepted views on art and everything. His remarks were admirably calculated to create a wave of angry denunciation up and down the country. But the significant and interesting thing about the affair is that there was no such reaction. What comment I have heard was entirely favourable to the B.B.C. for putting on Mr. Sitwell.

This shows a remarkable advance in opinion over the position a few years ago, when such an obvious “twit” as Father Ronald Knox’s “revolution” bulletin upset the whole of the press and the country. The fact is, that listeners would rather be angered intelliogently than just bored. I hope the B.B.C. will take this lesson to heart and recognise that its public need no longer be mollycoddled.

The 1929 Proms.

This year’s Promenade Series—again under B.B.C. auspices—which begin on Saturday evening, August 10th, are running for eight weeks, during which Sir Henry Wood will conduct forty-nine concerts. When the arrangements for this season were put in train last year, it was believed that it would be Sir Henry’s valedictory to his Promenade public, after thirty-five years of uninterrupted seasons.

Accordingly the B.B.C. was wise in giving Sir Henry practically complete freedom in making his arrangements. The result is the prospect of far and away the best season of the kind ever attempted. And it is good news, too, that the great conductor’s health has so vastly improved since last year that he will not hear of any farewell or valedictory in 1929.

Friday is Beethoven evening: all the Symphonies (including the Ninth, with the Chorale Finale) are being given; Monday is devoted to Wagner; certain Wednesdays are the monopoly of Brahms; Bach, Mozart, Handel, Schubert, Haydn, Tchaikovsky, and a few others, divide Tuesday and Wednesday; Thursday is British Composers’ evening, when are being heard, amongst other works, Elgar’s Symphony No. 1 in A flat, and Violin Concerto, as well as Vaughan Williams’ London Symphony. There are a number of important first performances, including Concerto for Viola and Orchestra, by William Walton, with Bernard Shore as soloist; Music for Orchestra, by Constant Lambert; and Three Orchestral Pieces, by Arnold Bax.

Honegger provides a sequel to his Pacific 231 in a new symphonic movement called “Rugby.” Leading artists include Miriam Licelle, Walter Widdop, Norman Allin, Rachel Morton, Muriel Brunskill, Horace Stevens, Lamond, Harriet Cohen, Jelly d’Aranyi, and Frank Mullings. There is broadcasting from either 2 L O or 5 G B on practically every evening.
One of the most perplexing things that the radio enthusiast is likely to encounter is the problem of current flow. I know the subject has been referred to before in "M.W.," but little enough has been said about it in the aggregate.

The most striking aspect of the thing is to be seen in the plate circuit of a valve. Here you have the high-tension battery with its positive terminal connected to the plate of the valve. The transformer winding or loud speaker might be interposed, but this will not affect the point at issue, while the negative terminal is joined to the filament of the valve.

An Electron Stream

When the valve is in operation current will be flowing from the H.T. battery around the complete circuit that is constituted. Electrical textbooks tell us that current flows from the positive terminal of a battery through the external circuit, and so back to the negative terminal.

Therefore, the "juice" traverses the valve from the plate to the filament. On the other hand, a stream of electrons is being emitted from the filament of the valve and passing to the plate. We are asked to think of the current flow as being in the opposite direction, and as a flow of electrical current is presumed to be a flow of electrons, something seems to be wrong.

Only Two Ways!

Actually it is quite wrong, in the light of modern knowledge, to say that electricity flows from the positive terminal of a battery. But, you see, it is only within recent years that the theory of electricity has been properly laid down. The practical application of electricity was almost fully mastered before the electron was discovered. Electricity was believed to be a flow of energy that passed through wires, and so on, like water passes through pipes; but the real nature of it was quite a mystery.

Nevertheless, enough was known of the effects caused for all sorts of rules and regulations, such as Ohm's Law, to be evolved. And it became necessary arbitrarily to lay down rules regarding the direction of flow of current. With no electron theory to build upon it was quite impossible to say definitely in which direction current flowed.

There were only two ways through a wire, or through a piece of apparatus, that the current could go, and it was even chances that the correct one would have been hit upon. Unfortunately, that one-to-one bet did not come off, and, as we now know, the wrong way was chosen.

As with all new things, the electron theory was not immediately accepted by the electrical world as a whole; and it is not surprising in this instance, for its acceptance meant the universal idea of current direction, while jumping away from universally accepted theory, you find on every hand engineers and text-books working on the old assumption that current flows the other way.

But you can quite safely assume that while electricity is in fact a movement of electrons, the flow of current is always in the reverse direction. You can, for instance, consider that while there is a flow of electrons from the filament to the plate of a valve, a sort of reverse effect causes a flow of electricity in the other direction.

Causing Confusion

Indeed, I think this is the only way to reconcile otherwise quite contrary ideas. It is quite impossible to think always in electrons (although it is quite correct so to do) without meeting confusion in the practical affairs of electricity.

Those old scientists who balloted wrongly on that even chance have provided us with an "old man of the sea" which is going to be very hard to shake off. No doubt the day will come when the last "positive to negative" "die-hard" will expire. You are no longer far from the day when there will be anything new to do with wireless valves.

Radio has done more than anything else to start bringing enlightenment, for with wireless valves you come hard up against the electron theory.

The Electron Theory

You cannot explain the action of a valve at all without bringing in the electron, while it was moderately easy to deal with batteries and dynamos without referring to electricity as anything else but a sort of intangible fluid. Radio can be credited with bringing about much of the textbook revision which has been so marked of late years.

The electron theory has been proved time and time again, and I do not think that it can now ever be upset. But it is curious to reflect that for many years engineers were basing their calculations upon a completely wrong assumption, and that they are still doing this in some measure.
Radio Set

Exactly what does constitute a refinement in connection with a radio receiver? This is a very hard question to answer, and it is probable that no hard-and-fast line can be drawn between "refinements" and "necessities." It must very largely be a matter of opinion.

This is my dictionary's definition of the word: "Act of refining or state of being refined; purification; separation from what is impure and, etc.; cultivation; elegance; polish; purity; and excessive nicety."

Loosely Applied

This does not help us much. Yet the word is peculiarly applicable to at least one thing in a set that is often referred to as "a refinement." That is the choke-capacity output arrangement, which can certainly be credited with separating something and perhaps with a purifying action.

Undoubtedly the word is very loosely applied and you can see how widely interpretations vary by reading the descriptions of set designs. In the one instance a designer will wave aside "anti-mos" or what-not as being "mere refinements"; while, in other instances, the same things will be spoken of as "absolute necessities."

Circuit Formations

Of course, it would not be fair to make close comparisons, because a great deal depends upon the company

Two varieties of tuning control are illustrated above. Both are excellent slow-motion movements.
the objects in question keep. A choke-capacity output would be a refinement in the case of a crystal set, but either that or a transformer output would be quite essential for a set used with very badly arranged loud-speaker extension leads. The illustration is not quite as good as I would like it to be, but you can no doubt see what I mean.

Is a loud-speaker "filter circuit" a necessity? This and many other equally important questions are answered in the accompanying interesting article.

As I see it, a refinement is a slight modification or addition to an existing structure. Your existing structure in the case of a radio set is the bare circuit formation such as three valves, one being an H.F. amplifier coupled in a standard manner and another being an L.F. magnifier transformer-coupled. The third valve would be the detector.

On the right is a set incorporating a special output transformer. This is particularly necessary in many a set where a Pentode is used. Above, a "slow motion" dial fitted to the tuning variable of a set.

The "Titan" coil unit is one of the most successful devices of its kind ever evolved. It enables wave-changing to be effected in a very simple manner.

But the bare circuit formation should embody everything necessary to make the most of the particular valve grouping. Nothing that added to the selectivity, sensitivity or quality of the resultant receiver without sacrificing any of the other desirable qualities should be regarded as a refinement.

If a set is minus anything that would improve its efficiency, then it should be reckoned deficient.
Instead of talking about adding so-and-so as "a refinement" the designer should say "in order to bring this set up to the highest possible degree of efficiency--" But you must not regard every receiver that does not include all the circuit "super-structure" of those big and expensive multi-valvers as being "deficient." As I have already said, such comparisons are misleading.

You do not want an anti-mobo device in the plate circuit of a one-valve set simply because there is no work for it to do. Even in the plate circuit of one of the valves in a seven-valve set it might be totally unnecessary. Therefore, just because one circuit hasn't something which figures in another circuit, don't consider the first is lacking "a refinement."

**Tuning Controls**

The more I employ that word in this article the more clearly I visualize how mistreated it has been in the past. "This receiver embodies all the usual refinements"; I believe that I have been guilty of this or similar phrases quite a number of times. Anyway, it is high time that the question was thoroughly thrashed out.

And I am going to endeavour to do it right now.

You may have come to the conclusion that I am of the opinion that there is nothing in the art of radio receiver design that can be styled a refinement. If you have, you are wrong. I believe the word is a good one, properly applied.

I have laid down that nothing that adds to the selectivity, sensitivity or quality (freedom from distortion) of a set should be airily referred to as a refinement. This term should only be applied to items that improve the appearance of a set or make it easier to handle. I should certainly say that a "posh" cabinet with doors falls within the category, and I don't think many will quarrel with me; but in regard to ease of control, I feel I am on less secure ground.

Nevertheless, I am going to stick to my guns. Slow-motion dials, gang-controlled condensers, thumb controls, and so on, do not make sets more sensitive. That is a fallacy. You can do just as much without them providing you acquire the necessary manipulative skill.

**That "On-Off" Switch**

Note how well that fits in with the dictionary definition: "elegance; polish; cultivation; excessive nicety."

There are certain things figuring in some circuits which cannot so summarily be dealt with as the broader issues I have called upon for illustrative purposes, but you must allow me a few exaggerated cases to drive my points home. However, a word or two about those other things must be said.

First, there is the H.T. fuse. That, I think, is an obvious necessity, just as is insurance against fire of one's house. But there are harder objects than that to deal with. What about the filament switch? At first one is liable to dismiss this as a refinement and a good example at that. One can almost as easily disconnect one of the accumulator leads as operate a panel switch.

**Special Output Arrangements**

Take the choke-capacity output of which I have already made several mentions. Ask your friends whether they use shunt circuits for their loud speakers. These usually take the form of an L.F. choke connected in the plate circuit of the last valve, as would be the loud speaker in the ordinary way, the loud speaker being joined across this choke by means of series fixed condensers of large capacity. Another way is to use an output transformer.

You will find that the common idea is that a special output arrangement is advised or incorporated in a set merely to stop the steady H.T. current flowing through the loud speaker and causing magnet demagnetisation. This is certainly one of the advantages of the system and a very important one, but it is by no means the only one.

If a choke of proper construction is used a considerable saving in respect of voltage drop is effected and there is "more for the plate." Additionally, the choke will be able to handle the large steady current which must be flowing somewhere from the H.T. battery without saturation troubles occurring. The behaviour of the small amount of iron in the average loud speaker when a dozen or two milliamperes are abroad is very peculiar, and in these conditions the wave form of the superimposed L.F. impulses assumes ragged proportions.

**Good Choke Needed**

You will be no better off if the choke you use is one of those small affairs having a resistance of two or three thousand ohms and a core that wilt at the passing of one milliamper. Further, it is more likely that the general characteristics of a well-designed choke will suit the anode
You Cannot Replace Those Suppressed Frequencies!

circuit of the last valve much more than the unit of an ordinary loud speaker.

There is no doubt at all that the reason why such schemes as this had come to be regarded as luxurious refinements is because when they were tried by hundreds of amateurs during the earlier days of radio no audible improvement resulted. And such was hardly to be expected.

One improvement where so many were needed could hardly be expected to prove miraculous in its effects. With valves overloading in every stage, sidebands being nipped off here and there and wave and frequency distortion occurring all over the place, not to mention the loud speaker which cut off every note below about two hundred and fifty cycles and framed the rest up like a miniature Mount Everest, what was the use of placing just one improved circuit right at the end—in the very output of the set?

You can't mend mangled notes, and nothing on earth will replace those suppressed frequencies.

Dotted in Diagrams

But there have been such vast strides forward during the past few years that it is time that the important bearing that some of those so-called refinements have on quality of reproduction was generally realised. It is only too true that the loud speaker is still lagging somewhat behind. I think it is safe to say that the average loud speaker is not good enough for the average valve set. Nevertheless, we have certainly reached the point where the little things count very much.

You will no doubt have noticed that I haven't said anything about those odd resistances and condensers that once upon a time were wont to appear in dotted lines in diagrams with fair profusion. The accompanying text would incite you to try this and that extra component which was not absolutely essential but "was a refinement."

An Exact Science

You don't often meet them these days, for set designing is now much more of an exact science. At times one comes across alternative values of components and things which you can leave out or put in a set, but these you will discover are necessary to cope with individual conditions.

Some sets include components whose only purpose it is to make such "motor-boating" impossible. These may verify warrant the term "refinement" should an accumulator H.T. with its almost negligible internal resistance be used.

An inexpert constructor has rigidly to adhere to a specification, but an inexperienced set-builder can often make slight alterations and omissions in order to twist the design around perfectly to suit his own individual requirements. He is able to hold the balance between "refinements" and "necessities" to his own liking!
The "Summertime" Five

C. R. S. wishes to know the values of the various condensers, etc., shown in the "Summertime" Five, which appeared in the last issue of Modern Wireless.

These values are as follows: C₁ is a compression type, semi-variable condenser, capacity -0.001 - 0.005; C₂, C₄, and C₅, are -0.005-mfd. variable condensers; C₆ and C₇, 0.01 mfd.; C₈ and C₁₂, 1 mfd.; C₁₅ and C₁₆, 0.004; C₉, 0.003 mfd.; C₁₀ and C₁₄, 0.005 mfd.; C₁₄ and C₁₇, 2 mfd.; C₁₈, C₁₉, and C₂₀, 1 mfd. or larger; L₄ and L₇ are two H.F. chokes for the H.F. anode circuits; L₈ is the detector H.F. choke; R₁ is a heavy-duty 50,000-ohm potentiometer; R₉ is a Clarostat volume control; R₅ is a 30-ohm panel-mounting resistance; R₆ is a baseboard-mounting filament resistance; R₉ is 2 megohms.

Ampere-Hours

M. R. K. (Southampton) asks us how he can work out the time his L.T. battery will last per charge, so that he can determine whether his charging station is keeping it in good condition.

L.T. batteries are rated at so many ampere-hours actual. The word actual is used to distinguish the method of rating from the old term ignition capacity, which is rapidly falling into disuse.

In any case, the actual capacity is one half the ignition rating.

Suppose the actual ampere-hour capacity of the battery is 30, and four valves are employed, making the total filament consumption 6 amp. Then, dividing 30 by 6, we get the answer 50, which is the number of hours the battery will last per charge.

This, of course, is based on the assumption that the cell or cells are in first-class condition. One ampere-hour is equal to one ampere flowing for one hour, two amperes for 30 minutes, ½ ampere for two hours, and so on.

L.F. Instability

D. S. (Clapham) has wired up his three-valve set for a pentode valve, and finds that there is a marked tendency for distortion and howling to occur. He is only using one stage of L.F., and is puzzled by this trouble because he was under the impression that L.F. instability was rather uncommon in cases of only one low-frequency stage.

Neutralising an H.F. Valve

P. L. A. (Wolverhampton).—"I have a three-valve set which incorporates one split-primary H.F. stage. Can you tell me how to neutralise it correctly?"

Set the reaction control at minimum and likewise the neutralising condenser. Now, on setting the tuning condensers so that the two tuned circuits are in step with each other it will probably be found that the set is oscillating. To test for oscillation, touch one or other of the sets of plates of the tuning condensers (this may be either the fixed or moving, according to the particular set). You will probably find that the set will only oscillate under the above conditions when the two circuits are in tune with each other, and this can be used as an indication. It is convenient to perform the operation at some point near the middle of the tuning range, now increase the capacity of the neutralising condenser.

Test at intervals for oscillation as this is done and you will presently find that the set has ceased to oscillate and will not recommence even when the tuning dials are slightly readjusted. Now increase the reaction a little until the set once more oscillates and again increase the neutralising condenser setting until oscillation ceases.

Slightly readjust the tuning condensers again to make sure that the set is completely stable once more. The object is to find out such an adjustment of the neutralising condenser as will permit the greatest setting of the reaction condenser to be used without producing oscillation. It will then be observed that when the two tuned circuits are in step and the set is brought to the verge of oscillation a slight movement in either direction of the neutral-dyne condenser will cause the receiver to break into oscillation.
New Mains Units—“Pep” H.T. Batteries—Five-Socket Valve Holders—New “Junit” Lines—Microficient Condensers.

“Book of the Pye”

An 8-page brochure in colour has been issued by the makers of the famous Pye portable, and should be in the hands of all open-air radio enthusiasts.

A First-Grade Instrument

Ferranti, Ltd., recently sent us descriptive matter relating to their new multi-range test set. With this you can measure over eight ranges of volts and amps. Additionally, power and resistance measurements can be carried out. External shunts can be connected further to broaden the outfit’s applications.

New Mains Units

Modern mains units are just as safe to use as any domestic electrical apparatus. In fact, they can now be classed as such, but, of course, a certain amount of care must be taken in their application. Not that the user has to adopt much in the way of anything but ordinary commonsense precautions when he uses “Ekco” mains units. For instance, when he purchases the A.C. model L.T.1, which is designed to replace the L.T. accumulator, he need not fear that any cross connections will cause trouble with his existing H.T. unit. The A.C. model L.T.1 has a socket on its side and into this is plugged the H.T. unit. The connection for both units is made with the mains by the plug on the L.T. unit, and he would not have to make any alteration to the wiring of his set or any alteration to his installation whatever.

This model L.T.1 can feed valves of 2-, 4-, or 6-volt ratings, taking anything from 3 up to a maximum of 1 amp. Thus it could cope with the L.T. needs of practically any receiving set.

By the way, a switch is provided which controls both the H.T. and L.T. supply. That is, when an H.T. unit is used as well, the unit is quite a simple affair. On the front panel are a voltage control and a voltmeter showing exactly the volts across the valves. Then there is the filament switch and terminals. The whole thing is encased in a strong metal box of fireproof character.

The current consumption is a mere 15 watts, which is much less than that of one ordinary electric-light bulb. A Westinghouse metal rectifier figure in this unit, as well as in the new “Ekco” A.C. model C.2A.

This C.2A. unit is designed to replace all batteries and provides H.T., L.T., and G.B. There are three H.T. tappings of 60, and 120 to 150 volts, and a high voltage tapping for an S.G. valve.

It will operate 2-, 4-, or 6-volt valves, taking any current between 2 and 5 ampere. There are five G.B. tappings up to 13 volts. Despite its versatility the unit is quite a simple, compact affair, and, as with all Ekco units, its construction is on sound and safe lines. The price of the C.2A, is £10 17s. 6d., and the A.C. model L.T.1 costs £8 15s. 0d. On test we found both these units to be perfectly satisfactory. There was no hum and the outputs were found to be up to specifications.

“Pep” H.T. Batteries

R. Cadisch & Sons, of Red Lion Square, London, W.C.1, have sent us samples of their “Pep” H.T. batteries.

It is claimed that these batteries, which are manufactured in France, are filled with a special composition designed to give them long life and high recuperative powers.

These are the “Ekco” units described on this page, the one on the left being the “all-power” outfit, the other an L.T. “battery eliminator.”
The 60-volt type retails at 7s. lid., and the 105-volt at 12s. lid. At one time batteries of different makes varied considerably in reliability, but of late there has been a great levelling up all round, and it is seldom that one comes up against the hopeless duds which were quite prominent at one time.

And we found after careful test that these “Pep” batteries are quite up to standard. Measurement showed their cell resistances to be moderately low and the depreciation of cells was even.

**Five-Socket Valve Holders**

The new mains valves require special valve holders. In addition to the usual plate, grid, and filament connections, a connection for the cathode is required. Hitherto, the pin arrangements and, therefore, the five-socket holders differed completely from the design of ordinary types. With a set wired up for mains valves it was impossible to use ordinary valves without considerable rewiring.

Recently, however, a new standardised design has been introduced. This has the two filament, plate, and grid sockets arranged exactly as in normal cases, both the spacings and markings being as usual. The extra socket is placed in the centre.

The new holders will accommodate either mains or ordinary valves. The W.B. people recently sent us samples of their version of this new standardisation. The new W.B. holder is extremely well made. The spring sockets are well arranged and the contacts are of a self-cleaning character. Altogether it is a component that we can recommend to "M.W." constructors.

**Microficient Condensers**

Portable-set enthusiasts should find the Microficient condensers which Messrs. Graham Farish are now making of especial interest. These variable condensers are also, of course, suitable for use in ordinary sets. They are remarkably small in size, and are completely enclosed in bakelite, thus being absolutely dust-proof.

Instead of air, a solid dielectric is employed, and it is by this means that compactness has been achieved. Nevertheless, logarithmic tuning is given by the Microficient, and it is interesting to note that they can be mounted for either drum or dial control as with most normal types.

They are designed for one-hole-fixing, but are fitted with special claw grips to prevent turning. The price of the 0.0005 mfd. or 0.0002 mfd. Microficient is 4s. 6d., and of the 0.0005 mfd. 4s. 6d.

**More Ferranti Charts**

Ferranti, Ltd., have now prepared some excellent charts descriptive of high-grade H.T. units having metal and valve full-wave rectifiers. The charts are available for all interested.
RADIO AT "THE YARD"

The art of catching crooks is one in which sure and speedy communication is essential. How radio scores in this role is related below.

By a Special Correspondent.

Have any of our readers picked up messages from the Scotland Yard transmitting station, and have they ever heard messages exchanged between the Flying Squad vans and Police Headquarters? We doubt it, for it was revealed the other day in the "Daily News," in an article on the Yard's wireless, that the present wave-length at Scotland Yard is kept secret, and that, for transmission purposes, a police code of a specially secret character is always used, in conformation with international arrangements with other police forces.

It was as far back as 1921 that Scotland Yard first started making experiments in wireless transmission. In our contemporary, "Popular Wireless," it will be remembered we published one of the first photographs of the original motor tenders operated by Scotland Yard, and which were fitted with radio sets.

Telephony Unsatisfactory

Telephony was used in those days, but although it was found to be O.K. over short distances, it was distinctly unfavourable in results when cars were travelling at high speeds and when the distance between the receiving and sending stations was at all great.

Consequently, telephony was abandoned in favour of the Morse code, and greater range and greater reliability was attained.

In 1923 further experiments were conducted, with the result that two new 500-watt sets were installed. The old aerials used to consist of five strands of wire on supports which could fold up and down on top of the car when it had to pass under low bridges. This earned for Scotland Yard vans the nickname of "The Flying Bedsteads."

One of the earliest experiments of the use of wireless for police purposes was in connection with the control of Derby Day traffic in 1921. Developments since then have been rapid, and in 1924, with the growth of the Flying Squad, further experiments were conducted on 723 metres for transmission, while the Flying Squad vans replied on 265.

Exactly what are the wave-lengths used to-day is a close secret, but perhaps some of our readers may, by a lucky chance, have picked up Scotland Yard's transmissions and have recognised them as such.

The modern Flying Squad vans, which are fitted with wireless, are difficult to distinguish from ordinary tradesmen's delivery vans, for the sets are tucked away inside, and there is no outward indication of an aerial. These vans are patrolling London at all hours of the day and night, and are in constant touch with headquarters.

A code message from Scotland Yard can mobilise these vans by a few seconds' notice, and readers will probably realise how, if there is a case of a big hold-up and the thieves, say, have got away in a car, Scotland Yard can radiate a message which will at once inform the Flying Squad of what has happened.

Camouflaged Cars

The vans cannot communicate with each other directly, but the system is so well perfected these days that communication via the Yard, from one van to another, is a simple matter.

Besides these Flying Squad vans, Scotland Yard now possesses a number of private cars which are also fitted up with concealed wireless transmitters and receivers. We probably pass them often in the streets in London, but they are so well camouflaged that the ordinary man-in-the-street would never recognise them.

Scotland Yard's main wireless station is in constant communication with America, Canada and Australia, and on many occasions finger prints have been transmitted half-way across the world in order to assist some police authority.

One of the most pleasantly situated of Europe's stations is Helsingfors, Finland, depicted above. It works on a wave-length of 1,875 metres.
Notes and News of Wireless in Other Lands.
By Our Special Correspondents.

Television in Australia
Experiments are at present in progress in Victoria in connection with the Baird television system. It is understood that a "B" class broadcasting station is to be used for the time being, and experts from the Baird organisation in London are carrying out the experiments. In due course it is hoped that a company will be formed to exploit television, and to manufacture and sell television receivers.

Progress in France
Radio matters are going ahead strongly in France, and agreements have been entered into between some of the leading radio manufacturers. According to one arrangement which has been made, the Compagnie Générale de T.S.F., and its associated companies in France and in the French colonies and protectorates, will have the rights to all inventions, processes, and patents belonging to the Matériel Téléphonique, and a reciprocal arrangement applies with regard to the patents, etc., of the former company.

A long-standing difference between the important cable companies (Compagnie Francaise des Cables Téléphoniques and La Compagnie Radio France, Cables P Q) has been removed by what is described as a "co-ordination of technical means."

Programme Tenders
A rather strange suggestion has been issued by the Government of Victoria (Australia) to the effect that the programmes for the whole of Australia should be provided by a separate organisation from the broadcasting organisations. Theoretically, the British Broadcasting Corporation is intended to be taken as a model, but inasmuch as outside parties have been asked to tender for the provision of programmes, Victoria listeners are afraid that trouble may arise between the broadcasting board and the party to whom the programme contract may be given.

N.B.C. (U.S.A.)
The recent visit of Mr. M. H. Aylesworth, President of the National Broadcasting Company, U.S.A., has created great enthusiasm amongst U.S. listeners over the possibility of increased interchange of radio programmes between Europe and America.

"I found universal friendliness between radio interests," said Mr. Aylesworth, "which augurs well for world-wide understanding through common inclination. Particularly the English-speaking world is destined to be much more firmly cemented in the immediate future through the instrumentality of radio broadcasting."

Advertising by Radio
Mr. Aylesworth found British Broadcasting Corporation authorities highly interested in the American method of financing broadcasts through sale of part of its time to commercial clients.

"There are several variations of the methods used in Europe to finance radio," said Mr. Aylesworth, "but I find that all are giving consideration to the American method."

Mr. Aylesworth was impressed with the strides which England is making with rural education by radio. He states that the B.B.C. Director-General shares his enthusiasm for interchange of radio programmes, and adds, "We both look forward to broadcasts in which statesmen and scholars of all English-speaking countries will be heard by all other English-speaking nations. There is a real community of interest which will be strengthened through hearing each other's voices over the air."

(Continued on page 200.)

ANNOUNCING THE AIR LINERS

This photo shows the loud speakers on the roof of the headquarters of the principal French air station at Le Bourget. From these speakers are announced the arrivals and departures of air liners.
EBONITE, as everyone knows, consists essentially of rubber which has been intimately mixed with powdered sulphur at a fairly high temperature and maintained at that temperature for some hours. The whole process is known as "vulcanisation"; the well-known product, ebonite, comprising the last practicable stage to which the vulcanisation of rubber can be taken.

The Drilling Test

Ebonite, therefore, is a good insulator because it combines the high insulative qualities of rubber and sulphur. It is very durable and it possesses good mechanical strength. Ebonite is non-hygroscopic, that is to say, it does not absorb moisture from the atmosphere, and it can be worked easily.

Notice, for instance, the clean manner in which a good grade of ebonite can be drilled. The drillings come out in little spirals, as illustrated at Fig. 1, but although these ebonite "tails" may be extremely thin, they hold together well like a ribbon. This characteristic of ebonite drillings forms a good test of the material, for when poor-grade ebonite, or one of its low-grade substitutes, is drilled, the drillings break up into a more or less powdery mass at the entrance of the drill into the material, as depicted in the illustration, Fig. 2. Material which behaves like this on drilling should be regarded with grave suspicion.

Poor Panels Warp

Exposed to weathering influences, ebonite does not warp to any extent as some of its substitutes do, but it has the unfortunate property of turning slightly green and of decreasing in insulative power after it has been exposed to strong sunlight for any great length of time. It is for this reason that large radio panels should never be allowed to remain permanently fixed near a very bright and sunny window.

Good ebonite, on being sawn, gives off a peculiar sulphurous odour, but there is no smell in the ease of low-grade material. Here, then, is another little practical test which should be carefully observed by the set builder.

When the Ebonite is GOOD!

On the left (Fig. 1) we see good quality ebonite being drilled—compare the way it "comes up" with the breaking up under the drill shown in the right-hand photograph (Fig. 2), where a poor substitute is being used. The centre picture shows a luminous discharge due to the application of high potential across a strip of ebonite of low insulative power.

WHAT SIMPLE TESTS SHOW
Be Your Own Panel Doctor!

Of course, for ordinary purposes, many of the ebonite substitutes are as efficient in practice as the real material itself, and they have the advantage of being procurable in different colours, and also in very prettily grained surfaces. Many of these substances are made by fusing up formalin with carbolic acid, together with a little soda, the result of many hours' fusion being a dark brown resinous mass which forms the basis of a large number of artificial insulating compositions.

Repairing Panels

Synthetic insulating compositions of this nature, although they do not possess quite the insulative power of high-grade ebonite, are stable to light and they do not deteriorate. Moreover, they are generally lighter than ebonite. Hence their frequent employment in the manufacture of portable sets.

It is interesting to note that while ebonite is totally insoluble in nearly every common liquid, many of the synthetic compositions are fairly soluble in liquids such as acetone, amyl acetate, and the other solvents of the new cellulose paint industry.

This is a useful tip for the radio experimenter, for by the use of a small quantity of acetone, cracked panels may be repaired neatly, holes filled up, and other similar tasks undertaken.

Radio panels made of compressed fibre which has been thoroughly impregnated with an insulative medium, although not possessing insulating powers as high as those of ebonite or its synthetic resin substitutes, are nevertheless very useful for many purposes. Panels of this nature, an example of which will be seen at Fig. 3, are more or less unbreakable.

Absorb Moisture Easily

They are extremely light in weight, and they are fairly easily worked. Their disadvantages, however, are that they tend to absorb atmospheric moisture, and to warp under any extremes of temperature and of humidity or dryness. Still, however, for any ordinary use, good quality compressed fibre material is a very good proposition.

The photo-micrographs, Figs. 4 and 5, are of interest in that they contrast the surfaces of ordinary ebonite and one of its compressed fibre substitutes. Fig. 4 depicts the surface of an ebonite panel as disclosed under the high powers of a microscope. Its spongy nature will be noted. It is for this reason that an ebonite panel should be kept scrupulously clean, or else atmospheric impurities, dust and dirt will settle into the surface pores of the material and thus form a slightly conducting surface to the material.

A Final Test

In the high-power microscope view, Fig. 5, we have a portion of the surface of a compressed fibre panel (in actual area about that of a pin's head). The torn-up bits of fibre and chaff which comprise the bulk of the material will be noted, and from an examination of this photo-micrograph it will be realised that such a material can readily absorb moisture from the air and thus become altered in shape as well as in insulating properties.

Anyone possessing a small induction coil can readily subject a sample of a panel material to a rigid test. Merely connect two ends of a strip of the panel material to the secondary electrodes of the spark coil, as depicted in another photograph. If rigid connecting wire be used, the insulated supports for the strip of panel material seen in the photograph will be rendered unnecessary.

Now take the whole apparatus into a darkened room, and pass current into the coil. With good panel material, no surface electrical discharge should take place on the strip. In the photograph, however, the strip of ebonite employed for the test had been exposed out of doors to sun and rain for upwards of two years, with the result that its insulating qualities had been very much lowered, so much so that a luminous surface discharge passed more or less frequently across the surface of the strip, as depicted in the photograph. Any panel material, of course, which gives rise to this result when subject to the test with a 1- or 2-in. spark coil is useless for radio purposes.

LOW-FREQUENCY "NOTES"

In order to ensure maximum results with a modern L.F. transformer the makers' instructions concerning the valve impedances should be followed very closely.

One of the disadvantages of using coupling resistances of high value, such as 1 megohm or so, is that small external circuit capacities then begin to exercise a bypassing effect upon the higher musical frequencies, and so destroy the brilliancy of the music.
From a Correspondent.

LIVING as I do within a mile of 2 L O, the question of interference from this station is rather a serious one. Even with an auto-coupled trap of average efficiency I often find difficulty in cutting out interference, especially when using a powerful set which has been designed for purity reception on long-distance transmissions, where sufficient broadness of tuning has to be allowed to prevent the slightest trace of selectivity.

Unequal Trapping

Although the auto-coupled trap will give me greater freedom from "jamming" by 2 L O than other types of trap, I still, then, on occasion, find that the immunity given is not sufficiently great for some particular purpose.

There is one other drawback from which this trap suffers, and that is the fact that it affects the signal strength of transmissions immediately below it, by reducing their signal strength, and those immediately above, by increasing it. The latter is, of course, an advantage, but the former is undesirable.

In order to make this point clear, for it is an important point to consider when using this type of trap, to cut out interference from a station just above it, I have drawn a little graph, or diagram, in Fig. 1, which will serve to explain what I mean. The curve has been drawn so as to show the variation of signal strength caused by the setting of the trap, on signals of different wave-lengths. The height of the curve gives the signal strength, and the wave-length of the signal is plotted horizontally.

What Happens

The trap has been adjusted to cut out a signal with a wave-length corresponding to that given by the point Q. At this point, therefore, the signal strength is zero. Now it will be seen that this curve is not symmetrical about this point. It rises more slowly on the lower wave-lengths than on the high. The dotted horizontal line represents 100 per cent signal strength. Above Q, at a point marked R, the signal strength obtained is greater than that which would be given if no trap at all were used. And it is only at a considerably higher wave-length S that the curve returns to the normal.

But below Q, at a distance SP, which is equal to QR, you will see that the signal strength is below normal value, and that it does not rise to normal till the point O has been reached.

Not Completely Cut Out

The extent to which this result is obtained depends very greatly on how far down the coil the aerial is tapped.

The full-line curve in Fig. 1 shows what happens, let us say, when the aerial is tapped on at 20 turns from the bottom of the trap coil L. Suppose now that we tap it on at 10 turns only, what will result?

The curve marked 3 shows the wide interference obtained without a wave-trap. The curve marked 1 shows conditions when the aerial is tapped at 20 turns on the trap, and the other curves illustrate the effects of other experiments, as explained in this article.
The effect is shown by the dotted-line curve, and shows you how the curve gets steeper and sharper, while the curious effect referred to above has been considerably reduced. But—and this is a big but—it no longer traps out the interference entirely. The signal strength at the point Q is no longer zero. It is about 5 per cent.

The actual practical results given by the two settings of the trap are explained in a simple little diagram in Fig. 2.

An Extreme Case

Now looking at Fig. 2 you will see that the first curve (marked 1), drawn for the conditions when the aerial is tapped on at 20 turns, shows the amount of interference experienced from the local station on different wave-lengths on either side. As I am dealing with an extreme case where the local station forces its way through when the set is tuned exactly to it, I have assumed a certain value for the signal strength that comes through.

When, however, the tap is shifted down the coil to 10 turns from the bottom, you will see that the interference has spread either side of the first curve, and is greater at the actual wave-length of the station you want to cut out. (Curve 3 shows the interference obtained without a trap at all.)

You will see then that when actually working with a trap we have to compromise rather according to the actual results we want to get.

A Better Arrangement

Now one day I had to try and get rid of interference from 2 L O at a wave-length much closer than my trap would usually allow me to do, and I had not got a coil of a low enough H.F. resistance to enable me to do it—indeed, such a coil would be extremely difficult to make if it were to have a high enough inductance—so I had to sit down and try and think out a scheme.

While working on this idea I remembered some experiments I had done with another keen wireless experimenter some time previously, and I carried on on similar lines.

The results I got left little to be desired. Not only was I able to cut out jamming from 2 L O almost entirely on its own wave-length, but I also found that the trapping effect was now symmetrical, while the interference curve for this station was now approximately as at 4 in Fig. 2.

The circuit I finally decided on is shown in Fig. 3. The aerial coil L 1, which is coupled to the grid coil L 2 of the first valve in the set, has a centre-tap. To this tap you connect the aerial. One end of the winding is connected to the tap on the trap coil L 3, and the other end to one side of a variable resistance having a range of about 0 to 40,000 ohms. The other side of this resistance is connected to the bottom of the trap coil L 3 (which is tuned by the usual variable condenser C 3) and the point where these two join is connected to earth.

Bridge Effect

The result is that we have a “bridge.” Two arms are symmetrical, being composed of the two halves of the primary winding. The other two consist, one of the trap and the other of the variable resistance.

Now suppose we tune in the interfering station at fairish strength and adjust C 3 till the trap has cut it out as much as possible, you will find that by adjusting R you will find a point at which the trapping effect is greatly enhanced. By making slight readjustments of C 3 and R you will quickly find the best setting for each.

For those who want to try out this scheme the following figures will prove of use. Trap coil L 3 should have an inductance of 270 to 300 microhenries, and should preferably be wound with real Litzendraht on a paxolin former; 75 to 80 turns on a 3-in. former will be about right. The trap condenser C 3 should have a maximum value not exceeding 0.0003 mfd., and a slow-motion dial will be needed to adjust it. R, as previously stated, will be 0 to 40,000 ohms. L 1 should be a 20- or 25-turn coil with a centre-tap, or for greater selectivity it should be a 15- or 16-turn inductance.

The Centre Tap

When using coils which consist of both primary and secondary windings on one former, the simplest way of getting the centre-tap is shown in Fig. 4. Here we have a case where the primary is wound over one end of the grid coil, being separated from it by small ebonite spacers. Suppose the normal primary winding consists of 12 turns, with a tap at 6 for the lower waves or for extra selectivity, then a total of 24 turns will be re-quired with three taps. These are shown at B, C, and D.

C is the centre point and is connected to the aerial. A and B, and D and E are brought to two pairs of sockets, so that by means of flex leads provided with plugs the desired tapping can be obtained without disturbing the symmetry of the arrangement and thus upsetting the bridge.
There are certain items in radio outfits which, owing to their familiarity, are apt to receive rather cavalier treatment. In this article the vital importance of a "minor component" is emphasised.

By D. GLOVER.

Unless the L.T. switch is situated on the accumulator itself it is not really an "on-off" switch. The leads to the set and some of the leads inside the set are "alive" all the time unless the L.T. circuit is broken at the battery.

This is not quite as it should be, because L.T. is much more dangerous than H.T. in most radio installations. At the worst you get a mild shock and a fairly feeble spark from an H.T. battery of the common "dry" type, but an L.T. accumulator is capable of doing a lot more.

Dangerous Short-Circuits

You can get forty or fifty amperes of current from quite a small accumulator cell, and this is enough to make copper wires go red-hot and even melt. And a red-hot wire falling on to a celluloid battery casing is enough to cause a conflagration.

L.T. short-circuits are decidedly more dangerous than most H.T. demonstrations, unless, of course, an H.T. accumulator is used. In these conditions hefty current and hefty voltage are both available, and the resultant electrical energy is capable of "sending things up in smoke" in fine style.

I wonder if it is generally realised that one can extract two or three kilowatts from some H.T. accumulators: enough power to run a full-size broadcasting station? Of course, the small cells would not deliver such colossal energy for very long, but quite long enough to do considerable damage.

But my subject is filament switches and I hope that I have made my first point, i.e. that the accumulator is not isolated immediately the switch is pushed over to its "off" position.

I always use an L.T. fuse and consider that this is every bit as important as the one which figures in the H.T. circuit. The fuse is of the flash-lamp variety, although I use a bulb capable of passing the half ampere that my valves consume. The bulb is rated at 5 ampere, 2 volts. It is not a common rating, but a low-voltage high-current type is essential, for it must have a low resistance as otherwise it would limit the current too much.

A Handy Reminder

A small length of ½-ampere fuse wire would be better still from the point of view of resistance, but the light-bulb serves two purposes. I have it fixed in a small holder on one of the accumulator terminals. When the set is switched on this bulb lights up and so forms a good "tell-tale."

It is underneath the set, but as the light is quite a bright one you cannot help seeing it. In this way one is reminded that the set is in operation. Last thing at night, when one is sleepy and broadcasting has ceased, it is not difficult to forget to open that little switch.

Practically all filament switches are of the push-pull type these days, and so are wave-change switches, gramophone pick-up switches, and so on. On my set there are four push-pull switches and the L.T. switch is exactly like the wave-change switch which is just above it.
The Yellow Bird's, and its heroic occupants', flight from New York to Santander, Spain, is already well known. All the time on this journey wireless communication was maintained with Dario Valves. Why not use Dario Valves yourself—they've proved themselves in a matter of life and death—they will improve your set beyond all expectations—Dario prices are little short of marvellous. They are due to one of the biggest and most modern valve outputs in the World. Ask your dealer or write direct for full particulars.

Modern Wireless

IGRANIC TAPPED "C.C." OUTPUT UNIT

As a technical man you appreciate the advantages of an output filter circuit. It protects your loud speaker windings, gives better quality, and often is the remedy for L.F. howls and "motorboating."

The Igranic Tapped "C.C." Output Unit contains a choke and condenser of the correct proportions, and is provided with tappings so that a step-up or step-down auto transformer effect can be obtained ... Price 21/6

Send to Dept. J503 for fully descriptive leaflet. You will find it interesting and helpful.

IGRANIC "G" TYPE L.F. CHOKE.
For intervalve coupling and output circuits. 27/-

IGRANIC "G" TYPE TRANSFORMER.
For superlative quality. 30/-

WRITE FOR
DARIO FOLDER!
Troubles That Are Due to L.T. Switches

My fuse light has saved the situation several times. Quite often I have gone over to the set, pushed in for 5 X X, and wondered why the light of the fuse on the L.T. supply has continued to shine.

A Switch Suggestion
And as for asking anyone else to turn off the set, that is asking for an all-night use of the apparatus. It would certainly be a good thing if a special kind of switch were set aside for L.T. purposes. My suggestion is that some L.T. switches should be supplied with knobs of adjustable sizes for sets having cabinet doors.

You would adjust the knob size until it was of just the right dimensions for the door of the set to push it in when closing it. This is presupposing that the action of the switch calls for a pushing-in when switching off the L.T.

Self-Cleaning Contacts
It is an unfortunate fact that all switches do not work alike, although I believe that standardisation is gradually being achieved. Not so long ago one had to think hard every time one had to use a new switch, for it was even chances that its action would be different from the last one employed. The one would have to be pushed in for the closing operation, while in this position the other would be in its “off” condition.

Some switches are of the “self-cleaning” variety. This means to say that the surfaces of their contacts rub together every time the switches are operated. Other switches incorporate pressure contacts, and here the action is merely the pressing together of two pieces of metal without any rubbing. This is satisfactory providing the contacts are firmly pressed together and the metal of which they are fashioned is not too easily oxidisable.

“Home-Made” Statics!
Personally I strongly prefer the self-cleaning switch, although, as I have indicated, the other kind can be efficient.

A faulty L.T. switch can produce as much cracking as a dud H.T. battery. Quite recently I had an interesting experience of this nature. What I took to be a very bad spell of atmospheres turned out to be the L.T. switch which had developed “intermittency.” I easily cured the trouble by taking the switch apart and bending one of the contact springs inwards.

The “Tumbler” Type
I am rather in favour of the tumbler type of switch for L.T. purposes. A miniature of the sort that you have on the wall for controlling the electric lights. The action is a familiar one and the make-and-break is excellent. The contacts are large and completely self-cleaning, and there is a definite switch action every time the device is manipulated.

Switches of this nature are available in small sizes, but generally they are difficult to mount on an ebonite panel and are more expensive than the other designs. Could a cheap one-hole-mounting tumbler switch for L.T. control be placed on the market it should prove popular. I would advise all my friends to buy one!

KEEPS YOUR AERIAL TAUT

After a time your outdoor aerial is bound to slacken, and the down lead hangs close to the wall. And where the aerial and down lead is one length of wire, as it mostly is, it is better if the bare aerial is kept as far away from the wall as possible.

A simple device for achieving this purpose is illustrated in the diagram. All that is needed is, first, an angle bracket of iron of the type shown. Anything of this pattern will do, and can be easily obtainable from any ironmonger. This is attached to the wall near the point where the down lead connects to the A to E switch.

Easily Adjusted
To the bracket is pivoted, by means of a wing nut and bolt, a stout wood strip, which is slotted as indicated. At the end of the strip is attached a reel insulator. If the device is arranged as shown, with the down lead resting in the groove of the insulator, it is a simple matter to adjust the wood arm to a position where the aerial will be drawn taut, and the bar is firmly held by tightening up the wing nut.

If the aerial again at any time slackens, it is only necessary to extend the position of the wood arm, and tighten up once more.

H. B.

NOTE - BOOK NOTIONS

The minimum capacity of a good variable condenser is about one-tenth (or less) of its maximum capacity.

When a pick-up is being used with a gramophone a certain amount of sound and “chatter” will still be heard direct from the instrument unless it has a shut-down lid.

When mounting condensers, etc., in rather inaccessible places, remember it is often an advantage to put the leads in place and screw them down before fixing the component in position.

If you use one of the three terminal fixed condensers, be certain that you wire it up the right way, as although it may work when connected wrongly, results will be very inferior to those obtainable under the correct conditions.
Radio and the Gramophone

In this section of MODERN WIRELESS each month will be discussed both technical and other data of interest to the set owner who is also interested in gramophones. Besides articles of a practical nature, a brief survey and critique of the latest gramophone records is included, making the section of vital interest to all music-lovers.

Conducted by KEITH D. ROGERS.
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Radio-Gram Receivers

The Radio-Gram receiver is rapidly becoming popular, and there are now large numbers of complete outfits on the market. The most unfortunate features about the majority of these, however, are the prices asked—sometimes for jobs that are not all they should be as regards the quality of reproduction.

Quality Could Be Improved

Some of the 45- to 60-guinea outfits (and sometimes even those of higher price) are not by any means indicative of what really can be done with well-designed amplifiers and really good loud speakers. There is no doubt that with better design (in an electrical sense) very much better reproduction could be obtained, and at the same price.

Incidentally, we wonder why so many radio-gram designs which are of pretentious size and colossal price make no provision for records. It is, of course, not easy to provide adequate record space, and in the case of the upright pedestal types this can hardly be expected, but some of the console models might do more in this respect.

The problem of record storage must always be a difficult one to solve, for if you are an enthusiastic gramophone "fan" your stock of records increases at an astonishing rate, until it becomes extremely difficult to keep them safely and tidily. Mere stacking is hardly adequate, and it usually results in the reduction of stock by some means or other, or else the purchase of a separate piece of furniture in the form of a separate record cabinet.

This latter is undoubtedly one of the best solutions to the problem, though the inclusion of a 50- or 60-record compartment in the radio-gram set itself (not difficult in a console model) is a very convenient refinement.

And while talking about radio-gram outfits, we should like to draw readers' attention to the Electric Gramophone described in these pages. It is a really first-class quality instrument and, while not cheap to build, it is good value for money. Costing about £30, it consists of a complete radio-gram receiver with all-mains set and moving-coil loud speaker.

The New "Frequency Records"

We are pleased to note that the Parlophone Company are following H.M.V.'s lead and bringing out calibrated frequency records. The Parlophone records are done in a different way from the H.M.V., and are not confined to "pure" notes. With both sets of records it should be easy to make very valuable measurements as to the response curves of pick-ups and speakers. We shall have more to say about these new records shortly.
**Sensitive Pick-Ups**

H. P. M., of Leeds, enquires which is the most sensitive pick-up on the British market, as he has a two-valve set, a detector and a pentode, and wishes to use it as a radio-gram receiver.

This is a very difficult question indeed to answer, because there are so many pick-ups on the British market which are practically equal in sensitivity, though they may give different response characteristics. Among the most sensitive all-round pick-ups are the Igranic, the B.T.H., Blue Spot, Loewe, Amphon, Burg-dent, Magnum, G.E.C., etc., but because a pick-up is sensitive it does not say it will give better results than a pick-up which is less sensitive, though, on the other hand, the sensitivity of a pick-up need not necessarily militate against the good reproduction and response curve. Of the less sensitive variety, the Varley and the Woodroffe deserve mention.

We would advise you to hear one or two of the pick-ups which you may fancy before you decide upon which one you will buy, or, better still, if it is possible get your local dealer to lend you one or two pick-ups to try on your own set.

It is difficult to prescribe any particular pick-up for any particular set unless you know the full characteristics of the set and the loud speaker with which the pick-up is to be used.

**Using a Pentode**

A reader from Leicester complains that when he tries to use a pentode valve with a radio-gram receiver he gets instability and a tendency to motor-boat, although motor-boatting does not manifest itself in the usual decided manner.

Probably the trouble with our reader from Leicester is that he is getting such high magnification that instability is indeed occurring, and he will probably find that a good choke output circuit, and also a choke-condenser anti-motor-boatting device in series with the priming grid of the pentode, will do a great deal of good.

This latter device should consist of a good low-frequency choke and a 4-mfd. condenser connected between the pentode side of the choke and earth, or filament, the choke, of course, being in series with the H.T. positive terminal and the terminal on the pentode valve.

---

**Pick-Up Adaptors**

B. M., Salisbury, inquires whether the ordinary plug-in adaptor type of pick-up connections are quite suitable for an ordinary radio receiver which he wants to use with a pick-up for gramophone reproduction.

Possibly a 0.0005-mfd. fixed condenser between the pentode plate and the filament may be of assistance when radio is used, as a certain amount of high frequency may be getting through.

---

**A Question of Volume**

D. T. M., of St. Albans, enquires whether a detector followed by a resistance stage, and then by a transformer-coupled stage using the new R.I. Hypermu transformer, will give him sufficient volume from a pick-up with a moving-coil speaker for a very large room.

He also inquires whether the shunt method of feeding the transformer should be applied or whether it would be better to use the transformer in the ordinary way.

With regard to the magnification, provided you use a high-tension voltage of about 200 or upwards you should get quite sufficient amplification and volume for a very large room, especially if you use a sensitive pick-up.

As regards the transformer coupling, you will certainly get more amplification by using it in the ordinary manner, but you will lose somewhat in the reproduction of the bass, and we would advise you to use it in the shunt method as advised by the makers. In this way you will get a very good reproduction of your bass and the volume should be quite sufficient for the purpose you mention.

---

**A selection of readers' queries upon subjects relating to electrical gramophone reproduction. Letters containing gramophone queries should be addressed in the same way as those concerning other branches of radio. Such queries come under the general query rules as laid out elsewhere in this issue and should be addressed to the Query Dept., "Modern Wireless," Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.**
Give your set Lotus Logarithmic Condensers

You notice a new sharpness, a new certainty in tuning, when you fit Lotus logarithmic condensers.

The ball bearings and the chemically cleaned special brass vanes and end plates ensure a smooth, firm movement and perfect conductivity, and the ample spacing prevents any chance of short-circuiting of the vanes.

You can rely upon these Lotus condensers. They are strongly and accurately constructed and are definitely to the capacity stated.

**Prices:**

- $0.0005$ condenser .... 5
- $0.00035$ condenser .... 5
- $0.0003$ condenser .... 5
- $0.00025$ condenser .... 5
- $0.00015$ condenser .... 5

From all radio dealers.

**LOTUS VARIABLE CONDENSERS**

You can get these condensers fitted to the Lotus Dual and Single Drum Dials—ask your dealer.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Liverpool

*Makes of the famous Lotus components—the standard of quality wherever wireless is used.*
**Some Surprising Statistics**

The popularity of gramophone records has become such in recent years that one well-known gramophone concern puts on the market well over a million records a month, while the year's output of sound tracks, if placed end on, would total four million miles!

Incidentally, if one year's output of these records were played one after the other it would take about 200 years to play them.

In the pressing of a record the pressure used approximates to something like 60 tons, while many hundreds of records can be made in a day on one press. In the busy months of the year the presses at the Columbia works run day and night without stopping.

**Further Figures**

It is also interesting to note that the greatest number of sound vibrations per inch length of track in the average modern record is about 500 complete cycles, while the smallest is about one cycle per two inches of track, giving, of course, a very deep note!

The speed at which the sound track passes the reproducing needle averages about 37 inches per second (just over two miles per hour), and the average length of sound track of a 10-in. record is about 550 ft. per side, and of a 12-in. record 840 ft. per side.

**How Many Do You Use?**

I wonder how many needles each of us use in the course of a year? Perhaps it is almost impossible to calculate how many we use personally, but Columbia's have reckoned that their average output for a year of Columbia needles, if placed end to end, would extend well over 5,000 miles, and over 100 tons of steel are used in their manufacture.

Where a pick-up is of the fairly sensitive variety, an ordinary L.F. valve and a pentode valve are quite adequate for good reproduction of any gramophone record. Such a valve as the D.E.L.610, followed by the P.M.26 or the 4-volt equivalents, give enough signal strength for even a moving-coil loud speaker to operate at comfortable "room" strength.

---

**This Month's Pick-Up Programme**

**ORCHESTRAL.**

- Ballei Suite (Gluck) ... H.M.V. D1599
- Berlin State Opera Orchestra.
- Prelude A 3. La Tosca (Puccini) Col. 5384
- Milan Symphony Orchestra.
- Dance of the Hours. Farbo. E10859
- La Gioconda (Ponchielli).
- Berlin State Opera Orchestra.

**BAND.**

- Down South ... H.M.V. B1984
- Coldstream Guards Band.

**INSTRUMENTAL.**

- Valac Brillante in E Flat H.M.V. DB1278
- Chopin.
- Paderewski.

**OPERATIC.**

- Casta diva. Norma (Bellini) H.M.V. DB1239
- Rosa Ponselle and Metropolitan Opera Chorus.

**VOCAL.**

- The Mighty Deep ... Col. 5396
- Norma Alina.
- Flow Not so Fast, Yo H.M.V. B2223
- Fountains
- John Goss.

**LIGHT ORCHESTRAL.**

- Melodious Memories (Finck) Col. 9782/3
- London Regal Cinema Orchestra.
- Chanson Triste (Tchaikowsky) Parlo. E10561
- Dukas Rien Orchestre.
- "Hold Everything" Selection H.M.V. C1883
- New Mayfair Orchestra.

**DANCE.**

- Meet Me at My Hall and H.M.V. B5653
- P. Chain
- Coon-Sanders Orchestra.
- The Wdding of the Painted Parlo. B267
- Doll
- Sam Lain's Famous Players.

---

Great care must, of course, be taken in biasing pentode valves, as some of them are extremely sensitive to the effects of grid bias. For instance, it is not uncommon to come across pentode valves which almost need potentiometer grid-bias adjustment if they are to be accurately biased, and it is quite a good plan to use a potentiometer across the valve for this purpose.

One-and-a-half volts up or down past the centre point on the curve’s straight portion may be quite sufficient to cause overloading or other distortion due to either running into grid current or partial rectification on loud signals.

**The New Igranic Motor**

Last month we published a photograph of the new Igranic Phonomotor for A.C. mains. Since the publication of this photograph we have been able to test this motor out very thoroughly, and can confidently recommend it to readers who want a good electric gramophone motor to work off the A.C. mains.

Unfortunately, the drive of the motor makes it such that it cannot be worked off D.C. mains, for it operates on the induction principle. This does away with the use of a commutator, and, at the same time, with the possibility of noisy reproduction from your pick-up due to the sparking of the brushes and commutator contacts.

The Igranic Phonomotor is certainly one of the best electric motors that we have come across, and has quite sufficient power with the turntable provided to rotate a 12-in. record having very heavy passages indeed without the slightest suspicion of slowing down.

**Even Running**

Some electric motors we have come across have been inclined to slow down on the heavier passages on the record, which, of course, completely ruins the rendering of the music, but the Phonomotor has no such tendency, and in spite of the fact that we are always rather chary in advising the use of an electric motor with a radio-gram outfit, we can unreseverely recommend the use of the Igranic Phonomotor for those who have A.C. mains.
THE "M.W."
Electric Gramophone

By G. V. COLLIE.

A brief description of the construction of an up-to-date and efficient radio-gram receiver. The concluding part of this article describing the mains unit and speaker will appear next month.

The completed instrument.

The gramophone, as a whole, consists of three units contained in one cabinet, namely, the motor and turntable, a three-valve A.C. receiver for either radio or pick-up reception, and then the A.C. battery eliminator for H.T., L.T. (and G.B. to last L.F. valve), complete with moving-coil loud speaker on the same unit.

The units are arranged in the order given, that is, motor and turntable at top of cabinet, A.C. three-valve set immediately underneath, and controlled from the back of the cabinet, and the A.C. battery eliminators on the floor of the cabinet, the loud speaker being mounted on a plywood platform, to bring the diaphragm in line with the front wood "baffle" hole.

Cost of Construction

Before passing on to the various aspects of the outfit, the writer would add that to construct the outfit with the makes of components named in the list of components will entail an expenditure of about £30, as it must not be forgotten that only the very best will suffice if the results are to be much better than the finest mechanical instruments.

By substituting a balanced-armature loud speaker for the moving-coil type, and by employing a cheaper model spring motor, together with various other substitutions, the cost may be reduced to £20 or less, with the knowledge that quality of reproduction will be as good as the loud speaker incorporated.

Although the expenditure is rather large, it must not be forgotten that one is getting a complete radio-gramophone outfit, including all necessary accessories, which to purchase commercially would cost at least £45—probably £60—taking into account the excellence of the various components.

Standard Cabinet

The cabinet which houses all the reproducing apparatus consists of the "shell" of a standard pedestal gramophone, specially arranged to the writer's specification by Messrs. G. Winston, Union Place, Curtain Road, E.C.2. Instead of the back opening, the front wood baffle is removable by extracting four wood screws, when the loud speaker and A.C. mains apparatus, including the potential divider and various plugs from the set, are available for inspection and adjustment.

A.C. Valves Employed

The set itself is readily accessible by removing the spring motor with its board, though the actual tuning and operating controls project from the back of the cabinet.

Since the walls of the cabinet are built of ½-in. mahogany, it will be readily understood that the completed instrument is fit for any place in a well-furnished room.

From the theoretical diagram we find the set consists of three A.C. valves of the indirectly-heated cathode type, having the heaters fed from an A.C. L.T. transformer (on showing how the pick-up and carrier are arranged, together with the volume control, on the motor platform of the gramophone.
the battery eliminator unit), capable of delivering a full 4 volts A.C. at 3 amperes.

In order to simplify the problem of high- and low-wave coil changing, a "Titan" coil unit was included in the receiver for radio reception, and this is brought into action by a low-capacity single-pole change-over switch, which switches over to gramophone pick-up in its other position.

**The Wave-Change Switch**

Wave-changing is accomplished by a small three-point push-pull switch, marked S₁ on the circuit diagram. Reaction effects are obtained on the old but little-known differential control scheme, applied on a Reinartz principle. Differential reaction control does not affect tuning to any noticeable degree, and therefore, whenever the setting of this control, it should not be found necessary to readjust the tuning condenser C₁ once a station has been tuned in.

Normally, the detector valve (first L.F. when over to "pick-up") operates on the grid rectification principle, accomplished by applying 1½ to 3 volts positive to the grid from the same G.B. battery as employed for biasing the L.F. valves negatively. The detector valve may be made to operate as an anode-bend rectifier by the simple expedient of removing the G.B. + (det.) plug from the G.B. battery and re-inserting it 1½ to 4½ volts to the negative side of the G.B. + (L.F.) plug on the same battery.

In connection with this latter point, the 400-ohm potentiometer situated on the baseboard of the receiver will enable the operator to find a silent working "zone" in the case of an erratic A.C. supply. The remainder of the circuit is quite orthodox, and consists of two further L.F. valves (first and second when receiver is acting as radio set, and second and third respectively when over to pick-up) resistance coupled.

![Panel Layout](image)

A 5-meg. grid-leak volume control, arranged in the form of a potentiometer, controls the output on "radio." Incidentally, the pick-up is controlled by a further volume control for adjusting the input to \( V₁ \) should the pick-up be especially sensitive.

A Garrard super-spring motor was employed originally, although a good electric motor could be used, if it is well earthed and really silent. The I granic Phonomotor is a good, reliable motor. The Garrard motor is totally enclosed, and includes its own oil pump, the oil circulating to all the bearings by virtue of an internal feed system—altogether an excellent and silent running piece of mechanism. Lower-priced models are available from the same and other makers, however, to suit the choice of the constructor and the length of his purse.

**Mounting the Motor**

When mounting the motor on its wood board, see that the hole for the centre spindle is made at the intersection of two diagonals drawn from corner to corner, so that the 12-in. turntable operates within the area allowed for it. Speed control and stop-start trigger automatically remain in relationship to each other on the Garrard super model, but will have to be regulated and fitted by hand with other models.

We now arrive at the point where theoretical considerations can be studied, before turning to the constructional details of the receiver and battery eliminators.

To counteract any H.F. feed-back effects which might occur by having the loud speaker so close to the receiver, it was thought advisable to include an H.F. filter circuit in the anode circuit of \( V₃ \), and this is shown in the diagram.

Finally, in respect to the receiver, the writer would recommend the inclusion of an L.F. choke-filter output (as well as the step-down transformer for low-resistance moving coils) in all cases where the moving-coil loud speaker is other than a Marconiphone.

Since it is imperative to employ a super-power valve of the Cosmos AC/P2 class in the \( V₃ \) position on
VERY soon your Wireless Dealer will have stocks of the sensational, new "Vee" Unit. It is the biggest Radio development of recent years. For only £2 (the Unit costs 25/- and the Chassis 15/-) anyone can assemble, in two minutes, a loud speaker that gives fine mellow tone and better volume than you have ever heard before. It recreates the living artiste.

Unit - Price 25/-
Chassis - Price 15/-

The Wonderful NEW Brown "Vee" Unit

the receiver, the A.C. H.T. battery eliminator must be capable of delivering at least 300 volts H.T. (if not more) at the requisite current. After careful deliberation it was decided that two half-wave rectifying valves of the B.T.H. R.H.1 type and an A.C. full-wave H.T. transformer would "fill the bill," the latter to give 375 volts output at approximately 120 milliamperes.

After careful deliberation it was decided that two half-wave rectifying valves of the B.T.H. R.H.1 type and an A.C. full-wave H.T. transformer would "fill the bill," the latter to give 375 volts output at approximately 120 milliamperes.

**Components Required**

1. 60,000-ohm anode resistance (Mullard).
2. 750,000-ohm power resistance (Ferranti).
3. 750,000-ohm power resistance (Ferranti).
4. 25-meg. grid leak holders (Dubilier).
5. 25-meg. grid leak holders (Dubilier).
6. 15- or 60-meg. grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier).
7. 15- or 60-meg. grid leak (Lissen, Mullard, Met-Vick, etc.).
8. 14-mfd. condenser, tested 750 volts D.C. (Hydra).
9. 10,000-ohm anode resistance (Mullard).
10. 5-meg. potentiometer variable condenser (Lotus).
11. Slow-motion dial to fit above condenser (Igranie).
12. Special differential reaction condenser (Pye).
13. 3-point wave-change switch (Bulgin).
15. 5-meg. potentiometer volume control (Gambrell). (25-meg. value will also prove serviceable.)
16. Titan coil unit (Wearite, Ready Radio, Parousil, Ward & Goldstone, etc.).
17. Special A.C. valve holders, for board mounting (Met-Vick).
18. 400-ohm board-base mounting potentiometer (Igranie).
19. 1-mfd. mica condensers, tested 1,000 volts D.C. at least (T.C.C.).
20. 0.005-mfd. fixed condensers, one preferably being of high voltage test (C7), but if not procurable, two -001 to -0006 mfd. can be connected in series (T.C.C., Dubilier).
21. 001-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.).
22. 5-meg. grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier). 2
23. 5-meg. grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier).
24. 10,000-ohm anode resistance (Mullard).
25. 60,000-ohm anode resistance (Mullard).
26. 750,000-ohm power resistance (Ferranti).
27. 25-meg. grid leak holders (Dubilier).
28. 25-meg. grid leak holders (Dubilier).
29. 15- or 60-meg. grid leak (Lissen, Mullard, Met-Vick, etc.).
30. 14-mfd. condenser, tested 750 volts D.C. (Hydra).
31. 15- or 60-meg. grid leak (Lissen, Mullard, Met-Vick, etc.).
32. Miniature two-socket bases, complete with plugs to fit (any good electrical stores). These plugs must be made of turned ebonite or best quality Bakelite, otherwise insulated terminals will be preferable.
33. plywood baseboard, 151 in. X 81 in. -3 in. thick.
34. or 4 yds. good quality twisted flex (for A.C. filament connections).
35. Quantity of No. 19 or 20 S.W.G. tinned copper wire and 2 m.m. Systoflex.
36. Glazico as an alternative.
37. 5 or 8 yds. single rubber-covered flex for G.B. leads, etc.
38. 2 Sockets complete with nuts for aerial and earth connections.
39. 2 Plugs for the above sockets (Glix).
40. 2 Red and black wander plugs (Glix).
41. 15- or 60-volt G.B. battery, tapped every 1 volt for 12 volts (Siemens, Hellesen, Ever-Ready, etc.).

**Fine G.B. Variation**

To prevent overrunning the A.C/P2, and remembering the grid bias is in the region of 45 volts at 300 volts H.T., it was decided to utilise some of this voltage for grid bias, the 15,000-ohm potential divider being tapped for the purpose.

Fine G.B. voltage regulation is made possible by the use of a 1,500-ohm T.15 Truvolt, and the method of using and wiring this will be discussed next month. Under the conditions outlined the H.T. remains fairly constant, because the whole of the T.15 Truvolt resistance element is always in parallel with a portion of the potential divider, and also,
whatever the G.B. voltage, the remaining voltage set up across the divider can be used for H.T.

Great care can be taken to see that the potential divider (15,000 ohms) will carry the required current, which will be 25 milliamperes (current passing through the resistance by virtue of its connections across the H.T. output from the rectifying source), plus the current taken by the anodes of the valves $V_1$ and $V_2$.

**Avoid Overheating**

Regarding the anode current of $V_2$, this should not overload the potential divider, because normally an H.T.-connection is taken from the extreme positive end and the G.B. portion is paralleled with 1,500 ohms, which will act as an overload release for that portion of the divider not in the H.T. circuit. The anode current of $V_1$ and $V_2$ is not great, and when added to the 25 milliamperes should not cause the divider to become overheated.

**The Pick-up Sockets**

Readers will observe that a small, round two-socket base is provided on the receiver baseboard, the sockets going to the pick-up switch and G.B.—1 respectively. The plugs engaging with these sockets are attached to the pick-up via its volume control, both of which are situated on the motor board at the top of the cabinet.

In practically every case it will be immaterial how the plugs are inserted for the pick-up, this remark also applying to the plugs to the L.T. A.C. transformer, but to no others.

Referring to $V_2$, it may be found that in the event of an AC/R valve being used, the volume control on the panel, marked G.L., can be reduced in value from 5 meg. to 0.25 meg. by the simple expedient of placing a fixed grid leak of 0.5 meg. in parallel with it, i.e. across its ends.

(The eliminator will be described next month, together with further details of the instrument.)
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RECENT RECORD RELEASES

Broadcast "Twelves"

It is very difficult indeed this month to pick out records from the Broadcast "Twelves" for special merit as regards pick-up reproduction, but one that must be given first consideration is the Prologue from I Pagliacci, sung by Gerrard Maine with orchestral accompaniment, on 5083. This is a very good bit of work indeed, and will carry a good pick-up and amplifier enables excellent reproduction to be obtained.

Lighter vocal selections from the Yeomen of the Guard also form the subject of two excellent records, while among the still lighter numbers Mother's Boy and Broadway vocal selections, with Bidgood's Symphonic Dance Band, on 5086, are well worth mentioning. Those of you who have been to the talkies so titled will welcome these selections as reminders of the films.

Broadcast "Tens"

There is a whole host of Broadcast "Ten" records placed upon the market this month, and here again it is very difficult to choose one or a group as being more meritorious than the others. Those we have picked out this month for pick-up reproduction are of the lighter variety, and include the following numbers: There'll Be You and I and I'll Always Be Mother's Boy, sung by Ramon Newton with orchestral accompaniment, on 414, both tunes, of course, being from the talkie film "Mother's Boy."

Then we must mention Do Something, from the talkie Syncopation, and That's You Baby, from the Movietone Follies 1929, on 416. The talkie film theme songs are figuring very greatly in gramophone records Nowadays, and we certainly get some very good numbers by that means.

Then we have When the Lilac Blooms Again, a slow fox-trot by Bidgood's Broadcasters on 408, and My Ideal, by the same band, on the reverse side.

H.M.V.

Some excellent records figure amongst this month's releases in the H.M.V. catalogue, one by Arthur Meale (B.3060), and the other by Jesse Crawford (on the Wurlitzer organ), playing You're the Cream in My Coffee and High Hat, two very different numbers which are most excellently executed. You're the Cream in My Coffee also figures in another light H.M.V. record, a piano duet by Jacques Fray and Mario Braggioni.

The Jesse Crawford record is No. B.3056, and the piano duet is B.3057, the reverse side of which is Don't Hold Everything, also from the well-known musical comedy "Hold Everything."

The New Light Symphony Orchestra playing the Juba Dance and From the Canebrake, on B.3043, produces some very peculiar notes down in the base register which taxes the pick-up to the utmost. We have not yet found a pick-up that will adequately deal with these particular notes, the result merely resembling a rattly sort of grumble. As a test for pick-up chatter, and to ascertain whether it will bring out these low notes, this record is quite unique, although it seems a little too heavily modulated in certain portions.

Zonophone

A very varied mixture comes from the Zonophone factory, including a couple of operatic numbers. The first is on G.O.SF, Speak To Me of My Mother and Now I Will Dance But to Please Thee, sung by Gladys Cole, Bessie Jones, and Barrington Hooper, while G.O.88 gives us Slave, Sweet Girl, Believe Me from "Rigoletto," and Hate and Rage from "Il Trovatore," sung by Bessie Jones, Esther Coleman, Barrington Hooper and Foster Richardson.

Another record, American Spirit and Army Marine marches, played by the United States Army Band, are, well worth mentioning on 5331; while the Zonophone Salon Orchestra, a new musical combination, once more gives us a couple of excellent items (on 5337) in Come Sing To Me and For You Alone.

These are old songs, of course, but quite a new note in orchestral arrangement has been struck in the composition of these records for an orchestra.

Of the dance items this month one of the best is undoubtedly I Fall Down and Go Boom (fox-trot), on 5348, by the Rhythmic Eight, followed closely in merit by Carolina Moon on 5347, played by the Arcadian Dance Orchestra.

We have just received a batch of Parlophone records, unfortunately too late for review in this issue, and these we shall discuss next month.

Our monthly review of Gramophone records.

The interior of the "M.W." Electric Gramophone (described in this issue), with loud speaker and mains unit removed.
Meet "The Twins"

These very audacious young women are the talk of the town. Their titillating revelations in the pages of The Looker-On have set everyone guessing at their identity.

The LOOKER-ON is a smart paper for smart people. It has a broad outlook and a sense of humour. In fact, you must read it to keep in touch with your times.

Special announcement by LEWCOS

In view of the alteration in the wavelengths of British Stations it will be found very necessary to have an efficient Wavetrap for separating the stations.

The Lewcos Wavetrap

Be sure of efficiency over all wavebands—use Lewcos Wavetraps, which are available in the following ranges:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>Wavelength Range in Metres</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT4</td>
<td>235—400</td>
<td>Each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT5</td>
<td>350—550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT15</td>
<td>1,000—1,500</td>
<td>13/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT20</td>
<td>1,500—2,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leaflet R39 giving full instructions sent on application


Reduction in price of GLAZITE

Old price: £0.10 per 10 ft. coil.
New price: £0.08 per 10 ft. coil.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED

Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.

Trade Counter and Cable Sales: 7 Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.C.1
**RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE MONTH**

A feature in which our Contributor brings to your notice some of the more interesting and important Radio-news items.

Conducted by “G.B.”

---

**This Season’s Proms.**

The B.B.C.’s Promenade Concerts open at the Queen’s Hall on Saturday, August 10th, and listeners will have a fine opportunity this season of hearing not only some excellent music but some first-class soloists. Sir Henry Wood, of course, will conduct, and arrangements have been made to allow for rehearsals to be very thorough.

**A Galaxy of Talent**

It is pointed out that in the whole thirty-five years’ history of the Promenade Concerts there has never been so large and representative a list of artists as that now booked for this season. Among others, it may be mentioned that the list includes Miriam Licette, Norman Allin, Frank Mullings, Walter Widdop, Myra Hess, Irene Scharre, Lamond, Solomon, Muriel Brunskill, Margaret Balfour, Heddle Nash, Albert Sammons, Jelly d’Aranyi, Isolde Menges.

Incidentally, Thursday evenings will be devoted chiefly to British composers, and new works which have not yet been heard in this country.

**B.B.C.’s Chief Engineer**

Mr. Noel Ashbridge, who takes over Captain Eckersley’s job, probably by the end of September, received his engineering training at King’s College, London, and his practical training with the British Thomson-Houston Co. and the Lancashire Dynamo Company.

During the war Mr. Ashbridge served as an officer in the Royal Engineers, and at the close of the war he entered the Marconi Company, where he was for some years head of the experimental station at Writtle. There, older listeners will remember, he co-operated with Captain Eckersley.

**A Worthy Successor**

Mr. Ashbridge then joined the B.B.C. and has been its Assistant Chief Engineer since 1925. On the technical side, therefore, it is pretty obvious that Mr. Ashbridge is a worthy successor of Captain Eckersley, although listeners will not perhaps hear him so often before the microphone as Captain Eckersley.

**Mr. Adrian Boult**

Another new appointment, which was exclusively forecast in our contemporary, “Popular Wireless,” is that of Mr. Adrian Boult, who will succeed Mr. Percy Pitt as Musical Director of the B.B.C. at the end of the year. Mr. Adrian Boult became Musical Director of the City Orchestra of Birmingham in 1924, where he has done excellent work for the cause of music in the Midlands.

He is the son of Mr. Cedric Boult of Liverpool, and was born at Chester in 1889. He was educated at Westminster School, Christchurch College, Oxford, and the Leipzig (Continued on page 190)

---

**You can now electrify or partly electrify your present Set!**

No alterations to set, valves or wiring—just plug the “EKCO” Adaptor into the nearest electric light or power socket and switch on—that’s all! These units are as easy to install as a table lamp and enable you to have always plenty of power for the modern valves with their high consumption. They are cheap in first cost and soon pay for themselves. Ask your dealer or write to us for full particulars.

“Ecko” Products are obtainable on Easy Payments.

---

**You can now electrify or partly electrify your present Set!**

No alterations to set, valves or wiring—just plug the “EKCO” Adaptor into the nearest electric light or power socket and switch on—that’s all! These units are as easy to install as a table lamp and enable you to have always plenty of power for the modern valves with their high consumption. They are cheap in first cost and soon pay for themselves. Ask your dealer or write to us for full particulars.

“Ecko” Products are obtainable on Easy Payments.

---

**THESE ALL-POWER UNITS ELIMINATE ALL BATTERIES, ACCUMULATORS AND GRID BIAS**

**A.C. MODEL C.2.A.**

Costs 6/6 per 1,000 hours to run. H.T. 3 taps: S.G., 60, 120/150. L.T., 2-6v. G.B., 5 taps: up to 13.

**D.C. MODEL C.2.A.**

Costs 3/6 per 1,000 hours to run. H.T. 3 taps: S.G., 60, 120/150. L.T., 2-6v. G.B.: taps up to 12.

Price £5 17s. 6d. complete.

Price £5 17s. 6d. complete.

---

**THE UNIT ELIMINATES THE L.T. ACCUMULATOR**

**A.C., L.T. UNIT, MODEL L.T.1.**

Costs 7/6 per 1,000 hours to run. Provides L.T. for A. and b-soft valves, from 3 amp. minimum to 1 amp. maximum. Also for use in connection with an A.C., H.T. unit.

Price £8 15s. 6d. complete.

---

**THESE H.T. UNITS ELIMINATE THE H.T. BATTERY**

No more dry batteries to crackle as they run down, or to fail in the middle of the programme. An “EKCO” H.T. unit gives you plenty of power always.

**D.C. Models, from 17½ complete.**

**A.C. Models, from 52½ complete.**

**H.T. UNIT, MODEL L.F.10.**

For D.C. mains (as illustrated), 17½ complete.

---

**EKCO**

Pioneers of All-Electric Radio

E. K. COLE, LTD. (Dept. M.W.), “EKCO” WORKS, LEIGH-ON-SEA.
August, 1929

THE MOST FAMOUS OF ALL LOUD-SPEAKERS

CELESTION

NOW OBTAINABLE AT BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>OLD PRICE</th>
<th>NEW PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 10</td>
<td>£ 5 10 0</td>
<td>£ 3 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 12</td>
<td>£ 7 5 0</td>
<td>£ 5 12 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 14</td>
<td>£ 13 10 0</td>
<td>£ 11 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 24</td>
<td>£ 14 0 0</td>
<td>£ 20 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These substantial reductions are made possible only by reason of the greatly improved production facilities, made available in the new and extensive Celestion factory.

Obtainable from any high-class Radio Dealer

Write for free Booklet to:

CELESTION, LTD., Dept. H, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

THE VERY SOUL OF MUSIC

INVALUABLE TO EVERY AMATEUR & CONSTRUCTOR

"POPULAR WIRELESS" BLUE PRINTS

of Tested Circuits

The following is a list of the "P.W." 6d. Blue Prints for Constructors in stock, showing the different circuits available.

P.W. BLUE PRINT Number.
1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
2. OUT OF PRINT.
3. 1-VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
4. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
5. H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL WITH REACTION.
7. 1-VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Tuned Anode).
8. 1-VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Employing H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).
9. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling with Reaction on Anode).
11. OUT OF PRINT.
12. OUT OF PRINT.
13. 5-VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
14. OUT OF PRINT.
15. OUT OF PRINT.
17. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS (With Switched).
18. 1-VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with 1-VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.
19. OUT OF PRINT. 20. OUT OF PRINT.
21. THE 5-VALVE LODGE " N."
22. "THE QUALIFIED REFLEX."
23. THE 1-VALVE "CHITOS."
24. THE "SPANSpace THREE."

ALL "POPULAR WIRELESS" BLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH

All orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to the "Popular Wireless" Queries Department, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope and a postal order for 6d. for each Blue Print ordered.
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For the first time in the history of this "feature" I am going to write seriously about love. You know what I mean. What they call "turve" on the stage and what my baker calls "loaf," though he intends no joke. He will say to his wife, "Kiff me der half-pawn vate, my loaf." I think he is a Cherman spy. He certainly is a liar, for he tells me that he was once vort and zand pawnds and lost them at cards. Vell, it is not everybody that loafs cards so much as all that. Hein?

Love—so far—has not had a square deal from radio. I know a man who made a note somewhere to propose to his young woman at nine-fifteen the next night. During the next day he kept coming all over queer, just as though something was on his mind.

Matrimony and Grid Bias

He looked all over his blotter. No note! He looked at all the old envelopes in his pocket; examined his shirt-cuffs and the walls; he even looked in his diary and the family Bible. Blessed if he could remember what he wanted to find! So he gave it up and went home to fish for Nairobi. At eleven-fifteen he opened his log in order to jot down the readings of a queer station which required closer investigation on another occasion. The last entry ran: "Modulation rotten and frequency all over shop. Better put it to Min to-morrow after testing with G 3 F F or say 9.0 B.S.T." As it happened, Min got tired of waiting, went out and met a gas-fitter who gassed and gassed and finally fitted her with a ring.

It is notorious that radio has come between husband and wife much more seriously than divorce. In fact, being married to a genuine "fan" is like being linked with a gentleman in Colney Hatch. There is no legal remedy—as yet. I am told that a man in Orted has not spoken to his wife for five years, except once about valves—and that was an oversight for which he apologised. When renounstrated with, he replied: "I used to ask her about grid bias, but she wouldn't answer. Is that the way to treat a man?"

Courtling Under Difficulties

A cousin of mine, courtling, was cursed with a prospective pa-in-law who insisted on extending the loud speaker to the drawing-room. If they switched it off, the old fool kept butting in to see what was wrong; and if they kept it on, they couldn't hear any one coming, so that all he could do was to hold her little finger and listen to Walford Davies, etc. He got so sick of her finger that he began to think. And thinking is fatal to "loaf." In the process of thought he realised how like her mamma she was growing—and that she had papa's chin. So he got himself sent to New Caledonia, or somewhere like it, for six years. She gave her little finger to a man who played the triangle at the P.S.A.

When I consider what ruin outside aerials have wrought upon the bliss of domestic hearths I am tempted to agitate for their prohibition. We trample her favourite flower-beds. We blot out the light of heaven with a wire. We rear a mast, maybe, like a cheap-looking cloth-see line prop. Yes, and we are told that Mr. Jones next door manages to have his wireless without making the garden into a pigsty. She omits to say that Mr. Jones' wireless sounds like an ass braying into a well, or that Mrs. Jones urges him to bury his set and buy a cocktail, "because you can understand what they say sometimes." And as for accumulators and condensers, the two are natural enemies. It's just nature, and we can't alter that. Better get a nice plain line!

Now, to sound a pleasanter note, gather round and listen to the true story of Bob Green, his fair lady, Gert White, and how wireless worked in their favour against the heavy parent who looked with disfavour upon their loves.

In Pa's Black Books

Whenever Pa White saw Bob he got a pain in the neck. They were not at all suited to each other. Something about Bob's ears, perchance, or maybe his trousers! The very first day that they met Bob struck sparks off Pa White by praising the old chap's marigolds. Now, when you consider that those marigolds were the bane of the White family, and that Pa had spent years of his life in trying to blot them out (the more he blotted the better they spread), you understand that Bob's congratulations fell with a dull sort of thud upon Pa's mind.

He thought that Bob's sense of humour was warped—like Ma White's—and that sent Bob down to the bottom of the class in one jump. Pa didn't relish the idea of having him dropping in on Sundays to crack jokes of that calibre.

A kind of feeder Pa hated."

Besides, Bob's father was a vegetarian, a type of feeder which Pa White hated. Pa's eldest daughter had married a veg-fiend, and whenever they came to supper on Sunday this fellow used to bring his own nuts and celery. It put Pa clean off his cold
A Peculiar Succession of Failures

beef to hear the champing and snuffling that went on over a few nuts.

And so the union of Green (Bob) with White (Gert) did not appear to be a foregone conclusion. These twain (American film caption!) were forced to meet under the clock anywhere, rather than in a well-found sitting-room complete with stuffed birds and “Presents from Margate.” As Pa had as good as said that Bob was death to his eyesight, Bob had as much chance of wooing the old man as a terrier has of convincing a hippo. However, the job had to be done, and the two spent all their working hours, and much of their own time, in cogitating the problem.

Then Bob tried lending books to Pa. He did not know that the only writer Pa could stomach was Mrs. Henry Wood; consequently Edgar Wallace’s books were hurled about the room and finally kicked under the mangle. They tried the old fellow with gifts of pipes and tobacco—which was asking for trouble. Trouble promptly came their way.

His Business Boss

Don’t run away with the idea that Bob did not mean to wed his Gert in spite of Pa. He was bent on his fate and steered towards it as the sparks fly upwards. (Poetic touch?) Bob’s trouble was that Pa; White was his business boss. A ghastly situation, what?

Pa had a radio set. Bob was a “fan.” Pa was decidedly not a “fan,” but his set was almost as good as if he were. No hope there. Pa never would take advice; he could at all times be relied on to resent it. And as to letting Bob show him how a few little alterations would turn the set into something akin to the famous “Greased Lightning.” Four—why, the idea was fantastic. Meanwhile, at the office, Bob had to endure Pa’s balderdash boasting to the “travellers” about that goldanged, dodbrasted, tin-plated, meccano radio set which was fit only for fools, fathers-in-law and fatheads.

Then came winter, and meeting under the clock was a chilly business, though the wintry solitude of the quieter streets was not without its advantages to Bob Romeo and Gert Juliet.

Nevertheless they saw that without the old man all this hand-squeezing play got them nowhere.

The Great Idea

Gert was inclined to be tearful at parting, and then Bob would say something equivalent to “Love will find a way,” and go home to listen moodily to 2 X A D. Gert went home and stood powdering her nose with violent dabs, as Pa White said: “Ha! Out with that young Green, I’ll be bound!”

“Well, and what of it?” (Tears. Exit.)

That night (favourite film caption), as Bob fiddled amongst his batteries, the Great Idea came with a wallop. Its beauty, its simplicity, its eminent feasibility, staggered him.

A week later Pa White’s radio set was struck dumb. Pa was prepared to say on oath that at eight-fifteen p.m. it was as right as rain. At nine-five, after supper, not a blessed croak! The set had not been touched, etc., etc. Too bad!

On the following day the local wireless wizard was called in. Result! Nothing whatever wrong with the set. Working beautifully. Half-a-crown. Thank you. Pa was blown, he said.

On the next night the set behaved, till after supper. The rest was silence. Pa tore his hair and ordered in the dealer again. Result? Set quite O.K. One shilling. Merci. Pa was again blown, but much more blown than before.

Pa Pulverised

Followed three nights and days of perfect harmony, broken only by chamber music. Then the after-supper silence fell upon the loud speaker. Once again the dealer called and demonstrated that the set functioned as requisite, a fact which Pa could not deny. One shilling, Ta! Pa was not only fully blown, but busted, as he in his coarse way expressed it.

Two nights later a great hush fell upon the White radio equipment. Pa said a wicked word, repeated with variations, and went out to the Liberal Club. He was through.

Next night Bob came in and put the set right. Ma beaméd and said he had his mother’s eyes. Later, after Bob had gone, Pa drifted home and heard the news. He didn’t like it.

“But father,” said Gert, “Robert really is clever at this radio and he says that with a few more opportunities for investigation he can put the thing right for keeps.”


“Oh, thank you, darling,” cried Gert, and she stole out to phone Bert.

The following evening the set was as dead as John Brown, and Bert was solemnly ushered in, amidst considerable tension. Gert discreetly disappeared.

The Lovers’ Secret

“Ah,” said Bert, after certain motions, “I see that your plumber has overlooked the fact that the potential of the Kathode varies as the differential of the magnification value. You can’t expect artisans to understand that. Now—ah—that, I think, solves the mystery.” He footed with a few terminals and switched on. All O.K.

Suffice it to say (see “Instructions to Novelists”) that thereafter the set gave no more trouble and Bob came into the White milieu on the ground floor.

A little monkeying with the aerial wire where it connects with the lead-in is sufficient to blot out any programme. If you put it right—say at about midnight—the set will work quite properly next day. This simple truth paved the way for Bob and Gert, and when last I heard the twins were doing jolly fine.
Conservatorium. He was on the musical staff of the Royal Opera in 1914, and afterwards conducted the British Symphony Orchestra. In 1919 he joined the teaching staff of the Royal College of Music.

North’s New Regional

Although no definite information has yet been obtained regarding the site for the Northern Regional broadcasting station, a good deal of speculation is rife as to whether the B.B.C. will choose Pole Moor, Slagthwaite, near Huddersfield. This district has recently been carefully examined by the B.B.C., and the Clerk of the Urban District Council has met the B.B.C. and Post Office engineers regarding a proposed underground cable which would serve the suggested station if the site were fixed upon.

Highly Satisfactory

Pole Moor is in a very elevated position, and we understand that experimental transmissions which have been carried out by the B.B.C.’s mobile van have proved satisfactory. As a plentiful supply of water is essential, it is interesting to note that on Pole Moor there exists a 12-in. water main, which would come in extremely useful if the station were built there.

Marconi Royalties

As our readers know, Mr. Justice Luxmoore recently allowed two appeals by the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. from decisions of the Comptroller-General of the Patent Office.

The first case was in respect of certain patents relating to the construction of valve sets. The Marconi Company were unable to grant the application of the Brownie Wireless Co. for a licence on the terms suggested, and consequently the Brownie Company later petitioned the Comptroller-General of the Patent Office, who made an order that a compulsory licence should be granted on the payment of stated royalties.

The Decision

The Marconi Company appealed, with the result that the Judge held that there was nothing in the evidence or the circumstances which showed that it was in the public interests that the Brownie Company should be granted this compulsory licence.

The Judge pointed out that that alone was enough to decide the case, and he also found that the Marconi Company had not acted unreasonably in the conditions sought to be imposed, and that the trade of the Brownie Company was not prejudiced by the Marconi Company’s refusal to grant a licence on the terms requested by the Brownie Company.

The Loewe Appeal

There was also a second case, in which the Comptroller-General of the Patent Office had ordered that the Marconi Company should grant the Loewe Radio Co., Ltd., a licence to make in this country triple and double valves for wireless sets, on the payment of stated royalties.

The Comptroller-General considered that the royalties asked by the Marconi Company were too high, but Justice Luxmoore decided that there had not been a definite refusal by the Marconi Company to grant a licence, and that the time had not arrived for the Loewe Company to be in a position to apply for a compulsory licence on the ground that the licence offered was unreasonable, because its terms had never been discussed.

(Continued on page 192.)

A NEW Kipling Story

appears in the

Enlarged Holiday Number of The

LONDON MAGAZINE

Buy a Copy To-day 1/-
WHEN you think of Condensers, think of T.C.C. — and you won’t go wrong. For, because T.C.C. have made nothing but Condensers for over 22 years, the letters T.C.C. on a Condenser are recognised throughout the World as the undisputed hallmark of accuracy and dependability.

Remember, there is a T.C.C. Condenser for every purpose. Here is an enlarged illustration of the Flat Mica Type. All Wireless Dealers stock it—in capacities from .0001 mfd., 1/10 to .01 mfd., 3,6.

FAMOUS FORMO COMPONENTS as used in this Set and in ALL NOTABLE PUBLISHED CIRCUITS

THE 100% Broadcast Receiver BUILD and OPERATE in ONE EVENING

BRITISH Components Throughout Send for Catalogue.

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

FOR BEST RESULTS GOLTONE “TITAN” COIL UNIT

Approved by POPULAR WIRELESS.

A super-efficient and High-grade Unit for “TITAN” Circuits. List No. T.C.115. EACH 15/-.

From all first-class Radio Stores. Write Substitutes. If any difficulty write direct.

Interesting Radio Catalogue FREE on request.
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Effect on Trade

As a result of this appeal, it seemed possible that the old royalties of 12s. 6d. per valve might be re-imposed, and consequently complete receiving sets, including portable sets, would be more expensive than has hitherto been the case.

Various meetings have been held among trade representatives lately, but at the moment of going to press there is no definite news as to whether the Marconi Company intend to claim, as they are entitled to do, the difference in royalties since the Comptroller-General ordered them to be reduced. The Marconi Company is, of course, legally entitled to claim this difference between the 12s. 6d. royalty originally in force and the new royalty, but the R.M.A. is at present negotiating for some sort of compromise.

Radio Rogues

It was reported in the "Daily Telegraph" recently that, by the adaptation of wireless to an old trick, a gang of swindlers in Berlin have been defrauding German bookmakers of sums between £5,000 and £10,000. It is reported from Berlin that they had at their disposal a secret wireless station, by means of which they received French racing results before they were generally available elsewhere.

One of the gang was always at the receiver and, when he received the result, telephoned another member of the gang. The latter then wrote the winning numbers conspicuously on a newspaper and, with this in his hand, walked past the open door of the bookmaker's office. A third confederate, who was waiting, would then make the bet.

It appears that this fraud might have gone on for a long time had not members of the gang started to swindle each other. Which seems to contradict the old saying that "there's honour among thieves."

New Wave-Lengths

The new Prague Wave-Length Plan which recently came into force doesn't seem to have caused much difficulty so far. General reports indicate that conditions with long hours of daylight are favourable, but what it will be like, of course, when winter sets in is another matter.

The B.B.C. reports only one case of interference with 5 G B; the offender was, of course, Langenberg, which is separated by only 9 kilocycles. The inconvenience at first was not very serious, but it led to readjustments.

Small Alterations

A last-minute change was in 5 G B's wave-length, as it was discovered that London listeners were going to experience considerable difficulty in getting 5 G B, owing to the wave-length being too close to that of London. Manchester is to work on 377 metres.

A Trade Mark

We are informed by Boynton & Co., Ltd., that the word "Hercules" in connection with wireless sets, etc., is their registered trade mark, and they have already marketed and advertised sets under this name. (Their address is 73, Stafford Street, Birmingham.)
Invaluable to
THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

Two New
“BEST WAY” WIRELESS BOOKS

“No. 328.—Modern Valve Sets. Contains full constructional details of four receivers. A “WAVE-CHANGE ONE-VALVER” to cover long and short waves by the operation of a switch, a “TWO-VALVE AMPLIFIER,” the “BEST WAY’ WAVE-CHANGE THREE,” and “THE HOME CIRCLE FOUR,” a set specially designed for family use.

No. 329.—This Year’s Star Sets. Tells you how to build another four specially-designed receivers. “AN ALL-WAVE TWO-VALVER” which covers all wave-lengths from 2,000 to 20 metres, “A ONE-VALVE AMPLIFIER,” “A REGIONAL CRYSTAL SET,” and the “S.G. AND PENTODE THREE”—a receiver of the most up-to-date type, capable of remarkable results.

EVERY SET MINUTELY DESCRIBED

On Sale Everywhere. PRICE 6d. EACH.
How long will my accumulator charge last?"  "How can I get it to last a month?"

These are questions that I am often asked, and although numerous articles have already appeared on the subject, it seems that no apology is required for writing another.

The second of the above questions can best be answered through the first. What is really meant by the second question is, of course, "What capacity accumulator do I require in order that the charge may last a month?"

Now the time a charge will last depends upon (1) the capacity of the accumulator, and (2) the discharge rate.

Perhaps the condition of the battery should be added to these, but as this is an indefinite factor, it can only be assumed that the full-rated capacity is given out.

The Capacity

The capacity is given by the product: amperes by hours, when the cell is discharged at a constant rate. For example, if a cell can deliver a steady current of 3 amperes for 20 hours, its capacity is 3 by 20 = 60 amp.-hrs.

This capacity is constant for a given accumulator, whilst the discharge current may have any value up to the maximum permissible discharge rate specified by the makers. This is usually stated on all cells of reputable make, and is sometimes called the "normal discharge rate."

In the above 60-amp.-hr. cell, for instance, if the maximum current required is only 1.5 amp., then since the capacity is constant:

60 amp. hrs. = 1.5 amp. by time in hrs.

:. time = 60 / 1.5 = 40 hrs. — i.e. the time the charge will last is doubled.

Similarly, if the discharge rate is only 0.5 amp., the charge will last 60 / 0.5 = 120 hrs., and so on.

As just stated, however, there is a maximum discharge rate for every accumulator which must never be exceeded if the battery is to be kept in good condition. Thus it would not be permissible to discharge the above cell at 6 amps. in 10 hours, for the maximum discharge rate is only about 4 amps.

Charging Rates

All this, of course, applies also to the charging of accumulators. Here again there is a maximum charging rate, which must not be exceeded. If the maximum charging rate of the 60-amp.-hr. accumulator is 5 amperes, it would be fully charged in about

5 / 60 = 12 hours. But if the charging current is only 3 amperes the time required to charge it is 5 / 3 = 20 hours, etc. Again, it should not be charged at a rate of 6 amperes in 10 hours.

It will be observed that nothing has been said about the voltage of the accumulator. This is because there is no relation between voltage and ampere-hour capacity. A 60-amp.-hr. cell may be 2.4 or 6 volts, or even more. The voltage is obtained by connecting the cells in series and this makes no difference whatsoever to the capacity.

The capacity is, however, increased when the cells are connected in parallel, but then the voltage remains equal to that of one cell. Thus if our 60-amp.-hr. accumulator is made up of 3 cells in series, giving a total voltage of 6, the capacity would be increased to 60 by 3 = 180 amp.-hrs. with the cells in parallel; but the voltage would be reduced to 2.

Cells in Parallel

This suggests a useful method of lengthening the life of a charge. If a given receiver is fitted with 4-volt valves, and a 30-amp.-hr., 4-volt accumulator, the charge lasting say a fortnight, the capacity would be increased to 60 amp.-hrs. by connecting the cells in parallel, and the charge would now last a month.

But this would, of course, mean substituting 2-volt valves, and whether or not this would be justifiable depends on the cost of charging.

The H.T. Accumulator

It should be clear also that there is nothing to be gained by connecting H.T. accumulators in parallel, because in most ordinary receivers the primary consideration here is voltage and not current. In fact, the practice of doing so is to be deprecated, because the voltage of the cells may differ, and although this difference may be quite small, the internal resistance of the cells is also small, so that, in proportion to their capacity, comparatively heavy discharge currents may circulate through the cells themselves.

Otherwise, all that has been said above applies equally to H.T. accumulators, except that the current and capacity are now measured in milliamps. and milliamp.-hours respectively.

A few practical examples will now make the foregoing clearer.

1. The first three valves of a four-valve receiver take a filament current of 0.1 ampere each, and the fourth 0.25 ampere. Assuming the set to be used on an average four hours a day, how long would a 60-amp.-hr. charge last?

Total filament current = 3 X 0.1 + 0.25 = 0.65 amp.

Since 60 = amp. hrs. X hrs.

\[ \text{Hrs.} = \frac{60}{0.65} = 92 \text{ hrs.} \]

As the set is in use about four hours each day, the cell would require charging about every \[ \frac{92}{4} = 23 \text{ days.} \]

Further Practical Examples

2. The filaments of a three-valve receiver take 0.15 ampere each. Set used on an average five hours each day. What should be the capacity of an accumulator in order that the charge may last a month?

Assuming 30 days in a month:

Total time set is in use per month = 30 X 5 = 150 hrs.

Total filament current = 0.15 X 3 = 0.45 amp.

:. Amp.-hr. capacity = 150 X 0.45 = 67.5 amp.-hrs.

The nearest stock size would be 70 amp.-hrs.

3. A three-valve receiver is fitted with valves taking a filament current

(Continued on page 195.)
of 35 ampere each (the older type dull-emitter). Accumulator 50 amp.-hrs. Set used on average four hours a day. Compare time charge will last with what it would be if modern dull-emitters, taking 1 ampere each, were substituted for the above.

(a) Old valves.
Total filament current = \( \frac{35 \times 3}{100} = 1.05 \) amp.
. . . Charge lasts \( \frac{50}{100} = 48 \) hrs.
  i.e. \( \frac{48}{4} = 12 \) days.

(b) New valves.
Total filament current = \( 1 \times 3 \)
. . . Charge lasts \( \frac{50}{3} = 167 \) hrs.
  i.e. \( \frac{167}{4} = 42 \) days

Ratio \( \frac{42}{12} = 3.5 \).

It will be observed that this ratio could easily have been obtained more directly by comparing the filament currents; thus it equals \( \frac{35}{1} = 35 \).

**H.T. Current**

4. If the total anode current of a set is 12 milliamps., what should be the capacity of an H.T. accumulator in order that the charge may last three months? Set used five hours a day.

Total current = 12 milliamps.
Assuming again 30 days per month:
Total hours set is in use = \( 5 \times 30 \times 3 \) = 450
. . . Capacity = \( \frac{450 \times 12}{1} \) = 5,400 milliamp.-hrs.

Nearest stocked size is about 5,000 milliamp.-hrs.

As previously stated, attention should always be given to the normal discharge rate as well as the capacity. Generally speaking, a battery of the above capacity will safely take a discharge rate of 12 milliamps.

In working these problems the filament current can be measured by putting an ammeter in one of the two L.T. leads, and the anode current by a milliammeter in - H.T. If the time the receiver is in use is carefully computed, any considerable discrepancy between the calculated and practical results indicates a lowering in the efficiency of the battery.
GOOD SOLDERING

When you are soldering very thin wire you should be careful not to apply too much heat, as otherwise the wire may be burnt through. On the other hand, insufficient heat is often the cause of bad soldered joints. Do not forget that both the pieces of metal you are soldering together must be raised to the temperature necessary to complete the operation.

If the one piece is fairly substantial it will take some time for it to acquire the necessary heat. You will have to hold the iron in position steadily for some few seconds. To do this job properly you want a nice hot iron, large enough to retain its heat for a few minutes.

A gas fire is better for heating soldering irons than a coal fire, because it is cleaner. One of the rings on a household gas stove is a very convenient thing for heating soldering irons. But watch the iron carefully, as otherwise it will be raised up to a red heat. This will cause the surface of the bit to become oxidised and this will militate against its proper tuning.

A good indication for correct heat is to watch for a blue flicker in the flame over the bit. When this appears, remove the iron, wipe the end quickly with a thick wad of rag and then "tin" it in the usual way. At this point I always give the bit a quick rub with a file and this spreads the tinning excellently. At the same time it no doubt removes a bit of the old oxide and becomes usable as soon as the unit is added.

You can attach this unit without any alteration to your existing receiver and enjoy all the advantages it gives.

You require no extra batteries or valves; there is nothing that needs replacement. The construction is robust and there are no loose parts to get broken.

A ideal unit for improving the selectivity of any ordinary set. The matter how many valves are employed, including portable sets with aerial and earth terminals, one piece of apparatus is sufficient. It is the only one that is claimed without adding complications, little more or less instructions, simplicity is one of its outstanding features.

One advantage of square wire for set-building is that it offers a larger surface for screw-down connections.

When a set has to be used in a rather dark corner it is a bad plan to arrange a flashlamps near the tuning dial, with a simple switch which puts it on when required.

Speaking generally, wave-traps are more efficient on the lower waves than on the long-wave band, and consequently 5 X X interference is more difficult to cut out than the short-wave "local."
before you can obtain smooth reaction control.

Remember that every time you move the reaction coil it is advisable to vary the tuning very slightly, since the movement of the reaction control has indirectly an effect upon the setting of the tuning condenser. The effect, of course, is very slight.

This variation is usually when the reaction coil is moved nearer to or farther away from the secondary coil, and is something which one has to get used to, especially if one has been in the habit of using a condenser-controlled reaction receiver. For instance, with two stations whose wave-lengths are very close together a small alteration in the position of the reaction coil might alter the tuning sufficiently to produce interference from the station on the nearby wave-length.

**Slow Motion Dials**

To the beginner this might be very puzzling, but the effect is readily corrected by a readjustment of the tuning condenser. It is in cases such as this where a slow-motion dial or other device is so very valuable. A slow-motion dial enables one to obtain a small movement of the condenser vanes, and therefore a very small change in capacity for a relatively large movement of the adjusting knob. Thus it is often possible to get a much better result on distant stations with a slow-motion device than without one.

It should be remembered that as you bring the moving coil nearer to the secondary the variation in tuning will be such that the capacity of the tuning condenser must be decreased slightly, and vice versa.

**A Small Variation**

The effect of moving the reaction coil nearer to the secondary is to increase the capacity of the secondary circuit, thus less tuning condenser capacity is needed. The difference is, of course, very small indeed. Usually it does not amount to more than, at the most, two degrees on the tuning condenser dial.

When the variation in the reaction setting is only slight, then the movement of the dial required is much less still. If these points are remembered, then a little practice will soon enable the constructor instinctively to counteract the effect of the reaction coil by the necessary readjustment of the tuning control.

Like all reaction detector receivers which are not preceded by a stage of neutralised high-frequency amplification, a set such as this can cause very serious interference with one's neighbours. Therefore, the reaction applied should never be great enough to make the set oscillate, or in fact be near enough to the point of oscillation to produce distorted signals. If this is remembered and carried out in practice, then no interference will be caused with neighbouring sets.

**Transformer Ratio**

The constructor may be in a quandary when it comes to choosing the most suitable low-frequency transformer ratio. Now, for all-round results it is always advisable to choose one with a ratio of about 3 to 1. In general one might say that ratios between 2:5 and 3:5 to 1 are quite satisfactory. Even 4 to 1 will give good results, and will, in fact, probably give more amplification, but from the point of view of quality a ratio not higher than 3:5 to 1 is advisable. Practically all of the modern transformers at present on the market are of the low-ratio type.

Then, again, it is very important to employ the correct grid bias on the L.F. valve. One reason is that unless adequate grid bias is used distortion will occur, particularly if the signals are loud enough to operate a loud speaker. Secondly, unless sufficient grid bias is used, the valve will be passing a much higher anode current than it should do, and in consequence the drain on the H.T. battery will be very heavy, and the cells will quickly run down.

**Grid Bias**

Moreover, this heavy anode current will tend to decrease the life of the valve itself, and these two factors combined will, of course, put up the running costs of the set very considerably. It should be remembered that grid bias costs practically nothing to use—that is to say, no current flows from the grid-bias battery. It is therefore just as economical from the point of view of grid bias alone to use 1½ or 2 volts as it is to use 3. In any case, the smallest grid-bias battery in general use is a 9-volt unit.

So carry out the makers' instructions and see that you are using sufficient grid bias for the particular H.T. voltage you are applying to the
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end of the coil. Connect a short piece of flex to the aerial terminal and place in its other end a tapping clip of the spring type.

Wire the earth terminal across to the lower phone terminal and to the centre-tap on the coil. That is to say, the 30-turn tapping point. Connect the upper phone terminal to one side of the crystal detector, and finally attach another piece of flex to the opposite side of the crystal detector. To the end of this flex again attach a clip.

Preliminary Testing

The set is now finished and you can proceed to give it the first test. Connect up the aerial and earth and telephones, place the cat's whisker lightly upon the crystal (omit this step if you are using a permanent type of detector, of course), and then proceed to set the tapping clips. For the first test place $T_1$ on the 10-turn tapping, and $T_2$ on the 50-turn.

Now proceed to turn the variable condenser slowly, and see if you can pick up the local station. It not, try another setting on the crystal detector until you find it. Having found it, tune it in to the loudest, and then proceed to adjust the crystal detector accurately.

Having satisfied yourself that you have got a fairly good setting on the detector, you can proceed to adjust the aerial tapping clip. Try it on the 5-, 10-, and 15-turn tappings, remembering to return on the condenser.

The Crystal Tap

Having found the best tapping point for the aerial, you can next proceed to experiment with the crystal tap, namely, the $T_3$ clip. Try it, first of all, on the 45- or 50-turn taps, noting which is the loudest tap. Having found the loudest one, just check the tuning and make sure that the condenser is at the best setting.

Next proceed to try the $T_3$ tapping clip on the various taps on the aerial side of the coil, that is to say, on 5, 10, and 15, and see how these compare with the other taps. In this way you will soon be able to make up your mind which is the best setting for the local station for your particular conditions, and the set is then adjusted for regular use.

You will probably find that signal strength is best when the aerial tapping is so placed that there is a fair amount of coil between the clip and earth, that is to say, on the 5- or 10-turn points. For higher selectivity, however, you may quite likely find it necessary to put the $T_2$ clip on the 15-turn point.
coming in useful also on very powerful stations such as the local and 3 G.B. In these latter cases it may be helpful to turn the filament of the screened-grid valve down considerably, detune a little on the three circuits, and carry out the final control on the low-frequency volume control on the right of the panel.

A Good De-Tuning Method

With regard to detuning, by the way, it is best to proceed as follows to obtain the best results. Detune the first condenser until you are a few degrees above the true wave, the middle one a little below the true wave, and the third one a little above once more. Alternatively, of course, you can detune the first one below the wave, the second one above, and the third below again, this scheme of alternate tuning giving a very satisfactory control without running into other stations by accident.

Constructionally the set is a very straightforward job, and there is probably only one point calling for explanation. This is the placing of the split-primary transformer of the neutralised stage in such a manner as to take full advantage of the screening effects of the vertical partitions.

We have followed our usual method of attaching the socket for this coil to the side of the first screen, so that the coil lies horizontally in its compartment, its stray fields being thereby cut off and prevented from wandering about. By judicious placing of the various types of coils in the set, very effective separation of each stage has been arranged with only a very limited amount of actual screening.

Mounting the Coils

The first and third coils are mounted in the usual way on the baseboard, but the second, as we have noted, is of the cylindrical type, so arranged on its pins that it must be placed horizontally in its compartment to get the desired screening effect. The photo and wiring diagram will give you an idea of the method of mounting used. You require first a block of wood about 3 in. square and 3/8 in. or 1/2 in. thick, and this is attached to the side of the screen with a couple of screws passed through holes in the screen into the wood. Upon this block you then mount the six-pin coil socket, and you will find all this easiest if you do it before fixing the screen in place on the baseboard.

Valves and Voltages

Now for some practical working data for the finished set. The valves should be connected as follows: First H.F. and detector, both H.F. type valves of about 20,000 ohms impedance. The screened-grid must be of the newer type, with the anode brought out to a terminal on the top of the valve, and 'can, of course, be of any well-known make, e.g. Cossor, Mullard, Marconi, B.T.H., Osram, Ediswan, Six-Sixty, etc. The first L.F. valve should be of the "L.F." or "G.P." type, with an impedance of 10,000 to 15,000 ohms, and the last valve should definitely be a super-power, since it has to handle really strong signals.

Working voltages should be these: H.T.+1 (both H.F. valves and screening electrode of the S.G.), 120 or 130 volts. H.T.+2 (detector), 50 to 70 volts (adjust for smoothest reaction). H.T.+5 (L.F.), 120 volts or more, according to the rating of the super-power valve.

Coils: For the lower band the "X" coil should be a No. 60; the split-primary one for the 250-550-metre band; and the "super" coil a "C.S.P.5," with a No. 6, 8, or 10 interchangeable primary. For long waves you require a No. 250" X" coil, a split-primary for 1,000-2,000 metres (of the binocular type this time), and a C.S.P.20 with primaries 16, 18, or 20 (different degrees of amplification and selectivity).

Easy to Neutralise

Finally, about the preliminary neutralising adjustment. For this operation we recommend the standard "reaction demands" method introduced for use with "M.W." sets. As a rough guide you will find that if you set the "neut." condenser at about one-third capacity, the set will be fairly stable, and if you then bring up the reaction gradually with all three dials in tune, you will soon find a setting for the neut. which gives maximum stability, i.e. at which you have to use the greatest amount of reaction to produce oscillation.
A New Microphone

Reports are to hand from Washington, U.S., of the invention of a new type of microphone by Professor Arthur J. Foley, of Indiana University; this was recently described before the National Academy of Sciences. Its principal feature is that, there are no moving parts as in an ordinary microphone; all parts of the microphone itself are entirely stationary, and the only thing that moves is the air between two plates—the air, of course, moving because it is carrying the sound-waves. These two metal plates form an electro-static condenser, and by extremely delicate adjustment of the associated circuit the variations in capacity due to the sound-waves passing in the air between the plates can be amplified to form the signals exactly as in an ordinary microphone. It is claimed, that, as there are no moving parts, this microphone is entirely free from resonances and other defects of most types of microphone.

Sound Recording

Another very important invention which hails from the famous Schencady Laboratories of the General Electric Company (U.S.) is concerned with a sound record which is made upon a small photographic film. This idea, of course, is an old one, but the latest developments are due to Dr. C. W. Hewlett, who had intended to describe the invention before the Acoustical Society of America, held at the Bell Telephone Laboratories a short time ago. At the last moment, however, it was decided not to release information about the new invention, and the proposed paper by Dr. Hewlett was not delivered.

If this invention proves to be successful, it is claimed that we will have shortly a film phonograph on which entire novels may be recorded with a comparatively short film. An uninterrupted run of a couple of hours is regarded as not out of the way.

A Short-Wave Chain

It is proposed to erect a chain of 110 short-wave wireless stations throughout the United States, and this project is seriously objected to by the Western Union of Postal Telegraph Services. The Universal Wireless Communications Company, which was recently granted 40 exclusive frequencies by the U.S. Federal Radio Commission, has promised that the short-wave network shall be ready by the year 1932. It is intended that the short-wave radio service shall be open to the general public for ordinary telegraph facilities.

Radio in Germany

It is surprising how radio has advanced in popularity in Germany during the past year or two. It is not very long ago that Germany was regarded as distinctly backward in the matter of radio broadcast. But according to figures published just recently, the number of licensed listeners in Germany is roughly 2,800,000, whilst at the same date the British licence figure was only 2,700,000 odd. It is interesting to note that the German figure for the corresponding date a year ago was approximately 2,200,000, so that during the past twelve months an increase in the number of licensed listeners in Germany of about 600,000 has been made.

A Great Jubilee

Great celebrations are being held in the United States to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the perfection of the incandescent electric lamp by Edison. The honorary chairman of the Jubilee Committee is President Hoover.

Although it is generally conceded that Edison was mainly responsible for the development and perfection of the electric lamp, the actual discovery of the incandescent filament belongs to an Englishman, Joseph Swan. The approach of commercial arrangements, however, led to cooperation between these two famous scientists, and the coupled names of Edison and Swan are now familiar the world over.

The Birth of the Valve

Talking about Edison and the electric lamp, radio experimenters well know that the electric lamp led directly to the discovery of the thermionic valve. As a matter of fact, not only did the development of heated filaments in vacuo pave the way for the invention of the valve, but the fact that electrified particles were emitted from a heated filament was observed originally by Edison during his experimental work with the earlier incandescent lamps.

As everyone knows, the actual application of the "Edison effect" to the making of thermionic valves was due to Professor (now Sir) Ambrose Fleming.
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THE VALVE FOR POWER

ONE-HALF THE POWER INPUT

TWICE THE OUTPUT

For the final stage of a low frequency amplifier operating a large loud speaker the valve to use is a—

**COSMOS AC/P1 POWER VALVE**

An exceptionally high mutual conductance enables this valve to deliver twice the output for the one-half the power input required by the ordinary Public Address Valve.

The AC/P1 is a low impedance power amplifying valve, employing an A.C. Cathode heated by alternating current from the supply mains.* It is fitted with the standard Met-Vick five-pin cap.

**SPECIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filament Volts</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament Amps</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Volts (max)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplification Factor</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Conductance, M/a per volt</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Impedance ohms</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Price**

17/6

*As in the case of Met-Vick AC/G, AC/E and A/C/S (Screened Grid) Valves.

**For Power with Clarity—AC/P1**

Metro-Vick Supplies,

Metro-Vick House, 155 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2

(Proprietors: Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.)
The curve perfect
HYPERMU
L.F. TRANSFORMER

The World's Greatest
Triumph in Radio
Science and Research

"Hypermu" is the first metal-screened transformer encased in Bakelite. It is unique in size, being only 3" x 1½" x 1½" and weighing only 14 ozs. Ask your dealer to show you one.

21/-

The world's experts have declared the "Hypermu" to be the greatest advance in modern radio amplification of music and speech—a tribute to the golden record of 28 years' radio practice that is behind every R.I. production. R.I. scientists have worked in conjunction with the singer, musician, and elocutionist, and have for ever banished the outstanding defect of many modern receivers, gramophone and talking picture outfits, which now, by the inclusion of the "Hypermu," give perfect reproduction of the consonants and sibilants.

All wireless enthusiasts and listeners can enjoy at home the perfect results of laboratory reproduction by fitting the "Hypermu" in their sets.

The amazingly enormous and uniform amplification of the "Hypermu" is proved by the N.P.L. curve above, which shows that the voltage amplification at 25 cycles reaches the colossal figure of 59, which is maintained well up to 6,000 cycles, where a slight rise occurs which assists in the retention of sideband frequencies. MANUFACTURERS ARE FITTING THE "HYPERMU" IN THEIR SETS, which is highly significant of its superiority, also it has won the approbation of the wireless technical expert contributors who, having tested it, have unanimously praised it in the Wireless Press.

WRITE FOR THE "HYPERMU" LEAFLET TO-DAY.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., SPECIALISTS IN SOUND REPRODUCTION

Sole Address: Offices, Showrooms and Works, 12, HYDE STREET, LONDON, W.C.1